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Rod! Sedillllg IHieire 
May R = 5 
s prro lnlSJ MWJSD<t:«D a 
1i'" c <O>peirn M(!ly ] Dearu JE21Jrli Cli2urke Retire§; 
A cast of thirty Ithaca College 
students is putting the finishing 
touches on "THE BOYS FROM 
SYRACUSE," which opens at the 
College Theatre, downtown, for 
a six day run, May 1 through 6, 
at 8: 15 nightly. 
A Di§tiThg1Lnnshedl Career JEndis 
by Terry Schuster 
Award Winner Rod Serling 
----For five days, beginning with 
~lay 1, Ithaca College will be 
playing host to writer-producer, 
Rod Serling. 
I\1r. Serling's visit was arrang-
ed through the Assistant to the 
President for Development, Mr. 
Thomas Pulaski. 
Mr. Serling was born in Syra-
cuse, New York, on Christmas 
day, and describes himself as "a 
Christmas present which arrived 
unwrapped." Mr. Serling attend-
ed high school in Binghamton 
and graduated from Antioch Col-
lege in Ohio after serving as a 
paratrooper in the second world 
war. 
Though a former Golden Gloves 
fighter and runner-up for the 
Featherweight Divisional Cham-
pionship, he describes bis pugi-
Weekend Weather 
listic endeavors as follows: "I 
was the only fighter who had to 
be carried both in and out of the 
ring." 
Mr. Serling freelanced for 
radio until 1949 when he went 
into television. A former Presi-
dent of the Academy of Televi-
sion Arts and Sciences, he holds 
six Emmys for Best Dramatic 
Writing, in addition to the first 
Peabody award ever given a 
writer. He is also the recipient of 
two Sylvania Awards; the Chris-
topher Prize; nine nominations 
from the Television Academy; 
and four Writers Guild Awards. 
Heading the cast of this Rodg-
ers and Hart musical, are Sal 
Mistretta and Robert Morris as 
the twin brothers. Their twin 
servants will be played by Gib-
by Brand and Marty Nadler. Ro-
mantic interest is supplied by 
Diane King, as Adriana, and by 
Jeanne E. Merritt, as Luciana. 
Luce, the comic maid, is played 
by Elizabeth VanPatten, and Lee 
Cantwell bumps and grinds as 
the Chief Courtesan. 
Mike Hirsch, as the Sergeant, 
and Brent Erlanson, as the Cor-
poral, represent the law, while 
Bill Graf lends his bass voice to 
the role of the Duke of Ephesus. 
Don Croll is a comic sorcerer, 
and David C. Burrow appears as 
Angelo, the goldsmith. Robert 
Riggs and Peggy Schoditsch pro-
vide some surprises at the end of 
the comedy, with Peggy having 
the only speech preserved from 
the original Shakespeare play 
"THE COMEDY OF ERRORS", 
which was the original source 
of the play. 
The dancing ensemble includes 
Kevin Cotter, Ronnie Annas, 
Doug Miller, Jeff Kramer, Judy 
Rondinelli, Eve Mandel, Kathy 
Bishop, and Daphne Schwam. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Sleeping Pill Overdose 
Named In Hospitalization 
Of Music SludenV 
April 24 - An Ithaca College 
mu~ic student has been admitted 
to Tompkins County Hospital in 
critical condition. The student 
was brought to the Ithaca Col-
lege Health Center at eight 
o'clock last evening (Sunday) 
where the severity of his condi-
tion required he be sent im-
mediately to the hospital. 
The as yet unnamed student 
was reported progressing satis-
factorily, and out of danger this 
afternoon according to Dr. A. H. 
Karam of the College Health 
Center. Karam had no other com-
ment to make pending release by 
the boy's parents who are now 
in Ithaca, but added "As custom-
ary with sickness a doctor feels 
he should have the permission of 
his patient to release details and 
I will be glad to do so when the 
patient is well enough to be con-
tacted." 
According to Dr. Karam this is 
the first such case this semester, 
of any similar circumstances. 
Earl E. Clarke, Ithaca College 
Dean of Students had this to say 
when contacted: "We only know 
he took an overdose of sleeping 
pills ... We don't know what his 
intention was." 
Aliex IB<> IBlock N at1TI11lcedl 
New JEdii1to1r of Jithacan 
A long and distrngu1.,hPd 
career rn educat10n that &pans, 
nearly a half century will come· 
to a close on June ;30 when Earl 
E. Clarke retires as dean of 
~tudents at Ithaca Collrge. 
fl will mark the completion of 
19 years of service to the College 
during a period when it expe1:i_ 
enced it., greatest growth and ex-
pansion. Ile came to the College 
in 1948 to head the then newlv 
established G en er a 1 Colle"~ · 
which a few years later beca~~ ; 
the College of Arts and Sciences. · 
After six years he was asked to · 
become dean of students. The en- ' 
rollment of the College has more · 
than tripled during his 13 years 
in the student deanship. 
He began his career as a teach-
er when he was still a few davs 
short of his 20th birthdav. He h;d Dean Earl Clarke 
completed one year · at the - ---·- -----------
Normal and Industrial College at fc' !ell 
Ellendale, North Dakota when ' Ii ll.ll frl!.!l !i"e U-- H (O] U"ilS (O){f 
he was named principal of the 
Bentley (N.D.) High School. New S.Go l?rreso 
by Alex B. Block 
meanwhile continuing his studies 
at Ellendale during the summer j 
months. In the next few vears , 
he served as principal at a 
0
num- 1\ "You can move a camp~y-
ber of small North Dakota high sically up from downtovm, but it 
schools: McLeod, 1922-24; Butts- takes more tim<' to move it spir-
villel, 1924-26, and Glenmore,) itually." explained Ithaca Col-
1926-28. He was named superin- lege·s new president of student 
tendent of schools at Xorton- government. 
ville from 1928 until 1935. 
In the latter years he received 
the Bachelor of Science degree 
from Ellendale, and he also took 
his seat in the state legislature. 
He served as a spokesman for 
education in that body, being the 
only educator among its mem-
bers. That same year he was ap-
pointed state director of adult 
education in ~orth Dakota. 
He began studying for the M.S. 
degree at the University of North 
Dakota in 1935, and received it 
four years later. in 1939. 
He was given a fellowship by 
the National Conservation Bureau 
to do advanced study and re-
search in safety education--0ne 
of 15 educators to be awarded 
such fellowships. He left ;\"orth 
Dakota to move to ~cw York, 
where he began his ~tudy for a 
doctorate under the fellowship, 
at New York University. In 194-0 
he was made city dirC'ctor of 
teacher training, adult education, 
of New York City. Meanwhile 
he continued his studies at NYr. 
A man e:-.cited about doing a 
job, and capable, Peter Burell, 
junior Radio-Television major 
from Rochester, New York, won 
uncontested office last week. 
"l think the reason so many of-
fices were unopposed was not 
necessarily because these people 
could not be beatC'n, but because 
the image of student government 
and its effectiveness is so poor 
on campus. I don't feel student 
governrnC'nt officers are respect-
e<l ,is bem!; leac!Prs capable of 
dealm g \\ ith student problems," 
Burrell continued. 
Burrell. who a, president of 
the Jtrn1or rla,s has been the 
mot1vat1nc: mfluPnce in spring 
weekC'nd. \\"('nt on to say: "I have 
come lll contact while working on 
sprmg weekC'nd with most of the 
admrnistratlv,, leaders and there 
is not one man in the administra-
tion I h,n e a real gripe with. I 
think the student, arP highly 
He has the distinction of writ-
ing the first original ninety min-
ute drama written expressly for 
television. This was Requiem for 
a Heavyweight. His script, Pat-
terns, on the Kraft Television 
Theatre, was the first live show 
ever to be repeated in the history 
of television. 
Last Thursday evening the Edi-
torial Board and The ITHACAN 
staff came to an agreement as 
to the future editor of the Ithaca 
College newspaper. Beginning 
next semester, Alex Block, this 
year's sports editor, will take over 
the position. All that is needed 
is the official approval of Stu-
dent Congress. Last Thursday, the 
present editor, Paul Graham 
Yorkis, appeared at the Student 
Congress meeting with Alex, but 
SG was unable to obtain a quor-
um to approve the appointment. 
They are expecting approval at 
tonight's meeting. 
1' . In September of l!:41-three 
months before Pearl Harbor-he , 
resigned the directorshop, gave 
up his studies at ;\"'lU. and ac- 1 Ambassador Unowiiz 
CommencemenV Speaker 
ccpted the post of di rector of all : 
USO activities at Puerto Rico. 
He continued at that post until 
Book 
CONTENTS 
0 
Review Pg. 4 
According to the Binghamton 
Weather Bureau, Thursday will 
be cloudy with a 60% probability 
of rain; possible clearing on 
Friday with little or no probabil-
ity of precipitation; Saturday will 
be fair but cool with highs in the 
upper forties or low 50's. Sunday 
is likely to be fair and warmer. by Alan Hyman 
Alex has worked on The ITHA-
CAN since his sophomore year. 
He began under Irv Wood ·writing 
feature articles and interviewing 
personalities around campus. He 
began this fall as sports editor. 
He is a business administration 
major from Syracuse, New York, 
and will be a senior next year. 
by Eric Sln•p.1rd February of 1945 when he re- Cartoons Pg. 9,15,18,20 
Verification for this outlook 
has been received by this reporter Sol. M. Linowitz, tbe United 
fro mthe only accurate weather States Ambassador to the Organ-
man in the business. I quote the ization of American States, will 
"Farmers' Almanac" volume 150,' be the guest speaker at this 
Edited by Ray Geiger, Pbilon. year's Commencement Exercises 
"April 24-27, clearing and colder to be held Saturday morning, 
over western plains and Rocky May 20, 1967 · 
:\fountains. Dangerous gales along At that tim~, Mr. Llnowitz will 
Atlantic Coast with heavy rains also receive an honorary Doctor 
west to Mississippi Valley. of Laws degree. He has been Di-
CLEARING. 28-30. Fair in Ohio rector of the Xerox Corporation 
Valley Great Lakes area and New of Rochester, New York, and is 
England. Unsettled in central and currently a member of the Board 
western sections. of Directors. 
' 
On his appointment, Alex ex-
pressed his opinions about The 
ITHACAN. "I think Paul Yorkis 
has done an excellent job of 
turning The ITHACAN into a top 
quality college weekly and I'm 
going to try and expand and in-
novate on what he has done. I 
consider The ITHACAN the most 
powerful media on campus and 
I am going to try nnd use The 
Ale)( Block 
ITHACAN to make changes and 
constructive improvements on 
the campus." 
Pam Davis, a Jun10r phy!>ical 
education major, will take over 
Alex's position as sports editor. 
This appointment is effective this 
week. Pam has worked on the 
sports staff since October. Con-
cerning the sports section Pam 
said she "will stay the same 
w i t h maybe a few minor 
changes." 
signed to become vice president Classified Ads Pg. 22 
of Interamerican l'niversity of. Editorials 
Put>rto Rico. wl1Pn.> ht> had been ; 
a visiting professor. HP served ; Feature-s 
as acting- prc>5idcnt for two years, ! Greeks 
1946-48. 
In the summer of 1948 hP com-
pleted his work for his doctorate 
and was awarded the E D dP-
gree by New York University. : 
The title of his dissertation was j 
"State Administration and Super-
vision of Safety Education in the 
United States." That same year he 
(Continued on page 6) 
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to continue education 
By Alan Hyman 
' Frednck T Ubon, ~\.:,!'>OC1ate 1 
Diredor of the• Egbl'rl l'nwn, I 
Will ll'a\!' his j)lhl(IO!l .ll lhL' t:lll] I 
of th!', ,,,•n1e,il'r to co11llnu.: lu,,' 
(•ducatwn .it :r,(irqul'l!t: 1·11n1•1- · 
s1ty. Sh,1ron ,\ Sta.l, t'Ll!Tt'lltly: 
Program D1n•etur of the l '1110n 
will a~,ume .\! r ()bon ·, po,1twn I 
l\Ir. 01.,ou ,,lll m'.1tnc11ldlt• to-·,· 
wards Lhe Doctor 01 .Jui 1, Prud-
ence dl'grel' :1t .:llarquettl' t ·111-
vers1ty L.iw School ·'J'm not quite 
sure," i\lr. Olson :,tatl'd. ··,1hethcr 
I'll go into pracllc,· aft en, ards or 
lean toward, some pha"l' of col-
lege admullstratwn work.'' His 
plans after school :ir,· not defi-
nite, but Mr. Olson commented, 
"A law degree 1s mo~t valuable 
for college administrat10n work." 
A native of Ripon, Wi~consin. 
\::xf. '. ,.1;;:::?· 
,:~~r:rr:\-..... ~ .. 
Fredrick T. Olson present As-
sociate Director of Egbert 
Union. 
Roxv VJhiie Yo 
I 
Fill [0$Yfl!> IP'O$ition 
Ho,1(' LeP White of Scotia, ="J'ew 
York, a Junior Physical Therapy 
(Continued from Pago 1) 
In 1959, Mr. Serling created 
and produced perhaps his best 
known endeavor, Tho Twilight 
ac !Professor Clhaars Secfrncll'll 
oif Sircnfi'e Conferell"ilce 
Zone, which ran on television for by Paula Sllboy "we were unable to determine 
five years and is now in syndi- Dr. Eric Graf, heacf of the psy- what type of culture shock would 
rated reruns. t th t d t l I l I Chology department acted as a mos concern e s u en s en-,tuc ent at It 1aca Col ege, 1:is !\lr. Serling's schedule will be: 
· · · '1 l 7 30 O en1·ng sect1·on chairman at the N.Y. Ed- rolled in college training pro-i>Pen a~s1gned a positwn m the j .• , om. ay- ·. P. m. - P 
l'mted State~ Public Health, discusswn - Union Rec Room. ucation Department's "Confer- grams." 
Ser\'lee (COSTEP) during thP Coffre hour will follow at s:3o ence on College and University According to the IC professor 
f 1967 p.m. Programs for Teaching the Dis- the most articulate participanb 
,ummt•r o . Tue~day -- 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 
TV '~dvantaged." The conference, in the "culture shock" section l'OSTEP is the Commissioned a.m. - "Acting for the " 
Iffict•r Student Trainin~' nd Ex-
lt'rn Program of the Com mssion 
C'orps, \\'hich is one of ti e seven 
uniformed services It gives col-
lPge ~tudents in health-related 
studies the opportunity to tral!l 
\\ 1thlll Lhe1r prospt>ctive profes-
,ions whil" receiving an income. 
This expPnence may also become 
an open door to a lifetime career. 
:Ill,~ White will be stationed at 
thl· Staten Island Public Health 
Sernce Hospital as a Junior As-
Drama" - TV studio. held on Apri.l 10 and 11, at Yes- v,.ere from the N.Y.C. metropoli-
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. - Open hiva University, "tried to e~tab- tan area and tended to discus, 
discussion for public and TV, lish particular program factors in the N.Y.C. situation. "Demand, 
Senior Seminar, "Criticism of TV f th t 1·t h 
college education which would O e me ropo 1 an area avP Programming," "Career Oppor-
tunities in TV,.. _ Union Rec adequately train teachers to in- the main pressure on specializ-
Room. struct disadvantaged students," ing education to the demands o: 
Wednesday - 11:00 a.m. - stated Dr. Graf. the culturally deprived child," 
"Conceptualizing the TV Plot"-
with films. 
7:00 p.m. - "The TV Director 
as a creative communicator," or 
"The creative functions of TV 
directing" 
Mentally retarded, emotionally stated Graf. He continued, "Ou·· 
schools seem not to reach tht, disturbed, physically handicapped 
culturally deprived child. Teach-and culturally deprived persons 
ers in the metropolitan areas who were included in the conference's 
definition of "disadvantaged," are assigned to culturally depri\'-
ed districts leave ,by the dozens with emphasis on the culturally 
Mr. Olson attended the Uni\'ersity 
of Wisconsin, where he received 
the B.A. degree in 1962 and the 
M.A. in 1965. As an undergrad-
uate, he was manager of a fra-
ternity house, vice president of 
the Dormitory Council, night edi-
tor of the Daily Cardmal, the 
student newspaper, and was ac-
tI\'C m the Campus Chest Drive. 
As a graduate student, he served 
on the Graduate Club Board. 
~istant, which is equivalent to :'.Ir. Olson has been Associate 
Thursday - 1:00 p.m.-"Prob-
lems in script writing" (concep-
tualizing, editing film, directing New York City, for example. deprived. Besides psychologists 
hires thousands of teachers each like Dr. Graf, sociologists and an Din•ctor of the l 'nion for the pa,t the rank of Army Second Lieuten-
two years. ant or Na,·y Ensign. She will 
IL<alc~ (O)~ 
Stll.!ltdly A!l'e(tlls 
Provost Robert Davies has ex-
pressed concern over the prob-
lem of a "lack of study areas" at 
Ithaca College. Davies referred 
to a discussion held recently 
among the academic deans in cit-
ing considerable interest on the 
part of the administration. 
He said the group discussed 
changing the present policy of 
heterogeneous academic group-
ing in the various dormitory 
units. It was thought that group-
ing students of similar academic 
interests would alleviate com-
plaints of "conflict of interests" 
made by some students. 
However, the results of this 
study indicated the problem of 
conflict to be less severe than 
had been supposed. The provost 
pointed to a "backing away" on 
the part of students in regards 
to separate dormitory units for 
different majors. 
Final Concert of 
IC Brass Quintet 
Ford Hall - April 28 
The Ithaca College Brass Quin-
tet will make its final appear-
ance of the acadPmic year Friday, 
April 28, at 8· l:i p.m. in Ford 
Hall auditorium The public is 
invited to attend the admission-
free concert. 
The performers, members of 
the music faculty. are James Ode 
and Carter Eggers, trumpets; 
John Covert, horn; Hubert Hutch-
inson, trombone; and James 
Linn. tuba. They have presented 
concerts recently in several area 
schools under grants from Local 
132 of the American Federation 
of :\Iusicians Trust Fund and in 
Utica under the auspices of 
Young Audiences Concerts. 
Davies pointed to a previous Internal Revenue 
venture as indication of lack of 
student interest in study arrange-
ments. This occurred in the 
spring of his first year at Ithaca 
Service Opportunities 
For Women 
College when the Science Build- NEW YORK, N.Y. _ "I like 
ing was opened for study with a to meet people and try to help 
budget allotment for supervision. them work out their problems. As 
Originally, several hundred st1;1· a graduate accountant, I believe 
dents were expected to use this bein"' a Revenue A"ent fulfills 
facility, b~t the response amount-; my desires, and adv;nces me in 
ed to considerably less. I my chosen profession," said a 
This year, the establishment of l young university woman who had 
several "honor dorms" with an recently joined the Internal 
academic requirement for en- Revenue Service. 
trance was met with less than Career opportunities for worn-
the anticipated demand. In addi- en in accounting, law, and ad-
tion, Davies noted that scholastic ministration, has long been the 
standing does not necessarily in- policy of Internal Revenue. Many 
dicate interest in study. I university women are now in key 
As a result of this experiment, I positions t_hroughout the Service, 
the provost announced the plans ,
1 
and younger women are training 
for one "intensive study" dorm for Revenue Agent positions. 
next year. He said others would In the field of tax administra-
be added only if there was suf- tion, women can find many chal-
ficient interest. At this time, only lenging positions particularly 
30 applications have been made suited to their talents and edu-
for this dorm. cation. Internal Revenu~ has been 
Mr. Davies emphasized his con- : one of the leaders in establish-
cern on this matter, saying that ! ing equal opportunity for women, 
it was not the intent of the ad- .
1 
and in training and developing 
ministration to police students' them for executive positions. 
study habits, but that it could,, In the specialized areas of tax 
and · was willing to provide a law, adjudication, enforcement, 
place fqr them to study. and administration, the Internal 
The provost also added that a Revenue Service is the national 
journalism major may be offered I authority. Each area requires 
at Ithaca College in a year or two. continual study, training and 
A result of a curriculum study, i professional development beyond 
this would be a 4 year sequence. 'I the baccalaurate degree within 
the Service. It is experience and 
Cl ID M 8 training that cannot be duplicated ass ay - cny elsewhere. 
It was announced by David 
Gearhart, Student Government 
President, that Class Day, the day 
of the year when each student 
unofficially becomes a member 
of the next-highest class or, in 
the case of seniors, graduated, 
will be held on May 8 at 8:00 
p.m. in the Union Recrentlon 
Room. 
University and college women 
who feel they can meet the re-
quirements of the Internal Reve-
nue Service should obtain a Form 
57 from any Federal Personnel 
Office, and mail to Board of U.S. 
Civil Service Examiners, Room 
1103, 90 Church St., New York, 
N.Y. 10007, or phone 264-7906 
(area code 212) for appointment. 
work in the Physical Therapy 
Department as an aide. 
by Alan Hyman 
Contemporary Miniature Prints 
from the Pratt Graphic Art Insti-
tute will be on display in the 
Union Lounge starting May 4. 
The show will be 75 original sign-
ed prints including works in all 
the graphic techniques, etching, 
engraving, lithography, woodcuts, 
seriographs, and mixed tech-
Like things to come! 
Ncnrrcctics 
CCo mm e ss o c l7il 
ALBANY (UPO - The state's 
new narcotics addiction control 
commission has been granted au-
thority to regulate admission of 
drng addicts assigned to it by 
cc,urts. The new law adds the re-
quirement that the commission 
must consent to the certification 
of arrested addicts to its care 
ar.d custody. If it withholds con-
sent, the court will handle an 
arrested addict under provisions 
of the penal law. The bill, signed 
by the governor yesterday, is ex-
pected to eliminate the possibility 
of overcrowding existing faclli-
t,es. 
All kinds of 
delicious a-hings 
~edl & Wihlafre 
] 19 N. Aurora S!l'. 
- any areas). 
2:00 p.m. - "Potential of 
dramatic writing for TV" (for 
English classes in creative writ-
ing) - B-103. 
Thursday - 3:00 p.m. - Gen-
eral open seminar for discussion 
of individual problems. Open 
forum questions. - B-:102. 
Friday - 11:00 a.m. - "Con-
tinued discussion of conceptual-
izing the TV plot." Open discus-
sion of the media influence. 
All Senior women are to return 
the "Activities for Senior Wom-
en" chart to the Dean of Students 
office before they leave in l\.'.t.ay. 
These charts help in making 
recommendations. Therefore it is 
iffil')erative that they be returned. 
11Utrllunccu Day'' 
Ithaca College will hold its 
third annual "Ithaca Day" open 
house on Saturday, May 6, and 
President Howard Dillingham to-
day extended an invitation to the 
residents of Ithaca and surround-
ing area to visit the South Hill 
campus on that day. 
"The friendship existing be-
tween College and community is 
an exceptionally warm one, and 
of mutual advantage," said Dill-
ingham. "We wish to show our 
appreciation for the encourage-
ment and assistance we have re-
ceived from the community, in 
the development of the College 
and of its new campus. The Col-
!ege is an integral part of the 
community and we welcome this 
opportunity to show it to our 
friends. 
The open house will be held 
from 10 in the morning until 4 
in the afternoon, and we will fea-
ture guided tours of the build-
ings and facilities, visits to ex-
liits and displays of art and at-
tendance at public events. The 
tours, with student guides, will 
start from Egbert Union. 
The visitors will see a campus 
that has won acclaim from archi-
tects, educators and art lovers 
for its beauty of design and ef-
ficiency of operation; and they 
will enjoy a vista of lake and 
countryside from many vantage 
points on the campus. 
The visitors will be welcomed 
at a student recital at 1 o'clock 
in Ford Hall, and at a track meet 
at South Hill field, when the 
College varsity team will com-
pete against Mansfield State Col-
lege and Roberts Wesleyan Col-
lege. 
JUST ARRIVED 
Stay Press 
Hop-Sade Jeans 
<> 
SCHMAUS CLOTHES 
105 W. State St. 
Next to State Theatre 
year, but still at the end of thl· thropologists attended the con-
ferenee. year the teacher supply is in-
adequate." The IC Professor "chaired" the 
Dr. Graf's section, which came 
section on "culture shock." In to no definite conclusions, was 
Graf's opinion the educational not unique in this aspect. "No 
problems of "culture shock" are session was able at this time to 
based on a cultural difference come up with a concrete pro-
which makes communication dif- gram," the IC prof. explained. 
Dr. Graf suggested that more 
ficult, l) on the part of the stu- research be done in the field of 
dent; 2) between a middle class teaching the disadvantaged stu-
teacher in a deprived school dent. 
area or 3) within a strictly rigid 
administrative set-up. "In our Conference on 
section," commented Dr. Graf' 
' Pre-Med Education 
--------------
Chemistry Dept~ 
f?~ays IHf osil' To 
Airea fHIS Teachers 
by Terry Clark 
The College Centre of the 
Finger Lakes, an organization of 
most of the .colleges in the area, 
has recently organized a confer-
ence on pre-medical school edu-
cation to be held at Ithaca Col-
On Saturday, April 22, the lege on l\Iay fourth in the Science 
Chemistry Department was host Building. 
to a group of high school chem- In addition to the members oi 
istry teachers from the surround- the College Centre of the Finger 
ing area. The purpose of the Lakes, representatives from St. 
meeting was to improve and in- Lawrence University, St. Bona-
crease mutual understanding of venture, Colgate, and Wells Col, 
each others programs and prob- lege have been invited. 
lerns. This conference is designed to 
inform advisors of pre-med stu-
The morning session consisted dents at the various colleges in 
of a series of informal talks by the area of the following sub-
Ithaca College faculty describing jects: 
the chemistry program at the col- 1) The content of what a liberal 
lege. Dr. Robert Pasternack, in arts education students interested 
summanzmg th e discussion, in pre-med should accomplish. 
pointed out that the major object 2) The hazards and benefits of 
of the entire curriculum was to early screening. 
develop a sense of independence 3) Tho elements of pre-med 
so that a student can, with some committees' recommendations 
confidence in his own abilities, which are important to medical 
undertake a research project with schools' admissions committees. 
an individual faculty member A panel of deans and admis-
during the student's final semes- sions officers will participate to 
ters. advise on these questions and 
The afternoon session opened any others which may arise on 
with a tour of local facilities and the subject. This will occur in an 
closed with a discussion of the afternoon session followed by 
liigh school programs. A new optional tours of the campus e5-
syllabus has been adopted by carted by members of the Presi-
New York State; its use should dent's Host Committee and pre-
result in better prepared students med students enrolled at Ithaca 
entering college. College. 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
V 
Good roods at reasonable 
prices 
'7' 
Students are always 
wekome at 
116 N. Aurora St. 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora S~. 
272 8184 
This Weekend •.• Any Weekend ••• 
Pcnr!l'y Makin's from 
NOR1'1HJSD[Q)!E 
LIQUOR & WINE CO. 
507 North Cayuga St. 
AR. 3-1291 
, 
I 
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S.G. Presideni' 
(Continued from Pago 1) 
misguided about what the admin-
istration is trying to do. The 
communication between the fac-
ulty, student, and administration 
is hurt by a lack of personal 
contact. Everyone is too quick to 
criticize instead of trying to work 
a little more maturely." 
Among his other goals the new 
student chief said: "I would like 
to see the campus organizations 
such as MGB, WGB, The ITHA-
CAN, the Egbert Union Board, 
etc., work together instead of 
letting petty grievances hinder 
our work, so we can push more 
effectively those things that 
count. Right now student govern-
ment is too far away from the 
~tudents." 
Mr. Burrell feels that one of 
his first problems will be to 
change the image of student gov-
ernment and its leaders. "I want 
to change the image ... so that 
the officers are respected as in-
dividuals who can effectively 
reach the students with programs 
and ideas that deal with problems 
and provide activities they are 
personally and sincerely interest-
ed in." 
DeFuria Eleded 
MGB Presideni 
Rick DeFuria, an English lit-
erature major in the class of 1968 
was elected president of MGB 
last Thursday in an election m 
which he was uncontested. 
Rick was on MGB during the 
1966-67 school year. He has also 
been active in his fraternity, serv-
ing as president last year. He 
works at the Egbert Union infor-
mation desk, has worked on the 
campus chest, and with freshman 
orientation. 
Other members of MGB next 
year will be: Alex Block, who 
served on House Council and will 
be the Editor of the Ithacan next 
year. Ron Chasen of Pi Lambda 
Chi, a history major in the class 
of '69; Dave Emler, of Delta Kap-
pa, a music major in the class of 
1970; Paul Keane. an English lit-
erature major, in the class of 
1968; Robert Schandler, of Sigma 
Alpha Nu, a political science 
major in the class of 1969; and 
Tom Scheeran, the president of 
Delta Kappa, and a physical edu-
cation major in the class of 1968. 
Future J\1GB president Rick 
DeFuria told the Ithacan: "We 
will strive for more cooperation 
On apathy: "I don't think and above all else, a better un-
apathy is something that comes tlcrstanding of what :!\IGB is and 
about because no one really docs." 
cares, it's more what there is to 
care about. If you give students 
~omething worthwhile. they will 
get excited about it." In the WGB Eledions 
same context the student exccu- Debi Fortune, the newly elcct-
tive feels the "academic atmos- cd WGB President, plans to go 
phere ·I find to be very poor, and ahead with the platform the BIC 
thus seemingly apathetic. Not party v.Tote. She is also going to 
just at Ithaca College but world- continue in the same vein as the 
wide I think the classroom Is present \VGB, because she be-
dead. This is not a blame that lievcs that they have done a fan-
can be put on the teacher or stu- tastic job so far. 
dent alone, it requires the work From the \VIP Party Kathy Mc-
and cooperation of everyone. Glenn, Sue Zaher, l\Iari Over-
One of the things Mr. Burrell bagh and Pam Ferguson were 
hopes to see come off is a sym- elected. Besides Debi, Pam Brad-
posium, possibly week long, on Icy, Kathy Appleton, Debbie 
"'American Education." This Baker, Pat Moscou, and lea Ochoa 
would be in conjunction with the were elected from the BIC Party. 
celebration of the seventy-fifth They all plan to continue the 
anniversary of the college. It good job the present WGB is do-
would encompass students, facul- ing. 
ty, and administrators from a 
\\"idc variety, and location of col-
leges, and guest speakers who 
are experts in the field. Information on 
The lack of social motivation i_s Aiding Vietnam 
another problem the new prcs1- • • 
cl"nt is concerned with. "There is. Children Available 
more to social activity than just! Th Ith Collc"c Committee 
· · k" d c We must plan I e aca ,.., 
'.11"1~ _:i~g- an ~ x. ' ! of Responsibility will have an in-
,1ct1\ 1hes to include these, but, f t· t bl t · th E, 
. ·b d , ! orma ion a e sc up m c k 
t<J be more, much mo1c. An, o ~, b UT . I bb f ~• d 
· · · - I crt nion ,o y rom ,non ay 
ean drmk beer m the pub, this th h Fr"d ~1 1 - f . . roug 1 1 av, ..1., ay -:::>, rom is not social hfe. The student 10.00 t 3·. 00 , 
~ovcrnment should try to initiate · a.m. 0 ' · p.m. , 
and get student support in new This information table will be 
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FaU"i1Sl~ !P~a1Ui1S [Forr A GREAT Spr~ng weekend 
by Robert Hult-5 
Sammy Davis. .Tr heads the 
entertainment at the concert 
which begms at 9 00 pm Karl 
The fmal plans and weekend I 
schedule for thi5 year's Spring 
Weekend have been announced 
by Peter Burrell. Spring Week-
end Chairman. Barry, a comedian, and George I 
The weekend fcslivitws will be- Rhodes and his o~ch_estra w11J I 
gin on Thursday night at 8:00 backup Sammy Davis m concert ! 
p.m. m the college pub with the I ~ter the conc:rt, at 12:30, the I 
"Soul Happening". The featured Disco-a-go-go will giv~ everyone 
1 
cntert:iinmcnt will be the Soul I~ ch:nce to get the kmks out of 
Company from New York City. s ones. I 
The "Soul Happening" is de- Th~ . Disco will feat~re The 
signed to start off the weekend .
1
1\fag~ificcnt Men, oldies ~ut 
with a "total mess up of the goodies and free beer supplied 1 
student minds". Beer will be by Saga. The Magnificent .'.\1cn 
available. as usual, and special hav: just ~igned a contract with 
sound and lighting effects will Capitol Records. At 3:00 a.m. 
contribute to the "psychedelic the Cafe Exprcsso House will 
happening" ?pen and remain so until morn· 
Friday night will begin with I mg. 
rlmncr in the specially created I O_n Sunday a box lunch will be 
dinner club in the Hillside Cafe- available by reservation from the 
teria. A special menu will be food service at 12:30. From 3-5 
available and Passover dinners there will be a campus wide open 
will be available through special house on the request of the in-
arrangement with the food sen;- dividual dorms. By this time all 
ice. The atmosphere will be one' weekend ticket holders should 
of quiet music and smooth sophis- have picked up their Souvenir 
tication. Entertainment will lend Book. At 7:30 p.m. Walt Disney 
to the specially planned atmos- Cartoons and a feature length 
pherc. film will be shown. 
At 9:00 p.m. the action moves The following curfew regula-
to ''Club 68". This year six full lions for Spring Weekend have 
bars will supply liquid refresh- been announced bv Dean Helen 
ment and music will be by the I Hood, WGB, and the Spring 
Billy May Orchestra, conducted! \Veekend Com1mttee: 
by Frankie Lester. F1ip Wilson, a! 
comedian, and the Saxons, a new j Thursday . _ 
and fast moving Folk Group, will, NOR:'IIAL CURFEWS 
provide additional entertainment. I Friday 
The Cafe Expresso House opens No weekend Ticket-I :30 cur· 
at 1 :00 a.m. and continues until few 
breakfast at 5:00 in the morning. Full Weekend Ticket--3 a.m., 
The Saxons will start the night all · ht ·th ·a1 · · 
off and the mood will gradually mg wi speci permisswn. 
change to mood music and soft I Saturday 
light. Cafe Expresso will also be I No weekend tickef-1:30 cur-
open Saturday night. i few 
Saturday morning will come i Full weekend ticket---4 a m 
early for those preparing for the all night with special permission'. 
float parade. This year's parade Concert Ticket Only-4 a.m .. no 
L..... ·- ~. 
~---· 
y ,>-
Rirnf ormatioil] JF or 
§prnnng WeelkeII1ldl JPncII11icerr§ 
begins at 10 a.m. and will be tele- all ni·r?:ht · · 
vised by W1CB-TV as well as - permisswn. I.C. Spring \\"eckcnders' Herc's large wooded picnic area. Fire-
heard on WICB A.l\I -F.M. The Sunday your chance to spend Saturday places accompany each set of 
parade will feature the :!\!ummers NORl\IA.L CURFEW afternoon, pienickmg. hiking. fris- tables. Acro:;s the road from the 
and an increased number of floats . . . . beeing, or ju~t laling in the sun parkmg lot i, a large open field. 
ar,d bands. A picnic lunch wiU be Th~ sign-m- t_1m: for tl~osc with (of course thcrc·ll be sun 'i, re- .-\ ccnlury old mill, now a 
available from the food service i all night _permissi_on_s wil~ be ~O cuperating from Fnday·s fling mu,cum of ancient milling ma-
Saturday noon. · a.m. Sp_ec1al perm1ss10n slips will and re~ting up for Sammy Davi,. chHwry, guards the upper en-
Saturdav afternoon at 2:00 the be available, shortly, to extend Thn•e area ~tatc µark,, r.ut tl'r- ; 1 anc'l' .. \ 1though parking is 50c, 
fun begi~s again with a murl the sign-in time until 2 p.m. milk. Taughannock. and J:olwrt j thP!"l' 1, no fcp at the mill if you 
fight. The Soul Company will·~., ;· . lf. Treman Stat,.- Park,. will be I,, :,h to (·:o.plorc it. Picnicking is 
play for and during the fight: · . · ope~mg for bu,111e,~ ~aturci:1,. al,o a, aibblC' in the> Upper Park. 
and sky divers will perform ind· ';. :\pnl the 2Dl h Taughannock 
the skv over the campus. A' · ··· : · ,. Buttermilk ,. For ·'"ll love:·, of lakeside parks 
. ' -,;~ ;;; ~ 
motorcvcle scramble is alsol ·>;,._,,~· ( ~4" · I TlwrearC'h•.oronte,1,1!'.u,t<"r-::.1:,1 ,,:·l<· open ,p:ices; Taughan-
on the· schedule and free beer! --i,;;;.l,k..~, · 1" , ~ Q ~ 1 I milk Thl' 111:11n <'11 t, :,n(·e 1, l\\ 'l' n,,l'k l',1:·t, : , r],p park for you th.is 1 b ·1 bl • ~. ~ I I l t I ' I' ,vi I c ava1 a e. .. .,.,_ ~ ........ · i\ ... t-· ....... ~t~¼ ! 11!1 t':-i ,out 1 o tn,~ 1 ·,. ''1 loutt· 1 \1.l'l.kt•1i1: L11:·'hannoek is located ;•.' .;_;, ' ~,,, l ,, I I I \ ' 
~,!', ···~ -. , ·--, l, 311,t H':,011, :.1\ un, L'l"ll,,,, . ', q :1,.:,,., : ():·th ut Ithaca, up Lake :~i ... · :;-: :{~:~.:}_;. ·:f;_~~_:;(.·::-,.:) !~owl':· H11tt,•r11;!1', :!w!·,, 1, ,! ,P:;li: C.i\\: .. ,. r,,: Hc,?:tc' f!!1. It, too, is 
- } l- t,..,. nark.111~ ~tr,.~1 ~! p~1\'l11 1 n \\Jt 11 ....,r,f1 d,\h:~.: ::itn ·\1.o ·,1drL", H~ith the t:A .;.-:_. >,··~::-, frl'.r~...J :,-,,,.",."',~ ' . r, 
, 'tt.i:.;,t-: ,.- ... -11 1- ..,.,., l,'-·. ~~, ·)fr.-: drink.'.' aPd ice ere•: i~1 .1 p1cn 1 c [ 1(1\\:·t· D~i:· .. : nn 1lll' Ld,e side, the 
' 
.
,•~:~.',,·,; ,_._1:~_,:-::' :': ~~: }_J:. :. • \•!._·,,.',~~,!~'·;,·-~. f 1 • I • 
... ·¥ - ·-.;. .... • ;:1rpa ;,1th 1ren1.'.::C't''". ~1:.d ,ur1.: 1tpnl' .. ndr-:. ::t r,i,..., lhP road into :~~;~~ :~"'...... ,,,:,,.. hatl1111,c: ~p;·c'<' l',•rk.11. ,, ~(le ]WI ,,<llHi,·: ,,• ,i ?°:;,;, ar,•a Parking ~~~·. · _..-:._ co.r. : ,:: L'.i .... ·, ··._v ,111 t! (.,,c:1ttered over 
.\t thP 111.1111 faE,. ,,h!rh :1!.hl'!',!i. 1·1:·t'-i>::H·t·:-:1rcavail.able. 
\\OO<kd trail f<'llo"' up,t;·,,;1m for T.1!:.!i·,::n,i.-t: Falb. 215 feet Weelkerro\01 Y 
activities. In this line I think the used to pass out information to 
Inter-Fraternity Council should anybody interested in helping the 
play a more effective role in sick and wounded children of 1 
campus wide social life." Vietnam. Contributions will be. 
accepted at the table, and will be, 
"In the past student govern- forwarded to the national com-
ment has had a preoccupation 
mittcc where they will be put to with grievances. Student govern-
1 about 3 null' to upJh'r l~11
1tP1rni!h.. l:1!Jl ,J'.1 u:· 1h ... · \\Or!d's highest, 
I is ,t>ncs of p1cturcsuue ca,l',Hit". 1., ;;o :, ,., !11 ~!1c•:· than Niagara. 
~.,-.- .. -z-,~" ~ f I ap1ds. and mimatt11<• ,,, :iterfaJll., .\l>n.tt :C,':l ··.-1·,I,. frnm the lower 
ment is more than this _ it use in bringing children from 
Vietnam to the United States 
should be involved with the spir-
where they will receive medical 
itual, academic and social aspects treatment which is not available 
of the college. It must become in their home land. 
motivated with building, not tear-
ing down just for the sake of 
tearing down. Criticism should be 
constructive," continued Burrell. 
In order to achieve some of 
these proposals Burrell suggests 
two major items. The first is I 
more weekends on the idea of 
this current spring weekend, 
something creative, and motivat-
ing for the student body. Second, 
a big push for promotion and 
publication of facts on the part 
of student government. This 
would create interest and the 
badly needed communication. 
Airline Service 
DOOR TO DOOR 
AIRPORT SERVICE 
Regularly Scheduled 
Pick-up and Delivery 
Charter and Sightseeing 
Arrangements 
Tompkins 
County 
Airport 
1273-1313 
Buses for Charter- /For All Occasions 
Local Intra-State or Inter-State· 
THE BEST WAY TO GO - BY BUS 
<Cirns!JJ>e~~. <Clrn«IJll"frel1' Servficce, ~ll'il<eo 
716 W. Clinton St. 
TELEPHONE AR 3-2596 FOR QUOTATION 
If No Answer 539-7111 
":f~?~~·.liJ}!;¼,~{~~:~; 1· ··Pinna<.:}(' Hoel\.··. :! 1n:1s~1\e ('r1:1, :1c·t• n;: :h,, lt·It [~oing north, 
l,C.~~~n:i:'i.'t'f.j coluilln of rock 40 f,·t't hi"h ,, :• ... Falls View Overlook th;?t t~ . .-,6, '\•"'p·· ....... ,. 
~7· · ~l.h{~-~~.? I stand:-. in the centt.·r· of th:-.. !:or:'.c '.ilnk-.. dtH\ :1 :r1t(, : .... hac.in. Park-
~'t·:'_ • . 3 .. , '"-..l ·~'l' ~: stream abo,·i, a watcl"f:ill .\ lc>an- .n·: ,,. : · v,' i ,·p:n '!:,' \\"P~t side of :I: •. ' t •• , k 1 ]" ~~-~ i~ "r, ;: "J! to J1li:lr -~ tht.: ·,a ! \\ :1: p01!1t Oil t\11._"\ ln\1 l'i ,•JltL·~·:-'t'l :1 tr~lil \\rinds 
-·.~-'1- ::> .. f:' the trail ,:, ., ·" , , .. ;• .... ;,. up the glen, 
'7;)}· · I 1,;..!) The upp,•r t·ntr,,nc,• 1e·, Hutter- ;, ":11:i,,::•"' t!•,· foot of the 1 
•• •• l~f · ;..f(1 1nilk c:.an hP rc~iched ~l\' tr~1vclln:~; f 11'..., 
·•"-"i:?1 about I 'a m1Jps ~outh on thP , · Ruli,s and Regulations 
·-.~~ Danh,· Hoar!. tlwn turn,n.'. ric:hr 
;s on Kin~., Road. p:.~t :in old !_!:i-.. :1·~·,·, ,.., .. !·.1· !) ...... ,. ~ ht:t do not 
1 
~tat1on. on a ,. 1n1er-::ec-tio!1 Tht• sel! ·!.1· 1·. 1. t" ,,P!H·t•ci;itpd hy 
, ·..:.·: . .? .... '-::i.-.. • ."?~ 1 entrance• i .... 1 :,.:, 1n1](' \\('~t of K1n~'-i :Ji,, ;,, 1,- . ..: h,1-,1,~ 1 ,,,r. th:,t C.is-i __ _,.., !:"""'":""..._f' .. -- ',,.J. ~:: .... ,,..- •• • - ' ·, <· .. ~ (,:~·..:-::,: Hoad \n1on~ the ll"t'<'' :u·L' nicn1e p,h" .... :,
1
, u,,·d fd:· :in:,· and all 1 ~,~~ ~~- ,,:\_.··tt1~,:-.;·_}:~rf~;-J·?r~;t:::(~·ti1t};?JJ-i.l{:j :~h~t;,il:;~cl f:;;;::.;:;'.~,·~1(:1:,. pi'~' 1:1\~'.'. ';;;: 1',I ,',,: "':1ri::!/\\' ,:;' l~~~tc~~ I ~...ib.-1.~ .. · -• ·, t-·-· · .-; .. - --~·.,, -· · -- .... ".::· .-...... ,_,,.-.... -:, .. :"" :10c 11(·1· c·n· Thi...; ·1 rc 1 • 1 :, l· 1 r"C'r ,1.- .·,·.' .. " , I f' t'- t 
'F_: r.;:,,... ·. ,., :- • __ ' .. v:~,-- ..... ·, k.-.,,~;··- - -· -~:::.. ""' ... 1 .. -~"'~ .. ;'.""',-,:,':';~;.!. . •. .. .. ·~ ,, 1'\·.t{ :1 .. ~·r .11a 
I b 
·:· , "8\ .· · · : ..·.~<,;· ~--_.,:·,·.;.~.~~; ;!_..,., ·_. ··:·:.::-.,,,,::;:;,., .;. ·-.,-,.., --~ ''-"-~ t h:in tlw lo,n·r p.irk .\:1 ,,,n•lknt , llll(' 
.\<~- --· ...,., __ .,. -"Cl·- . ':• .... , -· ~·~-··· . -··-··-- ,. ___ ... -.Alt"~· ... ,,.' ... ~_....., -:.~--,:" 
· rni:: 1 h , , ..:aw,,..'tl":;.~ ...... ")_";'1..., .. ·.,. - ' __._ ~- :-:.;•v w---~..:. ... \, .. - :Y-"-":-;... -· I \\"Ondl~1nd road J('~lCb up .... 1 rea!n to Stewurt Park 
, • • • h, I:,,,'"' · ' 1 lwaut1ful l.;1kC' Tn•rn:rn T)wrl' arc I: m· . .I·, !,,. ,l(!d("i th.it Stewart 
Parl< Fac1Iit1es m Ithaca Area 1
1 
p.1rk111c: :md p1cn1l'k1rn_: :irca, "·" ~ P,>t :, ,,•:i•" park. ha;, pie-
---------------, thC'n' aJ-.o ·\ t?a1l t\\n n1tlf', long I 11 :< ;\i.i.(~ :~n .i .1],(1 \ l~ir~..!<', spra.,v!-
, nmplt'tc·I,· t·nc1rcl<', thC' lake. ll1C: ;1,1rk ,: •, nif Hnut!' 1:3 at the 
A M,A{C[J{'§ : S:.irt,ng nt'.!r tlw p:irkmg area no:·,!· , ... ,, ,,f lth:,c:1 Thc>re is no 
COMPLETE Robert H. Treman park:n_ ft',• ,1Pd ;lk11ty of parking 
!fJ>!hiCOJ[l'Il'!l'i)(O](C~/f If ,ou find B11'.t,•nn1lk n,Pr ,pac,· .\1 th,• f:1r ,·rod of tho park MUSICAL SERVIC!: 
V 
[HJ ~(CC{!EY'~ 
MUJJSO<C S1i"(O)~!E 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Herritt Drug Co. 
FANNY FARMER CANDIES 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. 
AR 2-6290 
fl<mm,: \\Ith h11m;rn1t, tr.l\C'I :i thPr,· "' ., 1>1:·d ,111,! :in1mal sane-
! •111!,·, ..:outh nf Jth;1c:i nn tnP ,;111H· tu., .. _,. Ii:,· ,,Jr:ll' :·uJ,,, apply here 
I Hnu~c> 1~1. · nuit"' pa,t tht· intc'r .1 ... ,It ~:H1 <;di' ;,:irkr.: 
~C'cllon of ]((lute 1:i and :~:n Tht' \\·1:h four p:111-:, ;n ,11lable (they 
Pnlrancc to Tn•man Park is on opcnc•d (';,rl,· at llh:ica College's 
tht' right ,1dt' of TioutP 327. The !"l'qlle'-'tl 1n acid1::an to the' other 
upper enlr:ince is :~ mile~ beyond WPPk,,nd ft'stl\ itic,;. this should 
this entranc,', also on Route 327. prove to ht' a vl'ry relaxing: and 
The Lower Park has a large cntC'rtaini.ng Spring Weekend-
t._ _____________ __. i parking area-50c per car and a 1967 . 
... -
I.' ·~-J. ' .. 
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Edlitorriali§ - ... 
The end of another ac:ukmic year at Ithaca Col-
lege is rapidly approaching. \Yhc,; one takes an ov~r-
vic\\· ni I C)66- I 967 it is olwious that students, admm-
1strato11, and faculty at Ithaca College, contrary to 
what rnany believe or like to believe, DO CARE. 
C pon- our arri,·al here in the fall we found a 
new registration system which reduced the time spent 
rc<ristcrinrr from hours' to minutes. Second semester 
,., b 
the time clement was reduced -even further. The com-
plaints of previous years were answered with im-
provements. Thank you, 1'-lr. Regella. 
\\'ith more students living on campus, and the 
terrace dining hall not complete, SAGA faced what 
appeared to be an unsurmountable problem. Meal 
hours \\Trc increased, students co-operated, and the 
problem was no longer a problem. It really is amazing 
what can happen when people work togethed 
Throughout this entire year, complaints concerning 
the quality of food have been at a minimum; gen-
erally the food has been the best ever. SAGA has also 
co-operated ,vith the many student groups supplying 
just about anything requested. l\llr. lvlcNeely, Thank 
vou. 
- Turning to student government, we offer a low 
bow to vVG B. Thanks to their cf forts, in co-opera-
tion with the Dean of Students and Dean of Women, 
Ithaca College students now enjoy later curfews, 
monthly house openings in women's dorms, and no 
curfews during spring weekend. To the former Vicki 
\Verder, Dean Hood, Dean Clarke, Thank you. 
Egbert Union has done an excellent job as the 
center of student activities. The Union Board's prece-
dent setting efforts like the Administrative Forums 
will hopefully be continued. To Mr. Spangler, Mr. 
Olson. and l\:1iss Staz, thank you for your patience 
and understanding. 
In the realm of spurts, Ithaca College gained one 
ne\\' ,·arsity sport. Hockey. and reinstituted another, 
Lacrosse. To those who made this possible. your ef-
forts did not go unnoticed. 
Student services though long in coming and most 
difficult to obtain. have generally been utilized. To 
all the students who worked so hard to obtain them 
and to the administrators who encouraged their crea-
tion, especially Mr. Light, our humble thanks. 
To the many established student groups, such as 
tht: 1 thaca College Chorus and Concert Band, for 
bringing fame and notoriety to our college, and Presi-
dent's Host Committee for performing their most per-
functory task, we offer our gratitude. 
\V c also thank all those new organizations on 
campus such as the Political Science Club and Viet 
::'-Jam Discussion Group for adding a new dimension 
to r thaca College. 
To the faculty at Ithaca College, for advising 
the numerous organizations and individuals, for shar-
ing your time and knowledge, and also for gaining 
prestige for Ithaca, our debt is high indeed. 
To all those who have cared and taken the time 
to try and improve this institution, thank you, each 
and every one. 
CAMPUS 
<CALENDAIR. c::ZJ (R\haef;hon,'Rere Uea l'h11othon who 4~T:':t:::! Ir"' car; tho"'1h ho fall04 irreatl.7, 7ot he Ten-
Thurs., Apr. 27 
3:00 V Tennis vs. Cortland-A 
3:00 V Baseball vs. 
E. Stroudsberg-A 
5:00 Ithacan Editorial Board-
Job 
5:30 A E Rho-.Job 
6:30 Student Congress-Bl02 
7:00 "A Happonlng''--boglnning 
of Sp. Weekend 
· 7:00 Dimitri Shlmkin-S202 
Fri., Apr. 28 
3:30 Fr. Baseball vs. 
Cortland-A 
3:30 V Baseball vs Villanova-A 
7:00 Hillside Supper Club 
8: 15 Ithaca Brass Quintet--
Ford Hall 
9:00 Club 68-Billy May Orch. 
Sat., Apr. 29 
9-1 CCFL Computer Seminar-
U5 
10:00 Float Parade - "A Tribute 
To Walt Disney" 
2:00 V Baseball vs King-A 
2:00 Fr. & V Track vs 
Brockport-A 
2:30 Fr Baseball vs Hobart-H 
2:30 V Tennis vs RIT-A 
4:00 Recital: J. Brown, D. 
Becker, D. Conine-Ford H 
9:00 Sammy Davis Jr.-Concert 
12:30 Discotheque-a-go-g0-The 
Magnificent Men 
Sun., Apr. 30 
2-5 Campus-Wide Open House 
2:30 Advisors-in-Training-
Bl02 
5:00 Catholic Mass-Ul 
5:00 Episcopal Services-US 
8:00 EUB Film-"Hud"-25c, 
free w /Sp Weekend Ticket 
Mon., May 1 
7:30 MGB-Job 
7:30 Forensics-US 
7:30 Rod Serling lecture-
Rec Rm 
8:15 Spring Musical 
Tues., May 2 
1:00 V Golf vs Cortland-A 
2-4 ROd Serling-Open 
Discussion 
3:30 F Baseball vs Cortland-H 
3:30 V Baseball vs Cortland-A 
4:00 UCF Council-Fae Bldg 
Lounge 
6:30 Women DA's-U5 
7:30 IFC-Ul 
8:00 Spanish Clul>-U5 
8:00 Student Court--Job 
8:15 Spring Musical 
Wed,,May 3 
3:00 V Baseball vs Kings-A 
3:00 V Tennis vs Harpur-H 
3:00 Fr & V Track vs 
Oswego-R 
5:00 WGB-U5 
6:00 EUB General Meeting--Job 
7:00 Junior Class Meeting-
Rec Rm 
7:30 Hillel-Ul 
8:15 Spring Muslcol 
The B thacan wan is: 
!Evell'Yone 
To 
IHGve 
A 
Spring 
WeeUcenc!I 
turod moro. -<>T1d 
by Jeffrey Bruco Sedwin 
The Great Wasteland, the boob tube, the idiot box. All 
these and more describe that American phenomenon, television. 
Though more respo!1sible for mass communications than per-
h~p_s _any !>ther medium, television has fallen prey to increasing 
cr1t1c1sm m recent years. Much of this criticism is justified 
The so-called Golden Years of television in the early fiftie, 
l1ave evolved into miasma of inane comedies, hackneyed west-
cr!ls, and second ha!1d . rl?ovies. Generally speaking, television 
stmks. If Beverly Hillbillies, Please Don't Eat the Daisies and 
Tlie Big Valley are any indication of the state of television 
much of the criticism may be correct. Yet some redeemin" 
qualities do exist. ,.. I 
. . Fred yv. Friend_ly has called television basically an adver-
t1smg medium. Ir.i his book, Due to Circumstances Beyond o-u-
Control, Mr. ~r.1endly, o'.1:e head of Columbia Broadcasting 
Sy~tem News! Joins the cri~1cs of the medium. He deplores tele-
v1s1on_ executives for catering more to the advertiser than to 
the viewer and censures their subservience to the dollar. This 
may be true. Yeti~ is the nat!,l~e of the beast. Running tclevisior, 
shows are expensive propos1t1ons. Unless a station owner or 
television producer is independently wealthy, the money must 
come from somewhere. So we see the role of the sponsor the 
necessary evil. Even the educational telvision network, ;hich 
has been responsible for some of the best programming Americ:1 
has_ ev~r seen, has had to go begging for funds rather than face 
extmct10n. 
Yet television is not the wasteland that former FCC head 
Newton F. Minow would have us believe. Recent productions. 
such_ as the _Fr~nk Sinatr~ Special, the tour of Leningrad, and 
David. Suss~md ~ production of Mark Twain Tonight!, are lush 
oases m Mmow s vast desert. Also, the regular news special, 
and doc!-'mentari:s. which the networks produce arc superb. 
I~ any~hmg, telev1s1on mar be the best of all t~e media for tht 
d1sseminat10n of news. Its regular prof!rammmg, coo, is well 
done at times. 1l1e Star Trek series on NBC is one of the most 
im_aginative and best produced shows of its type to appear. It 
brings back fond memories of Rod Serling's classic show Th,· 
TwiliKht Zone. ' 
Television is not all bad. Rather than a wasteland it should 
be viewed as an area which has been only temporarily and 
partially despoiled, a deforested knoll. Replanting will {;ive the· 
wasteland the character it once.had. Its potential is unlimited. A, 
for television's critics, perhaps constructive criticism mio-ht b~ 
more beneficial than the incessant whining to which so'"' many 
are prone. 
It has been said that television has done much to mah 
entertainment a thing of the past. But the condition is only 
temporary. Faced with the prospect of a fourth commercial net-
wqrk plus a financi;i.lly fortified Educational Television network. 
the big three will have to make changes. They will of necessity 
move ahead. No one ever got anywhere by standing still. 
rFROM T!HHE MAHL.ROOM 
by Stovo Schiffman 
List the five most important issues in the world today. 
If that question had to be answered, such items as Vietnam. 
Civil Rights, inflation, and space exploration might appear. 
However, the truth of the matter is that these are far less 
significant than we like to admit. In reality, we are not "vitally·· 
concerned with "the war" or anything- else. 
In the morning, how many people, as they open their eyes 
from sleep, immediately think of Vietnam, or the threat of the 
bomb, or civil rights. More likely, thoughts are about moving 
from the warmth of the blankets. 
The next question usually concerns the weather. Doubtfully, 
anyone who sees that it is raining says to himself that each 
drop contains some amount of radio-active material. Instead, 
we are worried about whether to wear a rain coat. 
As we move through the day, our conversation may reflect 
tones of interest about world problems. Even our actions will 
depict some concern. 
However, let us get a headache, or stub a toe, or have some 
foreign particle enter the eye, and see what happens. Immedi-
ately, our attention turns from "the world" to ourselves. That 
now becomes the "vital" issue. 
This is not to suggest all the discussions on peace, equality, 
finance, or a hundred other issues, arc fruitless. Only that no 
matter- how dedicated we are, "me" counts more than anything 
else. · 
It is unlikely that even the world leaders \Vake up each 
morning with these "great" issues in mind. 
Perhaps this is the way it should be ... living in our world 
After all, what really matters, we have all been assured thar 
the world will revolve without us. 
Have an enjoyable Spring Weekend. 
by Lynn FitzGibbon 
WHERE IGNORANT ARMIES CLASH BY NIGHT 
"Who will be left to celebrate 
a victory made of blood and fire?" 
-Nhat Hanh, Vietnamese poet 
The war in Vietnam is 75,000,000 light years away from this 
sleeping middle-class existence. And yet, it is being fought in 
your names. People are dying, people are in pain, and we arr 
responsible. 
Where is Vietnam.? is a collection of poems by poets all over 
the country who have upheld their responsibility. They are not 
all famous; many of them previously were unpublished. Fe" 
are pacifists, and ~ne has served in Viet'?am. Theirs is no~ . an 
anti-war movement for the sake of rebellion, but a recognition 
of responsibility to their country and to humanity. You, too. 
have a responsibility to something far beyond your social life 
People are dying and killing in our name. 
Read the book, and others. Become aware of the situation. 
and act accordingly. 
Where is Vietnam? is available in the E~bert Union book-
store for $1.25. Edited by Walter Lowenfels. Published by 
Doubleday, 1967. 
JI 
Emphasis - The Nation 
by John Thompson 
Week In Religion 
by Louis Cassels 
(UPl)-Shortly after sundown Monday, in millions of 
DEMONSTRATIONS IN LOUISVILLE: Open housing J~wish homes, a young child will ask ... "Why is this night 
demonstrations in Louisville, Kentucky, continued last week as different from all other nights?" 
Southern Negroes marched into predominan~ly white areas to _That quest!on has been asked by the youngest child pres-
protest segregated housing. The open housm~ demonstration ent m each Jewish home annually for more than three-thousand 
was certainly not the first of its kind, but its mtensity showed years. 
the seriousness of the situation. As the marchers filtered into It marks the beginning of Judaism's oldest religious festi-
the w~ite neighborhoods night after night, increasing mfmbers val ... the Passover. . . 
of whites gathered to taunt and bother them. The whites con- The head of the family always responds to the question by 
sisting largely of teen-agers, strengtened their counter-offe'nsive, t~lling the Bi~lical story of the mighty acts_ by which God de-
and numerous arrests had to be made. The scene in Louisville livered the children of Israel from slavery m Egypt about 12-
was nothing_ new, and nothing different from the demonstrations 20 B.C. 
that the U.S. has seen in the last several years. But the demon- The annual recounting of the story is an act of remem-
strations seemed to almost unofficially signify the start of an- brance performed in obedience to a D1vine Commandment which 
other summer of racial rioting now that spring has come. Nash- is preserved in the book of Exodus (Chapter 13, Verse 14) ... 
ville has already experienced rioting, and other cities are pre- "And when in time to come your son asks you, 'What does 
paring for trouble. this mean?' you shall say to him, 'By strength of hand the 
Dr. Martin Luther King said-"l'll preach non-violence with Lord brought us out of Egypt, from the house of bonda~e.' " 
all my might, bu~ I'm afraid it will fall on deaf ears." Cities such . . The name Passover 1s ~erived from the final pumshment 
as Cleveland, Clucago, New York, Washington, Los Angeles, San mfhcted upon Egypt when its ruler, the Pharaoh, stubbornly 
Francisco, Rochester, and Newark, New Jersey, seem to be refused God's demand that he "Let my people g_o." The book of 
"powderkegs" with -the potential for Negro riots this summer. Exodus tells how the Angel of Death visited Egyptian homes, 
The Negroes' demands seem to be concentrated in open housing; destroying every first-born son. But the deadly visitor "passed 
they want to move into the better white residential areas, but over" the homes of the Israelites. 
white people refuse ·to admit -them. As long as this stalemate Actually, the name Passover is not used in the Bible. It 
continues, demonstrations and rioting will remain on the Ameri- refers to the annuat celebration as "The Feast of Unleavened 
can scene. It is a safe prediction to say that "the long hot sum- Bread.'' 
mer'' of racial unrest is upon us again. Unleavened bread, called "Matzah" in Hebrew, is eaten 
• • • throughout the Passover festival, which is observed for seven 
AUTO WORKERS TO QUIT AFL-CIO? Some 3,000 dele- d;iys by reform Jews and for eight days by conservative and 
gates attending a special United Auto Workers convention last Orth0dox J1:ws. 
week overwhelmingly agreed to permit the Union's International The origin of this custom can be found in Exodus 12-39. 
Executive ,Board to pull the UAW out of the AFL-CIO whenever It records that the Israelites fled Egypt in such haste that they 
it chooses. The UA W's complaints against the AFL-CIO and had not time to let yeast rise in the dough of their bread. So 
its president, George Meany, are numerous .. UAW President "~hey baked unleavened cakes" to sustain them on their long 
Walter P. Reuther has accused that the AFL-CIO has allowed trek thrm~h the wilderness of Sinai. 
the labor movement to become "stagnant and vegetate," and The assover begins with a ritual meal called the Seder. 
he has felt that the UAW could do better on its own. Apparently It is traditionally celebrated by each family in its own home. 
The table is spread with the finest linens and best silver. At 
it's just a matter of a short period of time before the 1.4 million sundown, the mother lights candles on the table, and the whole 
members of the UAW leave the Big Mother l!Jlion and go it family ff,athers around. It is then that the youngest child asks 
alone. 
• • • the we! -rehearsed question: 
SVETLANA MOVES TO U.S.: On Friday, April 21, Svet-
lana Alliluyeva, daughter of Josef Stalin, arrived in America, in-
tending to find a home where she could feel _free. For about a 
half year, ever since the death of her husband, Svetlana has been 
searching for a new home, but has run into roadblocks. In 
October, she was refused permission to take up life in India. 
Then, six weeks ago, she sought assistance from the U.S. Em-
bassy in Russia, but ended up in Switzerland. And now she has 
finally come to America. Mrs. Alliluyeva plans to write a book 
on her experience if she finds solitude and peace from curiosity 
seekers. 
• 0 • 
SURVEYOR 3: America's Surveyor 3 moon probe last week 
sent back information and pictures that indicate that the moon 
could provide.a safe landing area for future exploration missions. 
The craft, which ]anded in a crater, sent back pictures that were 
discouraging at first, but later promising. The shovel on the 
device that dug into the moon clearly showed _that expl~rers 
will not have to wear. snowshoes or any other such apparatus 
when they trample on the moon's surface. The information 
gained from the mission looks quite good, but the next project 
by the Russians will undoubtdly make Surveyor 3 look like 
child's 
0
play. Experts predict the Soviets to astonish the world 
very shortly. We're waiting. 
I 
The Week in Science 
by Leroy Pope 
(UPl)-Whoever it was who said "What Goes Up, Must 
Come Down," was overlooking the space age complexities of 
the word down. 
To a man standing on earth, down is simply the direction 
beneath his feet. To scientists, it is the direction of the pull of 
gravity. The two, while not identical, are close enough for 
practical purposes. 
But in space, "Down" is harder to find. 
A craft orbiting the earth neutralizes the- pull of gravity 
with the centrifugal force of its flight. Because the earth appears 
so large and its surface is often covered by douds and obscured 
by reflected light, accurate line-of-sight aim is virtuaIJy im-
possible. 
The dir.ection of "down" obviously is vital to spacecraft if 
they are to accomplish their missions. 
For a satellite, "down" is an invisible line from the orbiting 
craft through the center of the earth. The line is called the 
"local vertical" 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology has started a study 
for the Air Force of means of finding the "local vertical" from 
space. Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, of Sunnyvale, 
California./ i~ .peiformin~ the preliminary work. 
. The LoCICtleed scientists hope to tum one of the phenomena 
which interferes with visual determination of "down" into a 
means of finding it. . . . 
Their target is an area known as "infrared earth lunb phe-
nom.enologi' ••. a band of bright light which covers the surface 
of the earth when it is viewed from space. 
"We can't see throu~h the limb, so we'll try to use it to 
our advantage,'' says ProJcct Leader James Burn. 
The lirnb is the outer edge of emitted, scattered, refi:acted 
and reflected light .from earth. It v:3ries in densi~ and 31lt1tu~e, 
althoueh it roughly corresponds with the earth s 60-nule thick 
a~phere · 
.M-I-T 
0
and Lockheed hope to calculate the many variables 
of the limb: If they do, future satellites will be able t<? take 
sightings of certain points of the limb and make geometnc cal-
culatjons .determining which one is down. 
The Lockheed team will gather all known data about the 
limb and suggest the direction of research into its utilization. 
(C~ on Page 19) 
"Why is this night different from all other nights?" 
_The Haggadah, or order of service for the Seder, also pro-
vides three o~ther questions for the youngest child to ask as the 
meal proceeds. Each question gives the head of the family an 
opening to explain the significance of the special foods on the 
Seder table. 
In addition to Matzah, these foods include bitter herbs, 
which recall the bitterness of slavery, and Haroset, a mixture 
of apples, nuts, raisins and cinnamon which symbolizes the 
mortar from which the Israelites made bricks for Pharaoh's 
palaces and monuments. 
Four cups of wine are drunk during the feast, and even the 
youngest children get a thimbleful to participate in the cele-
bration. 
The Seder traditionally is eaten in a reclining position, as 
was customary at feasts in the ancient Middle East. 
Some time during the meal, the head of the family hides 
a piece of Matzah. The child who finds it gets a prize. 
Many Jewish families will include in their Seder services 
this year a special prayer for the three million Jews in the 
Soviet Union. 
It says: 
"As we observe this Festival of Freedom, we know that 
Soviet Jews are not free to learn of their Jewish past, to hand 
it down to their children. They cannot learn the languages of 
their fathers. They cannot teach their children to be the teachers, 
the Rabbis of Future Generations." 
The special prayer goes on . . . "They can only sit in 
silence and become invisible. We shall be their voice, and our 
voices shall be joined by thousands of men of conscience aroused 
by the wrongs suffered by Soviet Jews. Then shall they know 
that they have not been forgotten, and they that sit in darkness 
shall yet see a great light.'' 
Chaplainj)s Comer 
lby {!:he Dthaca CoHege Clhaplleins 
This week: Rabbi Morris Goldfarb 
Whenever a tragit: calamity occurs and you~g and inn?Cent 
people perish as in a fire or tornado, close relatives and fnends 
cry out, "Why does God do this?" or "How can a benevolent 
God allow such traf?edies to ~appen?'.' In an_ actor's con~ct the 
term "act of God' is associated with accident, calamity and 
other unfortunate incidents. 
It is strange that we easily blame God for all the terrible 
experiences which befall man. Yet is rare when we exp,:ess our 
gratitude and thanks for all the wond_erful ai:id beautifu~ ex-
periences which are abundantly present m our hves at a_ll t~es. 
A beautiful sunset, an awe-inspiring landscape, an exhilaratmg 
moment of love are more often taken for granted as if these 
are ours by right. 
If we attribute evil events to God then surely He is to be 
given equal credit for the good and lovely experiences ?f our 
lives. If we say that nature is unmoral, being neutral ~thout 
good or evil values in its order, and this. is God's way m _ ~he 
world then at last we will not blame Hun for the calanutles 
and t:.:igedies which come to us. We may cry out in frustration 
and anger and remain aware of the mystery of the universe 
which challenges our faith and our be~ief. ~et we ~re moved 
to search for meanings and values which will sustam us and 
strengthen us. 
The book of Job in the Bible is a glorious record of a man 
who sought to find understanding in the midst of tragedr. One 
lesson above all does this book teach us, that suffenng 1s _not 
necessaril,1 a pwtishment for sinful deeds. The Book of Job might 
well be studied by those who are challenged by the problems 
of suffering and tragedy in their lives. 
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letters to the ]Editor 
All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. Names will be withheld upon request. 
All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re--
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Letters must not exceed 350 words. 
Room /Reservations! 
Editor: 
This school has done many un-
fair things in the past but this 
is ridiculous. Why should some 
seniors be given more privileges 
than others? Why should some 
rules be announced Wednesday 
afternoon and then reversed on 
Sunday afternoon, when some 
people were not around to hear 
the news? 
We are talking, of course, about 
tho rooms sign-up in the Ter-
race Dorms. We feel that a rule 
should not be put into action 
when so few people know about 
it. 
The first rule about senior 
sign-ups w a s announced on 
Wednesday afternoon. "Monday, 
April 24 - Women who wish to 
retain the room they now live 
in and present non sorority Jun-
iors in the Terrace Dorms." On 
Sunday afternoon Mrs. Hogan an-
nounced that Juniors who were 
being kicked out of their dorms 
because of sorority members tak-
ing them in the fall could sign. 
up at six o'clock that afternoon. 
But, Juniors living in the Ter-
race Dorms who were not losing 
their rooms would have to wait 
until Monday. Is this fair to the 
few people who were not being 
displaced? Should we not get a 
fair chance for the rooms that 
we want? To our count there are 
only five of us who were affected 
by this new ruling. We cannot 
signup until Monday, if there are 
any rooms left. 
We called Dean Hood on this 
rule reversal. Our complaint was 
that we were not getting a fair 
and equal chance. Dean Hood said 
that she was very sorry. If we 
wanted a single, we could move 
to Quarry. She also said that per-
haps a lottery would work. 
Wouldn't it? 
Penny Oswald 
Janet Slatkin 
Barbara Campbell 
Susan Pulaski 
Raye Simon 
MGB Introduction 
Dear Editor: 
As the newly elected members 
of Men's Governing Board, we 
would like to introduce ourselves 
and define some of our goals for 
the coming year. 
Experience, we feel, is the key 
to the successful functioning of 
MGB. Rick DeFuria and Bob 
Schandler have served this 1966-
67 school year on M.G.B. We feel 
that the experience and wisdom 
they have acquired through their 
year long experience will make 
our next year's M.G.B. function 
smoothly and properly with their 
guidance. True, experience is not 
the only key to success, but de-
sire, sincerity, ability, and sound 
ideas are also of the utmost im-
portance to the function of M.G.B. 
All seven of the newly elected 
members possess desire, sincer-
ity, and ability, but although we 
cannot show those men who voted 
these qualities on paper, we can 
relate some of our ideas for next 
year including: 1. A revision of 
the alcohol laws on campus - we 
will try for a more relaxed alco-
hol law concerning liquor in the 
dorms on special occasions; 2. We 
will try for a closer cooperation 
between all men on campus and 
M.G.B. - this can be done 
through a grievance and/or sug-
gestion box to M.G.B.; 3. A liber-
alization of the dorm open-house 
policy. This can be done by co-
operation between the deans of 
women and men and W.G.B.; 4. 
And we shall also try for a great-
er commwucation between the 
men on campus and M.G.B. -
this will be done by weekly re-
ports in the Ithacan and reports 
on WICE. These reports will cov-
er the previous week's cases (ex-
cluding the names of those in-
volved), the situation surrounding 
the case, the decision of M.G.B. 
and in most cases why this de-
cision was made. We have not 
made dozens of typical political 
promises that could realistically 
not be carried out, but the things 
we have said we would like to 
see done are all realistic goals 
and ones we will readily work 
for. The most important promise 
we can make to any Ithaca Col-
lege man who has to appear be-
fore M.G.B. is that we are not 
pawns of the administration or 
faculty and we will not become 
such. We are all interested in our 
fellow classmates and friends 
and will strive to be fair in judg-
ing and handing out penalties. 
Any man who has to appear be-
fore M.G.B. will not have to feel 
that he is out to be hung - on 
the contrary - his offense will 
be clearly explained to him, and 
his opinions and statements in 
his defense will be carefully con-
sidered. Justice for all men con-
cerned will be our biggest goal 
and ideal to work by. This, above 
all else: we will not become ad-
ministrative puppets, do-gooders, 
or pawns. Thank you for your 
interest. 
Rick DeFuria, Tom Sheeran, 
Bob Schandler, Paul Keane, Alex 
Block, Ron Chasen and Dave 
Emler. 
Dear Job Hall 
Dear Administration, 
The library is supposed to be 
a place where one can get lost 
in the silent concentration of 
study. The library is supposed to 
be the knowledge center of a 
college. 
Today is Sunday afternoon at 
the Ithaca College Library. Many-
people are here, trying to lose 
themselves in thoughtful con-
centration. Unfortunately, most 
of them can't, for down on the 
second floor is a social gather-
ing of ten or more people. They 
are talking and having a good 
time. They are making more 
noise than the banging windows. 
They applaud, and bum candles 
in the "no smoking" area. They 
are something called Oracle. The 
head of the library is with them, 
talking, having a good time, and 
making noise. This is a library? 
Dear sirs, I came to this col-
lege to learn. Oh, I do enjoy all 
the extra benefits, such as tennis 
courts and swimming pools, but 
still, I did come here to learn. 
And for me, as for many, the li-
brary is the basis of this learn-
ing. I don't really ask for much; 
I don't ask for longer hours, or 
more books, or more typing 
rooms; I only ask for a quiet li-
brary. Is that too much? 
Sincerely, 
Wm. Michael Wheeless 
Withou1l: Getting 
Editor: 
At least one student has seen 
fit to chastise Ernie Sauer's 
"Without Getting"; for the sake 
of balance, I should like to com-
mend that movie. 
Although numerous weaknesses 
were present, merit was there 
too. The music was enjoyed by 
many, the photography was gen-
erally artistic and occasionally 
unique, and there was much 
humor. 
Especially worthy was the 
point which "Without Getting" 
(Contimud on Pago 14) 
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DEAN CLARKE 
(Continued from paf.Je 1) 
became national chairman of the 
Committee on Higher Education, 
National Safety Council. That fall 
he came to Ithaca College to head 
the newly organized General Col-
lege, which became the College 
of Arts and Sciences in 1956. 
No Sunbathing 
At The Towers 
Sun bathing will not be allowed 
on the roof of Dorm 11 this year 
because of previous damage to 
the roof. Last year holes were 
made in the roof with chairs 
which caused the roof to leak in 
the Faculty Club. Also, the tar He was dean of the General College until 1954, when he be-D f St d ts 1 1956 on the roof was tracked through came e~n ° u en · n . the dorm, making an extra 
he organized an,d led the first. amount of cleaning necessary. 
of Ithaca College s m~,ny overseas 1- Sun bathing will be allowed be-
summer programs, C~lt~re of hind Dorms 4 and 5, which are 
Puerto Rico and the Vrrgm Isl- supposed to be very sunny and 
ands." He led the program for out by the swimming pool.' 
the next four summers. 
In 1956 Ellendale College hon-
ored him by giving him its Dis-
tinguished Alumni Award. 
at 53 South Street, Trumansburg. 
"The Boys From. Syracuse" 
Dean Clarke has been active in 
the Rotary International and the 
Masons. He and Mrs. Clarke live 
Dean Clarke is listed in: Who's 
Who in New York, Who's Who in 
America·n Education, Who's Who 
in the East, Leaders In Education 
and College Presidents and Deans. by Bill Yorkoe 
''The Boys" ... (from left to right, Sal Mistretta, Marty Nad-
ler, Gibby Brand, and Robert Morris). 
by Bill Yerkes 
And some of the girls, L. to R., Leslie Shreve, Alice Cohen, 
Lynn Pheasant.· 
TRY US 
(Continued from Page 1) The choreography is by Veigiu 
The singing group features Cornea. 
Leslie Shreve, Lynn Pheasant, All seats for the Spring Musi-
Over 10,000 Items in Stock 
Scott Sherwood 
Sony Viking 
Alice Cohen, Linda Mays, Steve 
Schaffer, Ron Gabriel, and Rob 
MacVittie. 
The musical direction for "THE 
BOYS FROM SYRACUSE" is by 
Robert Prins with John Federico 
cal are reserved and, since it is 
always a popular attraction, stu-
dents are urged to get tickets 
early. Box office opens Monday, 
April 24th. 
Grundig: Panasonic as associate conductor. Staging is Seniors Take Heed . .. 
by Robert Bardwell with scenery 
ilnd lighting by Peter M. Forward. 
Harmon Kardon Audio DynamiCG 
Roberts Dual 
AR Motorola 
Garrard Masterwor!t 
lAf AYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
1201 Dryden Rd. 
Jct. Rte. 13 & 366, Ithaca - Phone 273-8777 
''YOUR ELECTRONIC SUPERMARKET" 
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Until 8:30 
CORNELL 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
• 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday_ 
(> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
19879 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING CENTER, INC. 
Branch Store - Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. - Phone AR 3-2350 
Name 
·····························································•································ 
Address ........................................................................................... . A 
USE TIHIDS TICKET WHTH THRS _ 
IHIEADUNG FOR !FAST SERVICE 
!BASEMENT OIF DORM 12 
:FREE 
SUMMER 
STORAGE 
All seniors who have been ac-
cepted at graduate schools are 
asked to notify Mrs. Schroeder 
in the Arts and Sciences office on 
the second floor of the faculty 
office building of these accep-
tances and final decisions. The 
purpose of this request is to help 
the college in its interest of 
where its graduates go after 
leaving Ithaca College. 
by Bill Yerkes 
left to right, Liz- Vein Patten, Jeanne Merritt, and Diane King, 
from "Syracuse." 
For a fine selection of cards and gifts-try 
COTTON'S 
304 E. State St. 
Middlebury Student 
Government Dissolves 
MIDDLEBURY, Vt., (CPS)-ln 
a protest against powerlessness, 
the students of Middlebury Col-
lege have voted to dissolve their 
student government. 
A campus referendum on the 
issue saw the Middlebury Student 
Association abolished by a 407-70 
tally. Student Association presi-
,__ _________________________ _. dent John Rogers said he "had ex-
,----------------------------. pected that sort of a vote." 
MOTHERS INVITED 
to enjoy cards from 
CHARJAN'S 
Comer State & Tioga Sts. 
TO 
SPRING WEEKEND 
Melvin and the gang wishes all at IC 
a great and memorable ti111e. 
Rogers said he considered the 
referendum results "a positve act, 
calling for a redefinition of the 
whole concept of student govern· 
ment at Middlebury." 
The editor of the school's paper, 
The Middlebury Campus, stated 
that the referendum came· about 
because the Student Association 
"felt it had no tangible powers." 
Campus editor Jeffrey Dworkin 
said that the governing body had 
been limited to determining the 
distribution of student activities . 
fees, and that even this. process 
involved possible veto by the 
school's director of student activ-
ities. 
According to Dworkin, the Mid-
dlebury ·administration is consid-
ering holding an election to re-
constitute a student government 
group. Meanwhile, the Freshman 
Class Cow:icil is contemplating 
self-dissolution because of its lack 
of power. 
Middlebury Dean of Men Den-
.._ __________________________ _, nis O'Brien said he considered 
.---------------------------... the referendum n "neutral act" 
PHONE 273-4443 
Stone Travel Agency 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 EDDY STREET 
It Costs No More Through Your Travel Agent 
which "can be interpreted in 
many different ways." 
Commented O'Brien, "Either 
(the results) mean that the stu-
dents consider student govern-
ment trivial and it should be 
gotten rid of, or they feel that 
student government is very im· 
portant and it should be strength-
ened." 
'The Vermont school's director 
of student activities, Lynn Hin· 
man, said he was "not sure that 
the students understand the prac-
tical inconveniences that this is 
going to mean." mnman stated 
that there were "certain house-
keeping functions that must be 
performed," and that it was un-
clear as to how these tasks would 
be bfuldled. 
I 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau ' 
As fate would have it, the top three pictures of 1966 
have arrived in Ithaca _on Spring Weekend. If one wants to see 
any of them, Monday and_ Tuesday of next week may be the 
only possible time. But they all are worth a special effort. 
The Temple has A Man For All Seasons, Fred Zinneman's mas-
terpiece, which is even Detter on the second viewing. The 
Lakes Drive-in has Alfie, which everyone must have seen by now, 
but this too is worth a second visit. 
New to Ithaca is Blow Up, Michelangelo Antonioni's look 
at mod London and p-1od morals. The Strand holds this visually 
and intellectually stimulating tale of a London photographer 
who can not distinguish between reality and illusion. English 
actor David Hemmings is superior as the photographer and 
Vanessa Redgrave is equally excellent in a smaller role as the 
mysterious woman who stimulates his thoughts on the subject 
of what does and does not exist. 
Antonioni (La Notte, La Aventurra, Red Dessert) is re-
garded as one of the most profound and technically acute living 
directors, -both these qualities are present in Blow Up. If Blow 
Up has a fault, it is that one may become so number by the 
visual beauty of the picture, that some of the worthwhile com-
ments on the theme may slip by unnoticed. For this reason 
Blow Up demands a second viewing. It's not hard however to 
sit through twice, or even three times for that matter, for 
while the topic is deep Antonioni has made the picture totally 
involving on even a sheer entertainment level. Blow Up may not 
be as flawless as A Man For All Seasons, but its only one step 
behind. 
It's rumored that the Sunday night feature in the Union 
is going to be Hud. Let us hope this is the case, for if so, it 
should be considered as one of the weekend's highlights. Beau-
tifully directed by Martin Ritt, and superbly played by Paul 
Newman, Patricia Neal, Melvin Douglas, and Brandon ·De Wilde, 
Hud is easily one of the best American films ever made. Its 
dial<>gt!e is fast, sharp and powerful, the black and white pho-
tography of highest caliber, and its look at modern life frip;ht-
enmgly truthful. Set in the contemporary west the film deals 
with the moral lackings of Hud Bannen, somewhat of an Every-
man, and somewhat of an incredibly cruel individual. Paul 
Newman has never been better, and seldom has the American 
cinema. 
Drug Committee Repon.-t 
by Fred Tumor 
"The purpose of the committee 
is to educate the student in re-
gards to drugs," were the words 
of Dr. J. David Hammond in an 
interview given to The ITHACAN 
last Monday. He went on to say 
that the committee was not go-
ing to be a secret service type 
organization to capture and pun-
ish students caught using drugs. 
Rather, it is a medically orien-
tated group designed to cope 
with the problem of narcotics on 
the Ithaca campus in an adult, 
mature fashion without legal or 
administrative pressures direct-
ing the actions of the committee. 
As part of the new program, 
the committee plans to inform 
the students in three phases. The 
first will be during Freshman 
Orientation week. The second will 
be three evening panel discus-
sions during the fall. The third 
will be small groups that will 
hold small informal talks in the 
individual dormitories. 
The discussions held during 
Orientation and the three large 
sessions will feature prominent 
people connected with the use of 
drugs and narcotics. The infor-
mal talks will be held with any-
one interested who has some-
thing pertinent to say. 
Dr. Hammond emphasized that 
these· discussions were to be as 
balanced as possible, pointing up 
both sides to the problem. He 
felt that some people would not 
attend because they felt that the 
program was "loaded" and "all 
they {the speakers) would say 
was to stop." 
He felt that the most impor-
tant thing was the truth. The 
participants should be told that 
the experts don't have all the 
answers, but they are looking. 
Hammond also pointed out that 
right now the "experts" actually 
know very little in comparison 
with other fields, but they are 
making progress. 
One of the main areas of con-
troversy was that the research-
ers have no proof that ma.ny of 
these drugs are harmful and/or 
dangerous, but in abnost every 
case it is suspected that they are. 
The committee is expecting the 
aprova1 of the President to be 
given the power to act as a 
judiciary review board in all 
cases involving drugs. They feel 
that student congress and student 
court do not have the background 
to deal with these cases since 
it is a medical problem, and not 
a legal or administrative prob-
lem. 
The committee stresses that 
they are not going "witch hunt-
ing" for offenders. Rather, they 
are asking student support and 
cooperation in this endeavor to 
help the Ithaca student. Dr. Ham-
mond also said that he did not 
know of any college who was us-
ing this approach at this time. 
He feels that it is a worthwhile 
experiment in finding ways to 
deal with an ever growing prob-
lem. 
. The State "'.ill be off~ring Casino Royale, the quality of 
which I have no idea, but Jud~ng from the cast ( David Niven, --------------------------
Woody Allen, Orson Welles, Ursula Andress) one can venture 
the adjective ~promising." The Ithaca has two lovable oldies-
W. C. Fields in You Can't Cheat An Honest Man, and Mae 
West and Cary Grant in She Done Him Wrong. 
The Spring Weekend movie line-up is all too good. The only 
thing we can do is hope the theaters decide to hold everything 
over. 
Jr. Honor Dorms A Success; 
Privileges To Continue · 
The Junior Honor Dormitories you would then be considered for 
proved to be such a great sue- acceptance into the Junior Honor 
cess this past year that the pro- _PrAogramli · ti blanks -1 . . pp ca on are ava1 -
gram will be continued. Members able from Mrs. Diemond, in the 
who live in any of the Women's Office of the Dean of Students, 
residence halls - Quad, Quarry, and also from each head resident. 
Tower, or Terrace--will be desig- All interested juniors should sub-
nated members of the Junior mit their applications to this of-
Honor Program. fice by May 5, 1967. 
To be considered, one must It is necessary from a legal 
have had at least a 2.5 cumulative standpoint that all members of 
index last J'anuary, 1967, must the Junior Honor Program sign 
have earned 60 academic credits out after 8:00 p.m. Indicating 
by June, 1967, must have a fav- destination is optional. The sign 
orable recommendation from out boxes or sheets will be check-
Donn Advisor and Head Resident, ed at 9:00 a.m. the following 
must not be on behavior proba- morning. Weekend overnight sign 
tion, and after acceptance must outs will follow the usual pro-
have on file a letter of parental cedure except that no post cards 
consent. If at the present time will be required for parents. 
you are ineligible because of a The future of the Junior Honor 
low index, but in June or Jan- Program depends on a respon-
uary your cumulative index sible, reliable, and mature mem-
should increase to more than 2.5, bership. 
SOMETHING SPECIAL 
FOR SOMEONE 
SPECIAL? 
Find it at the 
Corner Book Store 
Downtown Ithaca 
109 N, Tioga 
Egan's House of Color 
<> 
PAINTS 
CARPET 
WAU.PAPER 
FABRICS 
<> 
106 N. Aurora St. 
SPRING TIME IS GOLF TIME 
See McGregor's Special 
3 Woods 5 Irons 
a~ FREE Bag $99.9.5 
Also Your Tennis, Fishing and Saucer Head Quarters 
J~g~qood4 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHONE AR 3-3030 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
Let's Face It ... Books Are Out This Weekend! 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
Willard Straight Hall 
The Three Penny Opell'cn 
8:15 P.M. 
Text and lyrics by Bertolt Brecht 
· Music by Burt Weil 
English version by Marc Blitzstein 
MAY 4- 7 
MAY 11 - 14 
Willard Straight Ticket Office 
Opening Night Benefit for The Ithaca Festival 
Tickets at Festival Office 
!FR.A TERN ITV JIIEWIEl!..lrt'f 
by L G. BAB.IFOUR CO. 
Othaca College Class Rings 
$1.50 
!Jtay lltobinson-Rothschild's Dept. Storre 
First Floor 
IBAIC>GIES- IFAVORS- MUGS- TROPHDIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
!FREIE RDDfE 
TO flNE DINNlE!it 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICIE 
Tuc:day through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Group11 Di 4 ro 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for froo round-trip pic&up oorvico. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSiD~ 
RIESTAURANT 
!3mlra Eloacl e1nd Moacb::, St. 
whoro mo GOOD food In 
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by Susan Longaker 
More words for you! Here are 11. allegory A. epic poem, B. 
the latest to test your vocabulary. assertion, C. symbolic story, D. 
The answers are on page - pathological reaction. 
1. abstruse A. meaningless, B. 12. ardor A. persuasion, B. sin-
cthereal, C. deviant, D. hard to cerity, c. effort, D. zeal 
understand. 
13. retinue A. retaining wall, 
2. crescendo A. lessening, B. B. group of attendants, C. eye gradual increase, C. shrillness, 
D. instrumental music. membrane, D. official admini-
3. contumacious A. abusive, B. 
hardworking, C. bloated, D. re-
bellious. 
strative body. 
14. fillip A. quote, B. young 
mare, C. stimulu;;, D. witticism. 
15. behest A. favor, B. com-
mand, C. legacy, D. obligation. 
4. engender A. to cause, B. 
make small, C. encourage, D. sur-
round. 16. interlard A. to confuse, B. 
5. inadvertant A. unintentional, fasten together, C. fatten, D. in-
B. ungracious, c. impetious, D. tersperse. 
casual. 
6. imposition A. embarrass-
ment, B. interrogation, C. frus-
tration, D. excessive burden. 
17. furore A. melodrama, B. 
chaos, C. enthusiastic outburst, 
D. tempest. 
18. fallacy A. false idea, B. un-
certainty, C. exaggeration, n. 
common failing. 
7. subsidize A. to control, B. 
undermine, C. finance, D. cheat. 
8. foreboding A. premonition, 
B. formidable appearance, C. 
gloom, D. fear. 
9. testy A. wrathful, B. irrit-
able, C. forceful, D. tentative . 
10. bias A. prejudice, B. injus-
tice, C. fairness, D. selfishness. 
19. variant A. irregular, B. 
slightly different, C. opposite, D. 
roving. 
20. engrossed A. submerged, 
B. coarsened, C. absorbed, D. 
many-sided. 
ANSWERS ON PAGE 21 
Go Greyhound 
!For Your Spring Weekend Date 
from NYC to Ithaca-Leaving Port Authority 
FRIDAY, MARCH 28 
10 a.m., 3:15 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 10:15 a.m., 
12:15 a.m. 
!From Ithaca to NYC Port Authorify 
SUNDAY, MARCH 30 
8:50 a.m., 12:35 p.m., 3:05 p.m., 6.05 p.m., 
12:25 a,m. 
STOP IN OR CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 
710 W. STATE ST. AR 2-7930 
INCOW CON «:AM!P'tLD$ 
GROUND IFlOOR - DORM 12 
Cornell laundry & Cleaners 
Petrillose Laundry & Cleaners 
WCW Laundry & Cleaners 
Costentini Shoe Repair 
Fontana Shoe Repair 
Pat's Tailor Shop 
Webster's Suds Your Duds 
Open 8 'til 5 Daily 
L:, 
. •, 
'!. 
I' 
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Zeta Sigma Nu 
Elects Officers 
!Foir 1967-1968 
Delta Mu Deltoi 
Inducts New 
Members 
Journalism Seminar 
Offered 
Italian Art 
Displayed. ·1n Library,. 
Sculptured busts, crayon draw-
research a n d prepare their ings and a painting by a former 
stories. Because of his personal Vatican artist who is sculptor in 
direction, the seminar will be residence at Ithaca College, are 
limited !o 24 students. now on display at the Ithaca Col-
rectly from ,the Vatican where he 
had been engaged in repairing 
and :restoring statuary, some of it 
dating back many centuries. One 
of his projects, which he recalls 
with pride, was the moving of 
an ancient portico from one part 
of the bascilica of St. John 
Lateran, to another location in 
the cathedral where Popes have 
worshipped since the 16th Cen-
by Karon Chapman 
Zeta Sigma Nu, the freshman 
honorary society, elected new of-
ficers for next year at a meeting 
on April 20th. Carol Desch was 
elected President, Paul Gold-
staub, Vice President; Elaine 
Merry, Secretary, and Ardis 
Leyburn, Treasurer. 
The purpose of the organiza-
tion is to stimulate high scholas-
tic interest, activity, and attain-
ment by all students, and to·give 
recognition to those students 
who have attained the required 
index for membership during 
their freshman year. 
(UPO-Forty-Six-year-old Hilda 
Norton really doesn't need the 
prize she won in a speed .typing 
championship at Portsmouth, Eng-
land. 
For typing an average of 83-
point-five words a minute and 
beating a field of 146 competitors, 
Miss Norton won a typewriter. 
The Rho Chapter of Delta Mu 
Delta Honor Society in Business 
Administration held its annual 
spring initiation and banquet at 
Sylvan Hills on Thursday eve-
ning, April 13. The following stu-
dents were inducted by chapter 
president David E. Humphreys: 
Robert Arenstein, Carol Hyman, 
Stewart Klein and Steven Wurt-
zel. 
President Dillingham was in-
ducted as the first honorary 
member of Rho Chapter and ad-
dressed the group. There were 
20 members and guests present. 
UPI (Austin, Texas) - Vice 
President Humphrey told a joint 
session of the Texas Legislature 
that leaders of North Vietnam 
are following obsolete "Dogmas 
of World Domination by the use 
of force." Humphrey pointed out 
that Hanoi's so-called national 
liberation against South Vietnam 
has not spread throughout Asia as 
the Red Dogma tells them it 
should. 
WELCOME 
George's Restaurant and lounge 
Corner Cayuga and Green Sts. 
FREE 
A chance to work with the top 
newsmakers and reporters in the 
country will be offered to ad-
vanced journalism students in 
the New York City Seminar in 
Interpretive Reporting this June. 
This course lasts 3 weeks and is 
3 credits, sponsored by Syracuse 
University's Newhouse Commun-
ications Center. 
Under the guidance of a noted 
writer and editor, the students 
will write depth stories, the best 
of which will be published across 
the country, Interviews with maj-
or news sources will be aITanged 
by the director, but students will 
have the opportunity to use their 
own imagination and initiative in 
arranging further interviews on 
their own. 
In past years students carried 
United Nations press passes 
which enabled them to use the 
full resources of United Nations 
headquarters for research. In ad-
dition, top editors and reporters 
gave the students the word on 
how they do their jobs. 
Mr. Andre · Fontaine, Director 
of the Seminar and noted writer 
and editor and associate professor 
of journalism at Syracuse Uni-
versity, will give daily lectures 
on the techniques of interpretive 
reporting and will work closely 
with individual students as they 
Just Across From The 
Grand Union 
SUMMER STORAGE 
--------AN·o--------
MOTH PROOFING 
When The Garments Are 
Cleaned By Us 
o RNSURED AGAINST FIRE, THEFT AND MOTHS 
o DTEMIZED RECEIPTS GIVEN 
o PAT'S TAILOR SHOP-BAS'EMIENT OIF !DORM 12 
o lt>ELIVIER.Y MADIE IN THE FALL 
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE 
Petrillose Cleaners lnco 
Ithaca Laundries 
102 ADAMS STREET 
Prerequisites for the course lege library. 
will be at least 6 hours of formal The busts and pictures were all 
journalism study, including basic done by Tito Scarponi in his on-
newswriting and reporting - or campus studio, and reveal the 
the equivalent in practical news- versatility of the Italian artist. 
writing and recommendations of Mr. Scarponi is a classicist, as 
a ·journalism instructor or editor. might be expected he has worked 
The seminar will be held at for the Vatican in Rome, and his 
Lubin House, 11 East 61st Street, works are to be found not only 
New York City, from June 5-23, in the Vatican, but also in a num-
1967. Both undergraduate and ber of homes and collections on 
graduate credit will be given by the European continent. 
the Syracuse University School Mr. Scarponi speaks litUe Eng-
of Journalism. Tuition for the lish but be overcomes the Jan-
course will be $159 for graduates guage barrier easily at Ithaca Col-
and $165 for undergraduates. lege. He "talks" with chisel, mal-
Tuition is payable June 5 to the let and file, with crayon and with 
Director of the Seminar at New brush in communicating with 
York City. Checks should be others. · 
made payable to Syracuse Univer- His knowledge of the English 
sity. Students may make their language is limited, but bis tal-
own living arrangements, but ent as an artist apparently is not. 
hotel accommOdations at reduced With the various tools of the 
rates can be obtained with Uni- artist he is able to convey his 
versity assistance. The deadline sense of beauty, of the dignity of 
for receipts' of applications, avail- man, the loneliness of intellectual 
able at The ITHACAN office, is exploration. 
May 1, 1967. Those admitted to His workshop on the campus 
the Seminar will be notified of has sculptures in wood and stone 
acceptance in advance of regis- in various stages of completion. 
tration. . His portraits in crayon depict 
Any student can apply, and all Dante, Asclepius god of medi-
are expected to provide their I cine; and others. 
own typewriters for use in the He arrived at the Ithaca Col-
semin!ll". lege campus last fall, coming di-
tury. -
Mr. Scarponi was barn in a 
rural community just outside 
Rome 61 years ago; as a boy he 
showed an interest and pro-
ficiency in creating carvings in 
wood. At the age of 19 be learned 
to read and write, and he was 
encouraged to become a sculptor. 
He enrolled in the Rome Acad-
emy of Fine Arts. 
After completing his studies 
he _wor~ed repairing sculpture in 
the Rome area, while creating 
some new works of his own. Dur-
ing World War n. he was a par-
tisan fighter against the Gennan 
and Italian Fascist forces. 
The end of World War n 
found Italy prostrate -from the 
effects of the fighting and in 
desperate need of rehabilitation. 
Mr. Scarponi forsook his 'art for 
a while and became a mechanic, 
working in this capacity for four 
years, until he was forced to give 
it up because of prolonged ill-
ness. 
In 1951 he returned to ,the work 
that he loved the most - and 
.-------------------------•
1 did the best. He became a sculp-
CAMP JIREWSTER 
NEEDS COUNSELORS 
1 Female - 6 Males. - 1 Guitar Player and 
__ FollcSinger 
Salary.ranges from $100.00 to $500.00 
Phone 272 - 5095 - Before 9:00 P.M. 
Henry Mandel 
Program Director 
MICKEY1S MARKET 
435 N. Cayuga St. 
PREPARE FOR SPRING WEEKEND PARTIES AND PICNICS 
Custom Cut Fresh Meats 
Fresh Vegetables 
Beer Ice 
Barbecued Chicken 
Hours 9:00 ~.m. - 1 O:C,O p.m. Daily 
Open Sundays and Holidays 
Phone 273-0961 
Congratulations and.Good Lucic 
To Our Graduating Sisters 
Janet Armstrong 
Mavis Brackenridge 
Judy Perry Chalk 
Linda Corrin . 
Connie Grey 
Betty· Hoerner 
Michelle Kosowsky 
Judy Leupp 
Sharon Lowry 
Donna McKay 
Kathy Michaels 
Lois Moses 
Kay Orcutt 
Carol Personius 
Barbejoy Ponzio 
Claire Sibley 
tor again, creating new pieces 
and repairing existing works, 
much of it old, that had been 
neglected during the war and im-
mediate post-war years. He work-
ed primarily in stone during this 
period. 
He joined the corps. of- artists 
employed by the Vatican in 1956, 
and during the decade that fol-
lowed be worked on much of the 
statuary there, restoring· and re-
pairing many of the large figures 
originally created by great artists 
of the past. Some of the figures 
he worked on were nearly 30 
feet tall. The work also involved 
porticos, balustrades and other 
masonry. 
He knows only a few words of 
English, but he is taking weekly 
lessons in the language, and he 
says that be is also learning from 
watching and listening to tele-
vision. 
by Bil Yerkes 
Sculpture by Mr. Scalponi 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchl 
Bradole 
120 Third Street 
DONOHUE-HALVERSON, 
INC. 
• 
Plumbing and Heating 
• 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
• 
602 w~ Seneca St. 
273-3393 
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Horses 
--
Horses 
--
Horses 
,.._ , "f' ,;.-,~· ' ~ '' 
The World of Mentz 
WINNING STREAK - Winning race horses, among the most pampered of America's top perform-
ance horses, are given all the special attentions that owners hope will bring that last burst · of 
speed from them. 
NEW YORK (NAPS)-Like to ride a horse? Or would 
you rather sit back and watch someone else do it? Either way, 
here are a few equestrian facts to catch your fancy. 
Horses· and people have been toge-ther a long, long ti~e-in 
work, play, warfare and sport. Today, despite the advances of 
machine technology, horses are as much a part of the daily scene 
as ever. But how did it all start? 
The historic association of hero and horse in legend and 
literature is reflected in the tale that Alexander the Great named 
an entire city after his horse ( Bucephalus), and in the agonized 
desperation of King Richard Ill's oft-q~oted plea for a majes-
tic companion: "A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!" 
Equally famous are the mythical horses of folklore, like the 
exquisite winged hoi:se Pegasus who traversed the Aegean skies, 
and whose hoof print was fabled to form a_ spring which gave the 
gift of song to those who drank from it. Also in Greek and 
Roman tradition is the centaur, half human and half horse. The 
original centaurs were all human, and were actually a primitive 
mountain tribe of Northern Greece which worshipped tlae horse 
as a deity, along with the moon. Both were sacred to them be-
cause they believed they helped bring rain. 
The first horses to appear on earth were "North Ameri-
cans"! The pre-historic Eohippus roamed our continent 45 to 50 
million years ago; the genus is now extinct. Today's Old Gray 
Mare is actually much 'ITWre than she used to be, for the earliest 
horses were the· size of cats, resembled greyhounds, and had toes 
instead of hooves! Tue· modern horse's hoof is likened to an 
enlarged "toe-~ail," so the horse as we know it actually runs on 
its toe. This is why, as with human beings, the proper shoe fit 
_J 
TON OF HORSE - Medieval jousting called for large mounts 
that could bear the weight of the knight and his heavy armor. 
One of today's well-known working breeds, the Percheron, is 
descended from horses that were bred for this purpose during 
. tho Middle Ages. Engraving courtesy Merck & Co., Inc. 
---------------------------
Modern England gives horses a particularly responsible 
task. They form the Royal Horse Guards-a cavalry brigade en-
trusted with guarding the household of Queen Elizabeth. 
James \Vatt, inventor of the steam engine, gave the measure 
of a horse new meaning. In 1769, people understood only one 
kind of power-that of a horse. So Watt figured that if a good 
draft horse could lift the weight of 33,000 pounds one foot in 
one minute, and his engine could do the same-then it was a 
one horsepower engine. 
A final horse fact to ponder: Not so long ago, a survey of 
is important. English men and women was made to discover what animal 
Along with proper shoeing, ..the first known system of.regu- they would most like to be, if they could be reincarnated. Most 
Jar horse care_ was laid down 3,400 years ago by a Hittite stable- women chose cats. The majority of men said they'd like to 
master named Kikkulis who wrote this first "textbook" on five come back as-you guessed it-horses. 
stone tablets. Today, knowledgeable owners keep their horses Th~s feature dedicated to Princess Loonie Pony by the retiring 
· h b · · " d" h · Editor. m s ape y pract1cmg programme orse care-a systematic 
schedule of worming, daily vitamins, rubdowns and hoof care. 
In fact, many owners find that the task of keeping their horses 
in peak condition is made easier with a system that goes under 
the horsy name of '.Top Form,' evolved by researchers at the 
famous Merck animal health laboratories. d •• 
by BIii Montz 
Students Support 
War In Vietnatn 
(CPS) - Often overshadowed I Thompson said his organization 
by strident anti-war protests, was set up "kind of to counter" 
campus supporters of the Viet anti-war protesters, but that they 
Nam conflict have organized the 1· did not exist solely to provide 
national student Committee for opposition to anti-war groups. 
Victory in Viet Nam to help pre- He said the Victory Committee 
sent their viewpoint. "just doesn't have the money ... 
President of the Committee is to demonstrate in the streets just 
Mike Thompson, a University of when they demonstrate. We're 
-Missouri junior. Thompson said using that money for a nation-
in an interview that the group wide, long-range type program in-
has no single basic approach ex- stead." 
ccpt the "uniting principle to end Although Thompson said that 
the war on a positive victory for his committee works through 
the United States." contacts usually from Young Re-
The Missouri student said the publican Clubs and the Young 
group has organized demonstra- Americans for Freedom (YAF), 
tions on several campuses, crcat- he indicated that money from 
ed "Victory in Viet Nam" buttons these other organizations is not 
and bumper stickers, and mailed always available. 
reprints of novelist John Stein- Thompson stated that his com-
beck's reports from Southeast mittee persuaded the governors 
Asia to interested students. from seven states including Spiro 
Indicating his disagreement T. Agnew of Maryland, to de-
with the Johnson Administra- clare this week "Victory in Viet-
tion's tactical approach to the nam Week." , 
war, Thompson said that all mili- In addition, 145,000 pieces of 
tary targets in North Viet Nam literature were sent out to the 
should be bombed. "If we're in committee's campus contacts for 
the war," he stated, "vital mili- this week's counter-demonstra-
tary targets should not be kept lions. 
off limits. If our planes can fly The campus of Indiana Univer-
about the l\fiG's, there's no rea- s;.ty has a well.organized Victory 
son in the world not to bomb committee which. Thompson said, 
these targets." sponsored a "tremendous rally" 
He added, "Of course, we are last week. The rally was endors-
not advocating the levelling of ed by several student organiza-
Hanoi ... because we don't think tions on campus as well as some 
that's necessary to win." of; the campus beauty queens. 
The '-Top Form' way of equine l~fe includes a wormer, a con-
ditioner with the vitamins and nutrients needed by horses, 
shampoo and coat conditioner, antiseptic ointment, hoof-dress-
ing and-naturally-horse liniment for treating muscular aches 
and strained -tendons. But while modem horse owners take care 
of their mounts with such .scientifically, prepared products, a 
dubious horse-aid is attributed to El Cid, the greatest liberator 
of Spain, ~ho supposedly fed his tired horse gulps of sherry! 
SHALL I SERENADE YOU 
OR GO GET MORE GENES££? 
' SETTER GET 
MORE GENESEE. 
· When the Olympic Games were created in 776 B.C., the 
Greeks built the first hippodrome-named for liippos,. the horse. 
Horsemanship-a sensitive ·and refined sport-was also prized 
by the Assyrians who trained their horses to respond to any 
pressure of the rider's knee. In this way, during battle, the rider 
had both hands free to shoot his arrows.· Centuries later, the 
American Indian mastered this same feat. 
· During the Golden Age of· Chivalry, there existed a 2000-
pound:; ~II-powerful horse known as Percheron, who took all 
jousts in his stride. ·With his knight atop him, this great horse 
would stand like a rock, even when klonked full tilt by-the lance 
of an onrushing opponent. He needed a lot of "horse sense" to 
respond instantly to the signals of his embattled rider. Coiµpli-
cated maneuvers-such as t&e pirouette, which this horse is said 
to have mastered-survive to· this day in the formal art of riding 
called "dressage." 
Today, people ride horses mainly for sport and pleasure. All 
over the nation, horsemanship programs for youthi; are enjoy-
ing fabulous. growth. One such program-the 4-H Horse Project 
Awards-reports a growth-from 37,500 members in 1959 to well 
over 150,000 in 19661 
SWEETHEART. 
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by Susan Longaker 
Spri11g 111 Ithaca comes with ~naming and pain. It oozes its 
way out of winter's ha11ds, and often still shivers in its tired-
ness. But once here It 1~ 1111111 istaka ble, ( rain falls for days or the 
clouds just hold it overhead as a11 eternal threat). No, seriously, 
sometimes rlw spn11g here can he so beautiful, and the sun is 
kmg. I thmk now that It 1s here . . a11d so I am saving this 
column for all poems \\h1ch spl"ak about spnng. (No\V watch 
it snow)! 
April 
I had already tasted :\pnl, when I turned to home 
again. For I had ca ten her sweet flowers, I h:1d known 
her on vacation. She is fcmi111ne, she is smells and 
steady showers. Even dirty cows and musty land 
smell sweet upon her hrea th. It has been so long! 
Flowers waited for her beauty. Now they nse up, bowing, 
when she brushes them. They burst their colors; along 
the walls the\" leave their wrnter skins. I too love 
the smell of Geaun· and softened sound of rain. 
I, too, often think of vou when I see the youthful clouds above 
white sheep \vho caper· over crowds of rhos~ who 
arc in love with April. Always flowers and you. 
S.L. 
~ow, words on spring by a few well-known poets, if you've 
ever known e.e. cummmgs or \\"1lliam Carlos \Villiams. Spring 
and Ion· and . . 
Spring 
for Katherina Kiipenberg 
Not so much the new illuminating 
1.,akes us feel that Spring is rf;!ally here, 
as the chequering shadows that appear 
on some garden pathway's brightening. 
Shadov;r makes us and the garden one, 
gentle foliag-e-shadow mollifies us 
when, in the transforming that's begun, 
sign of our transformcder selves surprise us. 
-Rainier \!aria Rilke 
Tumbling-hair 
picker of buttercups 
violets 
dandelions 
and the big bullying daisies 
through the field wonderful 
with eyes a little sorry 
Another comes 
also picking flowers 
cverywhere's here 
( with a low high low 
and the bird on the bough) 
how? why 
( so kiss me) shy sweet eagerly my 
most dear 
( die! aJiye) 
the new is true 
and to lose is to have 
-we ncyer know-
brave! brave 
( the e:i rth and the sb· 
are one today) my vc.ry so gay 
young love 
why? how-
we never-we kncnv 
(with a high low high 
in the may in the spring) 
live! die 
( forever is now) 
and dance you suddenly blossoming tree 
-i'll sing . 
-e. c. cummrngs 
insane asylum 
black moon behind sodden mist 
leather strips, pale marks upon my wrist 
winter dreams: pain, boredom, scream 
everywhere. everywhere. 
some come and go-I stay 
white mask on black face 
stay away! stay away! 
4 A.M. silent brooding -
come despair all encompassing all alluding 
tyrants rule everywhere 
everywhere 
all night long. 
2: 35 P.M. idle boredom 
can't stand this place 
tomorrow away - tomorrow away 
nothing happens 
next day 
no charge patient is resting 
silent brooding 
onward and ever onward and ever 
forever alone 
forever 
-J. Kant 
Detached 
If there be such a thing-
because we know of none but unity; 
within there is quality, 
feeling, dimension 
all product of our seeing 
AND 
we all cry and love and maybe die 
and we all have babies 
so 
what knows, or who? and if so-
SO 
And I who am detached 
I who know both 
who really knows less, 
I the seer, prophet, illuminated 
and illuminator 
and doomed and i am not 
detached 
or we are Gluc. 
-MGB 
As the rain falls 
so does 
your love 
bathe every 
open 
Object of the world-
In houses 
the priceless dry 
rooms 
of illicit love 
where we live 
hear the wash of the 
ram-
There 
paintings 
and fine metalware 
woven stuffs-
all the whoreishncss 
of our delight 
sees 
from its window 
the spring wash 
of_your love 
rain-
the trees 
are become 
beasts fresh risen 
from 
the sea-
water 
trickles 
from the crevices of 
their hides-
So my life is spent 
to keep out love 
with which 
she rains upon 
the world 
of spring 
drips 
so spreads 
the words 
far apart to let in 
herlovc-
And running in between 
the drops . 
the rain 
is a kind physician 
the rain 
of her thoughts over 
the ocean 
where 
1every 
walking with 
invisible feet 
over 
the helpless 
waves-
Unworldly love 
that has no hope 
of the world 
and that 
cannot change the world 
to its delight-
The rain 
falls upon the earth 
and grass and flowers 
come 
perfectly 
into form from its 
clearness 
liquid 
But love is 
umvorldly 
and nothing 
comes of it but love 
following 
and falling endlessly 
from 
her thoughts 
William Carlos Williams 
SPECDAlLS 
IHlojp-lHIMggeir SUacks $3.99 
Regular or Bell Bottom 
CIY!tl'-o{F~ Cli' lSeli'mWl«il<D 
SD11oD"trs $2.88 fro $4.88 
$] .88 fro $3.88 
ARMY 
NAVY 
106 - 108 N. Cayuga St. 
in Just-
spring when the world is mud-
-luscious the little 
lame balloonman 
whistles far and wee 
and eddie and bill come 
c?me_ running from marbles and 
p1r~c1es and it's 
spnng 
when the world is puddle-wonderful 
the queer 
old balloonman whistles · 
far and wee 
and betty and isbel come dancing 
from hop-scotch and jump-rope and 
it's 
spnng 
and 
the 
goat-footed 
balloonman whistles 
far 
and 
wee 
-e. e. cummings 
The Rcmai1is of Count CW by Rainier Maria Rilke 
To have come through it, to have come right through 
even happiness, quietly and resolutely! , 
Now tested orally, now tested mutely-
who, looking backwards, could believe it true? 
No one's been equal to it: life goes on , 
because they have not. But the way one reaches 
endlessly out! The new-sprung green of beeches 
is not so new as what we light upon. 
A wood-dove coos. And once more all the bleak 
hours that immured you seem as yet unentered. 
A bird is calling. You are centered 
in the ,bird's call. At once awake and weak. 
Musot by Rainier Marie Rilke 
The sap is mounting back from that unseeness 
darkly renewing in the common deep . 
back to the light, and feeding the pure greenness 
hiding in rinds round which the winds still weep 
The inner side of nature is reviving, 
another sursum corda will resoun-d; 
invisibly, a whole year's youth is striving 
to climb those trees that look so iron-bound 
Preserving still that grey and cool expression, 
and ancient walnut's filling with event; 
while the young brush-wood trembles with repression 
under the perching bird's presentiment. 
come and 
join 
the CLUB 
Just buy 5 pairs of ear-
rings and receive the 6th 
pair ••• free! 
Pick up your Club card and you will have an 
exciting opportunity to get an extra pair of ear-
rings, tree. Be sure to have the salesman sign 
· your Club card. 
201 E. STATE ST. 
9 - 5 Daily 9 - 9 Friday 
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"/Twosomes 
Did you know that Mallot Hall 
at our sister institution is a real-
ly groovy place to study ... that 
electricity helps ... that Bloody 
Mary i~ really F'lora the Red 
Menace ... that J.C.C.C. really 
Lia«=~~e V @(Ul ir 
Marrndl Wa~~ 
by Allyn Feldman 
is an institution for learning . 
1. What product is the spon-
that some sororities really do it sor of Deaih Valley Days? 
up brown ... that congratula- 2. What is the color of Kryp-
tions go out to all the new offi- tonite? 
ccrs and board members of I.C. 3. Which Iirm used a lion in 
its commercials on T.V.? /Engagements 
... that the library is really hot 
4. Who played the wagon-
Cathy Ross, a junior psychology stuff · · · that l•'ridays are getting master in "Wagon Train"? 
worse than J\Iondays . . . that a 5. Who played the scout in the 
major at Ithaca College to Lanny 
certain banquet was ill-fated above program? 
Schw~~tz a 1966 graduate of 6 Wh · }h d "1 ? 
= ' from the word "go" . . . that · o 1s \.<1ymon u assey. 
Ithaca College. little Tommy Tow Truck strikes 7. What was Gene Autry's 
horse's name? 
Delta Sigma Pi 
by Dave Suss 
Deltasig would !Ike to congr:it-
ulate and wish the best of luck 
to our new brothers They are: 
Pat Cannon, Hich Flowers, Tom 
Gilmore, Fred Horn, Rick Va!J-
derwege, and :\Ir. Mas.,a. We are 
sure that these men will con-
tn bute actively and vigorously 
to the support and betterment of 
the fraternity. 
Delta I( appa 
by Michael Schell 
Phi hiu Alpha 
by Donuld Zegcl 
~pring \Vcek<.'ncl h !Il)(>ri tJ!! ,',lllldd), ... \.iHil 2J, the broth. 
.1nd ])clla Kappa Frate1 r,11_,. w1,i1- ,_: ·_, <>l l·n1 .\le: .,,,,u .. J1ela a fur-
<'"i the ~!realest ...,\JC('f.!~) tr-1 th1· ::1., 1 11.d.,:1~iu11 Jo! i.lH.! iuembers 
Junior C1a"ls '1ncl tht.· :-,;111n~ , 1 l1;1.. • '.1 1J i ..::,tJl l!i~ µledgn class. 
\\"el'kl'nd Committee, \'111c!J 1n 1 :,tc 1,1u,u, "' · .. :.v \><:le 1mtialed 
eludes DK brother$ Brue,~ llalH'I ,.L ll,,,i_ ,::,,e <11v i.Junald .l:Hck, 
and 1\1att Schiro. TL1• Spr:l!'; ,,ieLa 1:,1,, .. ,, J •., .. q,u Bo:.icltard, 
\\"ePkend Pro,1;r,1m, nu:,I1sli,_•d ;,, ,;uu l· u1, c,,, G..i1., 1,ockwcll, and 
Delta Kappa, 1s now ·out, .:in•J cor;_ J ,,.,1e, L., rn ..:. ·l. 
c:ratulation., are in orrkr f1,r t·d1 11.u :.111,.1:,., 1·J,. .ilu Alpha 
tors Bob DiC1ang1 aDd Bill .\d·1n1, 1 ::>JJr1uL-. \', cl.ht.:'-l-1 uc.1n 4 u,..:t will i.>e 
:md their ~taff "ho c\1d a , : (',ii w,iu .,L 1 ,•:, ... -,•' 1 ,,1, l· ;·1tJ..iy, April 
Job. ..:o, al u .,lJ 1, ·"· 
Tile DK sch1,cJule fur F:-alt·n11l ·, lJ..i, lei J, ,!·,,,:,, •.u:npo,<.:r 11, resi-
Miss Joy L. Walker, junior again ... that if the wind keeps 8. What was 
Float chairman BIii Hunt has 
a~sured us of a first prize in the 
Spring Weekend float parade. 
The brothers are really psyched 
for this big weekend which i!J 
eludes our traditional lodge par-
Sgt. Preston's tics, dinner at the Glen Motor 
speech pathology and audiology, 
Ithaca College, to Mi;. Leon Earl 
up, we might all end up in Emer-
ald City ... that "without get-
ting" could mean a diploma ... 
that the complex is a quiet place 
dog's name? Court, and a barbeque on Sun-
funcl10ns on Spring Wl'Pkcnd 11;- J,_1;<.:L c1, Ll,.!c.1 Ji1 0,:: School is to 
eludes a Fnclay afternoon eod:ta1I ,," .,.ut.:,L b]'""Lt.:1. 
party, a banquet, two all-mghl 1~ue.,t, ui 11,1u,n \·,Lil be .Mr. 
part 1es, and the annual picnic: al ,,rn...'. .1/L,. ;:,wcu!.. ulld 1lr. and 
Taughannock Falls. ~1Jr,;. l_:, 1:it Lk>:_.,., L. _\frs. Celia 9. What was the Cisco Kid's day. 
horse's name? We were visited this past week-Gray, senior, school of 
ture, Cornell University. 
wedding is planned. 
agricul-
A June 
Chris Defeo, a junior physical 
therapy major at I.C. fo Tom 
to live ... that pledging makes 
one tired ... that it's going to 
be awfully crowded in the pub 
. . . that Expo '67 opens this 
weekend . . . that a funny thing 
happened on the way to the S.G. 
Quorum - no one showed . . . 
10. Which great softball team end by five brothers from Albany 
lost in the finals of the 1966 State University. They are the 
Ithaca College softball tourna- newest chapter of Deltasig and 
ment? we had a great time entertaining 
If you haveu·t picked up _\fl\lr ::,lucum t;, the l!,tcctur of Vocal 
Spring Weekend mur;s, th,·} 're• .'·,lellllH.h ..i~ j_," lth.ica Col!cge 
now bemg distnlmtl'd in the en- ::ichuul ot :\rn~.r; am..l Mr. Bogart 
10n lobby under the supen·i,ion t;, th..: i,c:ai..l 01 tht; Music Theory 
of Chuck :\IcQmllan. You'll be lit pa; tmeuL i.lere. Both a.re ret.I.r-
mecting the DK brothers at the l!i; al l!Ie euJ of tlu~ yc.ir. 
Sammy Davis Concert. They've 
Hoke, a senior English major at 
I.C. 
Anewsr on Page 6 
MUSIC POTPOURRI 
them. 
rnlunteered themselves to be 
u~hcrs for the function. 
Savino Patruno, a junior physi- that weather-wise, Ithaca got all 
Last, but not least, we'd like 
to wish everyone the best Spring 
Weekend ever. Thanks to every-
one who's worked so hard to 
Leonard Bernstein & Herman's make it a success. :\Iorc men of Delta Kappa are 
taking positions of leadership on 
the I.C. campus. Brothers Tom 
Sheeran and Dave Emler were 
elected to i\Ien·s Go\'Prnin" 
Board. Dan Baker will once aga1; 
become President of the Cla,s of 
'G9, and .John De!llartino, tn·a,ur-
cal education major at I.C. to the leftovers ... that it had bet 
Janet Cornelius, a key punch op-
'\)erator at Orange County· Trust 
Co., Middletown, N.Y. 
ter be nice this weekend ... that 
there's a T.V. in Rutgers that 
needs tuning in ... that the ques-
tion for the week is: Has Prin-
cess Looney Pony really been on 
the warpath? . . . that Stu is 
cheap . . . that this is the only 
campus where you can total your 
UPI-Englishman Ivan Hitch· car in the driveway ... that this 
could be the week for a baptism 
cock began three years probation in the new dining room . . . that 
today· for an unusual crime- Marty Nadler is a tough act to 
follow ... that it's encouraging 
stealing the second-hole green to have your picture taken . . . 
from the Teignmouth Golf Club. that the girls are invading Dorm 
Hitchcock was caught when the 9 ... that Spring Weekend '67 is 
going to be the greatest ever ... 
Golf Club Greenskeeper recog- that it requires far more genius 
nized Hitchcock's new lawn as to make love than to command 
coming from the golf course. 
Exquisite Styling ..• 
Permanent Value ... 
from 
armies. 
Rockefeller $ays 
Higher Education 
Will Increase in ~t V. 
NEW YORK CITY (UPI) , -
Governor Rockefeller says that 
government must never dominate 
the field of higher education. 
Rockefeller says government 
has an obligation to open the 
broadest avenues possible to high-
er education. In a speech in New 
York City last night, the governor 
cited his administration's record 
of greatly increased aid to state 
and city-operated colleges and 
universities. 
The occasion of his remarks 
was the 12th annual Senator 
Wagner l\lemorial Dinner of the 
Governor's Committee on Schol-
astic Achievement. The commit-
tee is a group of private citizens 
who in June will award citations 
of excellence to more than 15-
hundred graduating high school 
students. 
Hermits, as diverse a musical 
pairing as could be conceived, 
have been brought together for 
a CBS News color special, "In-
side Pop - The Rock Revolu-
tion''. The General Telephone & 
Electronics' musical documen-
tary, produced by David Oppen-
heim, will air on Tuesday, April 
25 (10:00-11:00 PM NYT). 
Although their music might 
appeal to different audiences, 
the viewpoints of Bernstein, Her-
man, and the many other "pop" 
acts that Oppenheim has gathered 
for this telecast are similar re-
garding the present musical 
tastes of our young· people: they 
enjoy it. 
Bernstein, who has the major 
part of the program, not only 
discusses his feelings on the sub-
ject, but produces examples-via 
tapes of the Beatles and a song 
by youthful Verve-Folkways 
singer-composer Janis Ian - to 
augment his commentary. 
Throughout his time on camera 
Bernstein attempts to answer two 
questions about "pop" music: "1. 
\Vhy do adults resent it so? and 
2. Why do I like it7" 
A veritable potpourri of the 
pop music hierarchy will air 
their views of their music on the 
telecast. Included are members 
of the Beach Boys, the Byrds, the 
Hollies, and the Association, in 
addition to the Beatles and 
J\IGI\I"s Hermits. 
--------·-----
LOUISVILLE, Kentucky (UPI) 
-Heavyweight boxmg champion 
Cassius Clay says he will refuse 
to take the oath of induction into 
the army on April 28th. In a tele-
vision (WHAS-TV) interview at 
Louisville, Kentucky, Clay was 
asked whether he knew the pen-
alty for not taking the 9ath. Re· 
plied the champion: "Five years 
and IO-thousand dollars ... that's 
all." 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
~Carveda 
'l'he beauty of each ArtCarved 
diamond speaks for Itself. But, 
because your choice of n diamond 
is so ,·cry important, ArtCarvcd 
offers you full protection on your 
Investment. ArtCarvcd not only 
warrants tho value and quality 
of Its diamonds, but nlso tho 
craftsmanship of its elegant &et-
tings against loss of the diamond. 
A-AFTERGLOW, from $225. 
B-GEORGETTE, from $160. 
Matching wedding band, $42.50. 
C-INCARNATION, from $22$. ,· 
_D-CANDACE, from $100. 
Frank Hammer's 
Allman & Greeuu 
Jewelers 
144 E. State St. 
WOli'"IHDN WAlKRNG DDS"Ji'"ANCIE 
SANDWICHES COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
!FREIE IDIElDVIEIR.Y with $5.00 miD"llam1JJm 
HOURS OPEN 
MON • SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
Call 272-1379 
Gamma Delta /Pi 
by Patti Heydt 
Pledging is over at last! The 
new sisters were inducted at a 
formal ceremony Sunday after- Pr. 
noon. Congratulations to Carol DK would like to express it., 
Engel, Harriet Sacks, Donna gratitude to Plcdgemastcr Chuck 
Jacobs, Cathy Hendricks, Kathy Pollock and Assistant Pledge-
Byrnes, Lisa Davidson, Corky master John :\Iorocco for the fine 
Deitz and Ronnie Berger. After Job they did in two of the most 
the ceremony, the sorority jom·- difficult and chalfonging posi-
neycd to the Cayuga Inn for our lions in the fraternity. 
annual Initiation Banquet. 
The new officers for 1967-68 
were installed April 23. They are: 
President - Susan Lenox; Vice 
President - Janet Hogcboom; 
Recording Secretary 1\Iary 
Overbaugh; Corresponding Sec-
retary - Cathy Baker; Treasurer 
-Katy McLaughlin; Social Chair-
man - Patti Heydt; IFC Repre-
sentative - .11-rary Evan Keenan, 
Sgt.-at-Arms - Claire Patterson; 
Chaplain - Karen Ostby; Pledge 
l\listress - Chris Bennett. 
Our thanks to Delta Kappa for 
a great afternoon! The sisters 
were well entertained by the 
Creative Act. A further step to-
ward Greek unity. 
Gamma Delt's spring lodge 
party was held last Saturday 
night at Newhardt's Lodge. Music 
was provided by the Flames, and 
everyone had a blast. Thanks to 
certain members of Pi Lam for 
their help, and thank goodness 
pledging is over - we almost 
didn't make it. 
Good luck to our sisters nom-
inated for Spring Weekend Court 
- Pat Simpson for Queen, Pat 
Salzburg for Princess, and Gail 
McCarthy for Sophomore Attend-
ant. 
The float is rapidly nearing 
completion, and I don't want to 
give away any secrets, but this 
parade will have MA . .1'l'Y sur-
prises. 
Spring weekend will really be 
a "happening." The highlight or 
our weekend is a cocktail party 
with full bar, waiters, and smooth 
entertainment at the house on 
Friday night. Thank goodness 
prohibition was repealed! 
And finally, congratulations to 
!\lEK on her pinning to Gerry 
Tabaczyk - one more ,istcr bites 
the dust! 
Itccognition should also be giv-
en to Brother Richie ::IIiller for 
his outstanding performances on 
the Varsity ball club this season. 
Too bad the B's don't have him. 
Mu Phi lcpsilon 
by Carol Bennett 
Initiation for our eight pledges 
\\as held Sunday afternoon at the 
bam1uet follow1ng rn1tiauon. A 
gold charm bracelet \I as present-
ed to l\-lrs. Cella Slocum, our dedi-
cated faculty ad\'lbOr, who is re-
tiring tlus year. Our graduatmg 
~eniors were abo presented with 
charms. 
The work party \\ 1th ;>,Irs. Ger-
trude :\llller, our district :.idv1sor, 
was most helpful and suiuulat,ng. 
.'.\!rs. llllller and the officers urned 
at the College Spa after tiJU con-
ference. 
Congratulat10ns to Laura Ho~ 
enthal and lktty Poplaw,k; who 
were rn1llated into Oracle. 
Karen Gordon JHC~ented a i1Le 
oboe recital l:1:,t Fnday_ Con6 rat-
ulatW11$, Karen. Ail your si.,ter~ 
art; , e1·y proucl of you! 
Du11 t iorget Ginny ,<i:no,lic>~· 
\ 01ce rccnal at ·LOO on :\!:,) 
iourth. \Ye're all l.Jehrnli )OU L;rn-
ny. We know you'll do ,1 g,<.:.il 
Job. 
Delia Phi Zcfa 
by Judy A. $,1ccc 
Tiu~ past wc..:k,nd -.,.1, l>eit:1 
l'h, Zeta's Soro1 it:, i\ el'l,e11cl. It 
:-,l~tl'lt'll I.Ill F'rid~1y l!i..'.h: \\ ith Hl· 
tl!at:on of :1t!\\" rnt•iubc1, Uui 
~ ongr aluL.1,t1011.-, to .l.!!t ..... : Hul...1n, 
_____________________________ Karen CullJI~_;, ,/1!1 Ih·,l. L'hcn 
Krntt, Jan :\!cJ-:uen Joun :\11!1-
:\LB . .\};Y (lJP!J -- liovcrnor h,•Isl'r, .Jt>anne l'.ilc,c, lllld,e S:1'.-
Roekefeller has vl'tol'd :i bill to kr, .Julie Schor, !'.it S,·:wc:bk, 
allow doctors to pa1 k 11Jcgall) .111d \\-er:dy Wn1tt'. 
while on emergency c..ills Follo\111ic'. ,111,1,d1un ""·' -, 
The governor said !Ill.' Cou, / ,·oi:k t.,Il p.,; t> .H L,·,1n.,1 ,1" · - .,c1d 
missioner of Motor Vch1cle, had· ,l lo,I.~c' p,1rly \\Jlh nlll,,c !,:, ,:1e 
recommended the bill not tw ap 11:1.,.,w, Sat1:nla.; 111.,:ht ".,, ., 
proved because, as_ he tl'nnccl it, _f'.ll rn:11 d•n.ner a!id d.u1n· .,t rili! 
"the more appropriate manner of\ lcrraee Cafl'tl'fld 1 IJ(: 1·,1,11e 
attacking this problem is on the \\l'('kend wa, a tr,·n:cndou, ,:1c-
local level within the discrl'lion cess. \\ l' can IH,\-l'r I hank our 
of local authorities." Sol'1al Chairm:1n. .\!in· l'<'il:i, 
Rockefeller noted that thl· ~t.1te enough for m .. hm,• tlw whole 
police had voiced opposition to \\ t>l'kc•nu pos,1hle 
the mca . ,urc because it "would lh'lt.1 Ph, ,1ould I,h,· t,, \\1sh 
establi~h a prdcrred <·lass" of all :,tudl·nb ., \\OIHkrtul !--.p1111g 
operator. \\ l'ekcnd_ 
Sigma Alphco Nu 
By Rich Newberg 
They looked like "F Troop" as 
":\iinlz's Heroes" marched to a 
victorious Hell Kight. Victorious 
because twenty-one pledges were 
1111Uated mto the ranks of Sigma 
Alpha :'l:u last Sunday evening. 
l"lw "yoke" of six week's servi-
tude was finally broken! Congrat-
ulations to our new brothers: 
Hui;:; Bickler (Bus. Ad. '70) 
\\"lute Plams, :s;cw York; Dan 
Bradley tFrcnch '70) New Canaan, 
Conn.; Tom Brownridgo (Biology 
'70) Stam.ford, Conn.; Dave 
Brownstcm (TV-Radio '69) San 
Juan, Puet to Hico; Bill Duncan 
,Drama 'ti!J) Glassport, Pa.; Bruce 
t,eller (History '70) Pittsfield, 
:\I;i~s.; Ed Hanna (History '70) 
l"t1ca, New York; Dave Hertzog 
(Soc10logy ·70) Waterford, New 
York; A.rt Koeppel (?.lath '69) 
:-.:ew Providence, Kew Jersey; 
Ste, e Knight (History '70) New 
Haven, Conn.; Jeff Kramer (TV-
l{adio 'ti!:l) East ;\'orw1ch, Xcw 
York; Steve Kugler (Biology '69) 
:\orth Woodmere, New York; 
Cam '.llan,hall (Bu~iness Ad. '70) 
Chatham, New Jersey; Buzz 
:\lathesrns (TV-Hadio '69) Living-
ston, ~ew Jen.ey; Bernie Mintz 
,TV-Radio) Butler, Pa.; Jim 11uga-
vero (lliath '69) Baldwin, New 
York; llO\I ic Sherman (lnterna-
t10nal Hclations '70) J'.Ionsey, 
:\ew York; Handy Sommer (Busi-
nes~ Ad. '70) Linngbton, New 
Jen,ey; l\o;, fum:rn (Biology '70) 
l!one,dail·, ]':1-; L, 1rnie Watson 
OT-Hauw .. ; · \'. <.!,~ 11:.irtford, 
Conn, anL.. li.ll \\ ~1nbcrgcr 
1.Che1n1:<r:. ·;o 1 1 tl.:\ ctu 1d, Ohio. 
Hn,t!i,!:· !!oi> \\ ood:11 lbetter 
kno\\ u :1~ "Coin 111:1nder· to those 
11 Lo k1h>W .,nJ lc.ir 1nm) is Chief 
St1.,:<.!~::,L of .::,:;..rn:1 Alpha Nu. 
lle v. a~ J <.!~ ;,,,ris1lJ!t: for last 
be 11e,t )L'.l~··:, i,·,·o._.:0n1astcr. 
Sp1:n:~ \\ t...(:kt.1 :1 1 ·07 --- Sigma 
I _\;p;:a ~u ,L) !e - - 1,11! c,J1:sist of ,1 chan1p;.1~~11~ p,d t:. ..it roboggan I.oJ;..;e bl.'lC!c tl:l' :0!11:. 11 dance, 
.. nu a ro<.:l~ L!,: 11 ·~l' fL'~-LtJ.i t:-:.,; The 
llann1!Jai.":i ;u t-.·r· t11c cJ.:::,:e on 
Fr1d:l.\. :-- . .1~u1·l!::_;.· :1.l:r111n; Sigma 
.\ .. lph .. 1 >cu \ .. ·d ~ k . .1l1 ~he 1~oat par-
.,dt; ".\ ,Lh 1:~ ·.\l:,.'sa~or" float 
·.i.. !1.:1 ll't,,. lli.1 ;):t1 ::-, 1nciudu1g 
l.':.;1'. .... 11 IL,ul\. t;1 it., !Uouth): B1I1 
1.1~Lll.~ b <H:( 1"11.· U:Lt'( C'J-ho~ts of 
~bl' !) •• l.J<it: .. nl! .',lll IJe out on Lhe 
:--'i~ et 1:1.c!·,1t".,·,!::._, the specta-
lu:·s .. \tt~1· l:1,• p.,1.1tie \\'e·re off 
to 3 hc1.. r-!:! ! · 1J,· · 1,,•qtie at To-
:)o:- :_d.1 l,,,l: , · .; dl \::~:. n1~ht ,vc 
atter:c1 Lh,• .-u.:t ,·.-: .,nd :he i\Iag-
n:Lcl'Ilt \lt·n .. ·~u-, • .. ..., 
!,nu,,·. 1\ 1th :·::· ,. ,. , 
·Ur opC'n 
_,1e fr.·-
ten Ii.y 1r:1..:1c•.1,:,.L'd ·, ,, ;1., 1d, thl! 
liroti1<·:, l'i S1 _;nia .\i;,ha ). ti are 
:11:tt, 1p.,t1nc: th,• '.!l .·:l',t and best 
,pru1._~ ,\l'tlk!:rh! to cic:1le! 
=========== 
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llETlilERS I the minority i.s right. i The people I marched with 
from Central Park to the U.N. 
were not them because they 
thought that someone ought to 
test our E'reedom of Speech just 
Lo see if it was still there. 
(C\)1iti1.u,d 11nm payc 5) 
p1 c~L·nt1.•d to an:- t \'l'L'pt1vc pye: 
11.rnv -tuc!ents go th1 ough col-
ege· \\ 1thoul ::-,1.·:·ung all ctlucar 
1011. Sowe ;~o for fun and ~ex, 
and ~0111e go :or purpo~es better 
h.111 that. :\mo11;; other accom-
>]1.,Jim,·11 h, lll'-' mo\ 1e makes one 
1111.,Hler _11,.-t wh.i, that $'.l200 is 
,emg ~pent for. 
Thal .\Ir. S.nwr, not yet :21, ha!> 
,1 oduc,·d a mo\ ic arceptablc to 
1n: <i1,tn!Jutrng companies is 
•prtarnlv ,·ummenda!J!c. Any cnt-
e1~m ~i1ouh.l be tl•mpered with 
·e,pecl. 
Sinn•rely, 
l'ra1; Wolf 
TY-H '70 
/Fire Prevention 
C:d1tor. 
\Ve ,,!,' all ;,WJ.te of the tragic 
fire w:11<:11 occurred at Cornell 
Univer~1L:,, not to menlwn our 
own at lJdla St~ last year We all 
agree that a ~renter effort should 
be made to prev('nt "uch i1cc1-
denls. "" a result, the Ithaca Col-
le"e adn1irustrat1on has rcquc~ted 
Lh:L all possible fire hazards be 
remon•d from the students' 
rooms. However we arc interesled 
in knO\\ mg e:,..actly what the ad-
ministratwn 1s doing besides re-
questing student part1c1pation 111 
fu-e pnJ\cntion. 
This p;1st \\'Pck there was a 
small fire in dorm two. While ai-
tcmpting to set off the fire alarm, 
one of the girls was unable to 
even pull the lever because she 
panicked. Even if she had been 
able to sound the alarm and the 
girls had c\·acuatcd, how would 
the fire have been brought under 
control? What is the point of hav-
ing a system which may be in-
capable of alerting the occupants, 
that cannot communicate to out-
side sources of help? 
We feel that the administra-
tion should look into this prob-
lem and remedy it immediately. 
And as for the students, how 
many of us have ever bothered 
to read the instructions on the 
solitary fire extinguisher in the 
hall of each corridor? 
Paula Derevensky 
Carol\'n Cavin 
Jean ·);ibbelink 
fFree Speech 
Editor: 
I find John Thompson's com-
ments concerning the Vietnam 
orotest march in his "Emphasis--
tl1e Nation" column naive and 
misg,uded. 
Freedom of speech is not good 
merc,Jy becausr, it i:, one of our 
Sacred Ame~ican Democratic 
Ideals - the reason goes far be-
yond that. 
They were there because they 
firmly believe, as I do, that right 
now the C .S. government is 
wrong, and that they are right. 
Mr. Thompson, I admonish you, 
;md others who believe as you 
do, to take another look at the 
marchers. Try to figure out for 
yourself why they believe as they 
do. 
And before you admonish 
everyone to think alike as you 
did in your column, think to 
:, our;.elf-the minority may be 
right. 
Indignantly, 
Jon Siegel 
' Confosion Reigns 
Editor: 
Once again lack of communica-
twn and poor planning has ap-
peared on campus. Sign-ups for 
rooms rn the Terrace Complex 
(girls) has been CONFUSED and 
DISOHGAi.'HZED. 
The administration, through 
Dean Hood's office, sent out 2 
mimeographed sheets explaining 
.sign-ups. On these sheets there 
were 3 mistakes which each head 
resident had to correct before 
post.mg. Besides that, poor word-
mg resulted in a misunderstand-
mg of procedures, and Dean 
Hood had to notify head residents 
of the correct interpretation. 
(Several students, including me, 
went to Deans Hood and Taylor 
to explain the misunderstanding 
and they, in turn, notified the 
head residents of the correct in-
terpretation.) 
Unfortunately, the Deans wast-
ed their time by notifying Mrs. 
Hogan because on Sunday, the 
day before sign-ups were to be-
gin, plans were changed. Because 
Dean Hood received many phone 
calls from girls in 21A and 14 
who could not keep their rooms 
next year, the Dean of \Vomen 
allowed them to sign-up for 
rooms on Sunday night - fifteen 
hours before juniors in Dorm 16 
could sign-up. It seems that the 
girls of 21A and 14 were afraid 
that everyone would "have the 
jump on them." To my knowledge 
there were only 6 girls who had 
equal status in signing up (al-
though the 6 were not being 
"evicted.") The 6 girls in Dorm 16 
spoke with Mrs. Hogan and Dean 
Hood, but the new plans would 
not be changed. 
The end result was that 49 non-
sorority juniors signed up before 
the 6 juniors with equal stand-
ing could sign up. Although the 
6 girls could keep their rooms, 
they all wanted singles and only 
one was presently living in one. 
call the rule unfair. Perhaps IC 
students are lucky that only 6 
girls in the complex received "un-
fair" treatment. 
In closing, I'd like to make the 
following suggestions for next 
year's sign ups: 
1. WGB should discuss what 
fair housing procedures should 
be and who should live in the 
Terrace complex. 
2. All non-sorority juniors liv-
rng ANYWHERE on campus 
should be allowed to sign-up at 
the same tune. (This year girls 
!fl the Terrace had priority over 
those in the lower quad and high-
nse.) 
3. The administration should be 
aware of all problems before an-
nouncing the policy and plans. 
li a change HAS to be made, it 
should be made 2 days in ad-
vance and all girls notified of 
the change by a sign in the dorm 
lobby. (Some girls who could 
sign-up at 6 p.m. didn't know that 
Dean Hood had given them that 
privilege - the change was 
spread by word of mouth.) 
Sincerely yours, 
Paula Silbey '68 
Free /Enterprise 
Editor: 
I remember having once had 
the opportunity to look through 
the Ithaca Journal's morgue file 
on Ithaca College, and seeing an 
interesting article. It seems that 
this article said that the Friends 
of Ithaca College bad been origi-
nally formed not to occupy stu-
dent parking spaces, but rather 
to promote better relations be-
tween the students, faculty and 
administration of the college and 
the businessmen of Ithaca. These 
businessmen had set up their 
trades under the assumption that 
patronage by the aforementioned 
students, faculty, and administra-
tion would keep them in business. 
The article concerned itself with 
the Friends of Ithaca College's 
wish that l.C.'s move to the new 
campus would not endanger their 
chances of making a living. Ac-
cording to the article, the Friends 
of Ithaca College were assured 
that Ithaca College did not intend 
to go into competition with local 
merchants. Since that article was 
written, Ithaca College has emu-
lated Cornell University more 
and more in that the campus ls 
becoming a unit independent 
from the municipality of Ithaca. 
For instance, the college book-
store now sells not only writing 
materials, but also clothes, jew-
elry, toys, drugs, records, and 
music-paper. The guiding princi-
ple behind these sales does not 
appear to be, as might be assum-
ed, the convenience of Ithaca 
College students, but rather the 
corporate pocket of Ithaca Col-
lege and those who direct it, I 
refuse to discuss the "pub". 
make money. Three students in 
dorms 20 and 23 have recently 
been told that they may no long-
er sell soda to fellow students be-
cause they were selling Coke, and 
Pepsi has a franchise with I.C. 
The reason the college gave for 
making these students dispose of 
their stock immediately was that 
the cases of soda and empty 
bottles constituted a hazard. 
(W i th fires being foremost 
in the local news of late, 
I would think that the administra-
tion would be more critical of stu-
dents with electronic equipment 
in their rooms than those with 
harmless liquids in their rooms.) 
The students involved took a tre-
mendous risk in initially purchas-
mg a large amount of soda and 
pricing it cheaper than that sold 
in the dorms' vending machines. 
(The very same vending machines 
which, incidentally, often require 
exact change, often run out, and 
occasionally break down.) What 
the administration of Ithaca Col-
lege appears to be protecting is 
not so much the monopoly that 
Pepsi Cola bas in Ithaca as much 
as a chance to pocket a kickback 
from the vending machine oper-
ators. 
I would think that at a college 
where business administration is 
offered as a major course of 
study, and where a relatively lib-
eral attitude towards free enter-
prise is professed, that such an 
initiative-centered, literally edu-
cational project such as this one 
was, before the students involved 
were forced to sell out of busi-
ness, would be encouraged rather 
than stopped. This was not the 
case. It seems to me that the ad-
ministration of Ithaca College 
would not be ill-advised to con-
cern themselves more with ques-
tions of right and wrong in fu-
ture decision - and rule-making, 
as they most certainly do not 
show themselves to have done so 
in the past. 
Fred Blumenthal 
fire Safely Measures 
taken At Cornell 
CORNELL (UPI) - Cornell 
President James A. Perkins has 
announced a series of fire safety 
programs to be instituted at Cor-
nell University. 
Perkins made the announce-
ment following a coroner's in-
quest into the April 5th fire 
which claimed nine lives at a 
Cornell dormitory. 
AN INTERVIEW- - - PETE SEEGER 
Tiu: following is an interview witk Pete Seeger. Pete Seeger 
ha.r so nw:1-y albums_ out i,~ i.r unbelievable. He is recognizd, as 
Judy Colli7;-I Ii.as said, a.r the father of American folk music.'' 
1:f any of }us songs (suck as Turn, Tum, Turn) have been made 
mto rock and roll hits. Thu interview was conducted by Thoma, 
Lubart. ---
ltlz.acan--What do you see as the cause of the confusio!l 
~hat surrounds the word folksinger and would you care to definf' 
it? 
_Seeger-The cause ?f the confusion is that the word folk 
music.once, meant one th1_ng and_ now means another. Technicalh 
speaking I rf!, not '.1 folksinger either because I'm a professionai. 
A real. folksinger is somebody_ who simply sings for his family 
an~ fi:iends and l~~rns ever:yt~~ng by car in his own community. 
T~1s is the t_rad1t10nal defm1t10n. Now maybe new definitionc 
w1Il take th~1r place, but frankly I'll tell you I don't think it 
matters. I sing a_ song because it is a good song. It might be 
a pop song or "'.fltten b_y Bach. It's the same with other things. 
\Voul~ you get mto a big a_rgu_ment over.what race a person be-
longs m f!r ~any other defmmons? The important thing is, is it 
good or ts Jt bad, not the name of it. 
!tkaca_n,-Wh~t do you_ see happening to the Newport Foll. 
Festival with the mtroduct1on of electronic instruments? 
-?eeger-Elcctronic in_s~rwn~nts ~re very widely played by 
all kmds of amateur mus1c1ans m this country. I was down in 
Kent!lcky a fe'.'." rf!,Onths ago and there was a coal miner sitting 
on_ his porch smgmg a song he'd written himself called "Coal 
Mme Blues" and accompanying himself on an electric guitar he 
ha~ bought from Sears Roebuck. It may be that the electric 
gmtar may turn out to be the greatest folk instrument of the 
21st century. As I _sa_id .before, the important thing is whether it'~ 
good or ~ad, not 1f !t !S folk music or not. There'H probably be 
an occas10nal electric instrument at Newport. My guess is just 
~ecaus~ they're_ very popular now doesn't mean that Newport 
1s havmg nothing but electronic instruments. 
. ltlz.aca:'--Peter Yarrow said there is a competition at the 
festival _which can be v_ery constructive and very good but it has 
turned mto a dest~uct1ve ~l~ent. po you see this happeningr 
Se~ger-I don t fe~l. 1t ~s possible to generalize like that. 
Th~re 1s always compet1t1on. m arts as well as every other form 
of life. It may not be the v10lent competition of a hurricane or 
an earthquake. It's more like the ceaseless competition of the 
roots of tre~s beneath the ground. You see a forest a beautiful 
forest growing: ~nd you don't stop to think that 'beneath the 
ground ar_e mill!ons of roo_tlets competing with each other for 
e:very available !nch ~f cubic earth. So it is with musicians. Con-
tmually _competm~ with each other, but this doesn't have to be 
destructive. 1 don t think it will be. 
I tkaca11r-Do you sec radio and TV as opening up to the 
performers on the left? 
Seege~-You have to realize that television is the greatest 
mass media our country or that the world has ever known 
The peo~le running it are very scared of the word controversy: 
It doesn ~ matter where_ the controversy comes from, they're 
~cared of 1t. The S2:ffie thmg that ran the old Hollywood movies 
mto the ground. wdJ run American television into the ground 
unl~ss the Amencan pe~ple dem3:nd that minority tastes have 
a right to be heard. Thmk of th1s wonderful invention and in 
home after home after home_ it _grin.ds out the same stuff year 
after y1;ar_ and the ,people grm_dmg_ 1t out say they are serving 
~h~ maJonty. Thats ~ damn he. Tbey are not serving the ma-
J~r!ty. They are servmg a plurality, perhaps. The biggest tele-
v1s10n shows don't_ get .~ore than 39 or 40 ~Ilion listeners and 
there are 180 or 190 m1lhon people m Amenca and 40 million is 
not a _majority of that. This means there are people who Jove 
good Jazz, ~ho love opera, people who love plays or all kinds of 
U!}usual thmgs that are n~t served by television. Now this me-
dium belo~gs to the Amer~can people and it's being pre-empted 
b~ advertJsmg men ~ho simply want to get the bll!l?CSt dollar. 
Its up to the Amencan people to say "hold on f>~e watched 
through the t~levisio_n thing all year long and i haven't once 
seen sy'?1phomc music program _on it or hol_d on all year long, 
I hav:en t seen :iny chamber music or, as I said, good folk music. 
.(\.11 k!nds of thmgs.are f?r t~at matter controversial. Eveiyth.ing 
1s boiled do'.'."n, ev~ryt~mg is presented so it won't offend any-
body and this I thmk 1s one of the most disgraceful things that 
you can imagine happening here in the land of the free. 
lth!1'ca1}'"-"Do YO!,l. think Phil Ochs will be successful in his 
revolut10n m songwntmgi' 
Freedom of speech is good be-
cause, unfortunately, the major-
ity does not have a monopoly on 
truth and good judgment, and 
consequently there are times 
when the majority is wrong and 
I realize that no matter what 
rules are made, some people will 
get the bad end of the deal and 
A similar instance has a like-
wise comprised principle for the 
opportunity for the college to 
Perkins says "It is a matter of 
reassurance that the coroner's 
verdict found no criminal negli-
gence" but the findings that 
there was probably some human 
carelessness or malice and there 
existed a tragic combination of 
physical circumstances in the 
building, "were both profoundly 
disturbing to the university." 
He said efforts will be made 
to redouble an accelerated fire 
safety program which is already 
underway. He said the school's 
"internal procedures concerned 
with fire safety are being re-
viewed and improved." 
Seeger:-I'm sure Pliil is going to have a tremendous influ-
ence. I thin~ you're oversimplif!ed in your questions to me. 
There ~re gomg -t? ~e a lot of d1ff~rent things going on at the 
same ume and this. 1s a healthy thmg. We've ~ot a bJg country 
and we've got room for all difcrent kinds of opmions. The people 
who try to. oversimplify everything are the ones that cause 
m?re confus1o_n. Look at the John Birch Society. They oversim-
plify everything-you are either for the the communist con-
spiracy or you're against it, period. 
§uluan J}lill£i 
§Reak amrdl lobsiew 
u~--~ 
11 ~w'--:--"- · ,i,,:_.,,, t?__,;,..,,,1?.,S 1~o"?J__1!6... 
-~~·.·u Oi-0~ 
~r~~,L:.-./ . 
~OU$e 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
Steaks, Shell Fish, 
ond Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
272 - 6171 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Juniors-They don't have Spring week-enc:B 
all' Jacobi, so mGke fl'he ll>est oO: ll'his 
one! 
"May your cadaver smile upon you ! ! !11 
11'he lbest& U-rom 
The Cornell president said a 
committee has been formed to 
secure a safety engineer for the 
university and the school bas also 
engaged the firm of Marsh and 
McLennan of New York City to 
survey all safety 'aspects of Cor-
nell buildings. 
If you can read this at 
12 p.m. Saturday night-
you aren't enjoying 
Spring Weekend. 
Charrloo IBoyEtin•o 
Body SholJll 
Ctcdlotor--Body Wor&--GloO!l 
FREE ESTIMATES 
~19W.~5t. 
272-®SIO 
ltkacan--Have you ever been suppressed the way Joan 
Baez was jn Japan? 
~e_eger-I can't say for sure. I've been kept off network 
televJS1on. I get on small shows occasionally, non-commercial 
shows, educational shows. I've yet to be asked on Network 
television like the Ed Sullivan Show or the Tonight Show Tooay 
or something_ like that. Maybe I will somed.ay. Maybe you stu-
dents here will grow up and have some influence. I hope so. 
lthacan--A.:n.y closing comments? 
Seeger:--Lct me urge you and everybody writing in news-
papers to remember a famous quote from Alfred North Whitc-
~ead, a British mathematician and philosopher who was teach~ 
mg at Harvard when I was there 30 years ago. He said "Strive 
for simplicity and learn to mistrust it." 
lthacan--Thank you, Mr. Seeger. 
ceoc!c.tail lounge 
Air Condltlonod 
21~-1ewi 
105 N. Aurora St. 
1RUSS1Ell1S ~ 
SIEIR.VBCIE ~ 
STATION 
21 J W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Houra-7 Dayll 
27~Ml711 
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6Campus Cop' S51 
Job Defined 
(CPS) - The main task of the 
campus cop is to "maintain ord-
erly conduct" without "being re-
pressive, shocking, or causing 
repercussions from misinformed 
and irate parents." 
World's Besf Coming 
io Cumberland Races 
The fifteenth annu:::I Cumher-
land National Championship and 
Regional Sports Car Races are set 
for May 12, 13 and 14. ·rhey will 
be co-sponsored by the Cumher-
land Lions Club and Steel Lilies 
Region Sports Car Cl!tb of Amer-
ica. 
.. At\lO-rt-tE !'.\£EK 
) '.:.\\Fl\.l. llslr\fRli 
I\ 1..u,-.,.,~ Ol-1 i~E 
"J"u:i \) 
!LSD co 1mr.i 
7r lroaO idlomic.ie 
0li"OJC~e Socaefi'y 
llD'll0fra01fres 34 
U-Ucove !Lilke lEIDecils The Oracle Society of Ithaca 
College initiated thirty-four new 
The United State, Pu b I i c members on Sunday. April 23. 
Health Service is spending $'i00,-
000 on a series of researC'h proj-
ects to find whether the drug 
LSD can be helpful :n t:Pating 
by Bill Yerkes 
F.,d(' IIH<I tilt' ofi,n· .,f <lilt .. r tit,· I,,:_: 1 \,·,·11::v,, ;ir \BC. 
ll()Jcl <>11 ('()\"('!" sli<1t. th,•11 d,,JJ,· illtr, ;_,Ji,q »I l \> lllli\"l'S ~!!ling 
around rhe rah le ( )ne ,,t tlic,;1 hq'.111, t<> ,,w.,k ··\\ <'ii 1t'~ like 
tlw, lhrn·, 011r r.11111!.'.' f.,r J.11,· 111!.'.!11 r,·l,·,·is1011 lt:1"· reall:, been 
sl1pplllg- Ii1tl'l}. ·1 hose \1:1\ ,·r.,·k r;., 1111, 111,1 c1.,,,·1 m;!kc 1t." One 
of rlie otl1<-r ,·,en1t1,·e, l1c:hh ;i L·,c:;11,·tt,· ,111d s,1\ ,. ··1 ,_., \Jauricc, 
\\ e "n· cleflll1tl'IV l.'.or t <> do ,.,n1<·ti11 nc:. h11 r "11.1 t: .. I 11sr r hl'II the 
rhircl t·xec1111,-L; Ji',ok, 11p 11<>111 hts ,·1>p\ .,f Br»,1<ft-:1,t1n1-1: \Liga~ine 
and S;l\ s. "')',,• !.'.IJ! It \ ,111,• ftll' \\,I\ 1<> !._'.< [ thnsc· bte n!f?;hr 
rar1111-1:s· F,r,r \\< c:,·t ;, 1.,1111.11. ,,;1,· rlut\ l>«·n t•ll"d o\"cT and 
O\"l'I" ,!lid Ji,h ill'l 11 pr»\ ,,,I Sill't"t·ssl1tJ i,1 t \ t'I ,- , ;ts,· l.1kc . . oh 
.. tlw Tn111c:ht Shn\\ fn1rn.1r l,11 111,1.111,1 I h,·11 \\(' .c:,·t a witty 
ho,r, 011,· th.,; c.111 k,·, I' th,· l,.ill ,.,;·;"'!, fi,1 'Ill 111111111,·, 's<>rnchod:v 
like .. oh J",' l!ish<>p \\ ,. :.:•·t J,,m ,.,1111· :"""' I.'."' ,h. ;1 _go{)d 
npt·n1r1g- rnonol,-,gt1t·, /11\\ll' '\'1l·J...,1i11 \),d)\ )1l It \\,' t ,irn(·'" Hfrv1n~ 
haby, rhar\ a gn·.11 1dl',I. I, 1\ 11111 :I,,,, 111, Il.,:_:;wl,· ,111tl ',((" \\hn 
sal11t,·,," ,crc,1n1, th,· 111,r, ,,., :1•1\1· 
\nd "' tlH· f,w,· Btsh"'' ~h .. ,·. '-' ·'' i,,,r,1 I !is f·rst ,ho\\" \\a, 
.\londay, 1\prd ·17,- t,:1cth
1 
t"" _,.,,, l., ,ft, 1 l".11,»11 'ltllr Th,e 
TollI/.'.ht Show. It"·" alrnc,st :1, :I rht·\ t:rn, c! 1, ;Int"·'_\· _Jot'\' s 
f,r,r 'monologue cl1<·d nc:hr tlwr,· 111 ,111,!1,, 17 ;,r \H(' 111 Holly-
wood onh· ,~ccm,h :1frt-r Joh1111,· \l.11111 h .. d ,·111 th, 1h,·111L song. 
One of (oc"s opclllllf.': l11{n \\:i,. "'I f,·,·i l:k,· 1"111 p:11ch h1tnn,g 
and a re°iular µ:11~- 1s '1-1:omg t<> ,h<>\\ 11p ·· ! It", ''"' I..1d rh:ir rc·gu-
lar guy nn·er d1cl ,lvm up J ··\\"c·n· 'il<'llt 111.111\· ";'·ks /.'.t"t,:ng 
this first ,ho\\· reach·,'" sa,cl Jncv. '"B111 t1>J11<>1·r"" ,._, 1,· !,'.Onn;1 he 
,n trouble." I le \\ ;i~ 1n tro11-hle · :tlrl'.1<h· 
So reports author Louis S. 
Gomolak in the current issue of 
College and University Business, 
in an article advising administra-
tors "How to Track Down Our 
Own Private Eye." 
This national event wi!i be held alcoholics and neurotic:,. T!1e re-
\lnder the Sports Car C,•.1b of search on LSD has proJucc·r! find-
America general competition 
rules, and will attract over 300 
of the best sports car drivers in 
The seniors who were elected 
were· Linda .J. Brennan, '.\lartin 
S. Cohen, Stella B. Cuomo, David 
E. Humphreys, Susan L. Jawetz, 
Laura A. Rosenthal, ;,,iadellne B. 
Rouder, Helen M. Saunders, Wil-
liam T. Stauber, John Vonsoos-
ten, and Stephen P. Wallace. 
Then Joey brought 011t h1, f1r,r ;!l!<"'T. (;,l\·1·rn<>r Rnnald 
Reagan In qt1L',r1on1n!!; a co11tr"' cr\l.d t h:1r;10,·r like Reaf!_an, 
Bishop \\'a, no Joe P~·11L'. I il" spent S rnmut,:; t:il~111_g ;1bout how 
Reagan's plane \\'a, late, and kvpr say,nc:, ··(,ec (,,,,,:rnor. I ,ure 
am ,,lad \"Oll could make 1r,'' ;di the \\a\· rh1ouc:li rhL· 111tL-r,·1t·w. 
ings more ominous for those 
tempted to try the h~Jli.;cir.ation 
the world. It is expected that producing drug. 
.Juniors initiated were: Sus;m 
G. Bcrgholtz, Charlotte L. Brahm, 
Alice A. Cella, Michael G. C1eply, 
Carol J. Desch, John W. Gedney, 
William B. Hoff, Rita H. Hoff-
man, Mary .J. Juliano, Elaine H. 
Merrey, and Judith L. Nicosia. 
Gomolak comments, "Agency 
'operatives' have been trained to 
handle riots, demonstrations, 
football crowds, or even the cou-
ple found au nature!, all in the 
strictest confidence, and in such 
a way as not to cause any psycho-
logical trauma." 
torrid competition again v. ill de- Dr. l\laimon M. Co~cr. of the 
velop between the Ford and Fer- State University School o, l\Iedi-
rari entries. cine at Buffalo has reportc-d on 
From the spectator's stand_ research studies which indicate 
He suggests that "the work re-
quires the brawn· and bravery of 
an All-American tackle and the 
compassion and gentleness of a 
poet-in - residence." Administra-
tors are advised that the detec-
tive hired from a private agency 
can help the school's image be-
cause, having made any necessary 
arrests the detective and not the 
adminbltrator must appear in 
court. 
Costs of campus security forces 
are estimated at $25,000 to $35,-
000 yearly. It is noted that a pri-
vate agency can supply all neces-
~ary security services "for the 
price of a single full professor-
ship." 
point, few places, if any, can 
compare with Cumberland's Mun-
icipal Airport as a site for ~prrts 
car racing. 
A hill running alongside the 
airport provides a natural g!":.nd-
stand with almost limitless "seat-
ing capacity." From this vantJge 
point, over 50,000 fans frn1!' far 
and near will see the entire 1.6 
mile course - and at a safe dis-
tance from the roari11g racers. 
Overnight camping facilities 
will be available in close 11roxim-
ity to the airport. Arrangements 
for housing can be made by 
writing to the Cumberl.rnd Lions 
Club, Box 1009, C•mt!Jerland, 
Maryland. 
Proceeds from the three day 
meet will be used by the Lions 
Club for its extensive charitable 
eye conservation program. 
A Preview of What's To Come 
For All Your /Party Needs ... 
1T'irophammeli' ll.oqil!.llcli' 5)frcire 
Triphammer Shopping Center 
Open Until 10:00 Every Night 
"'v 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
fine eating at low prices 
.Dust right fo, Student budgets 
"'7 
111 E. Stato St 
LSD users may be courting men-
tal retardation and :'.)hysical ab-
normalities among their t·hi!d1 en. 
The Buffalo study indicates 
LSD has a harmful effe"t on 
chromosomes, the carrie1·s of 
heredity in human cell,;. Whether 
the harmful effect is translated 
into later instances of rctarda-
tion and abnormalities is not yet 
established, but one woulrl think 
just the possibility shoulcl be suf-
ficient to frighten tho~e te .. pted 
to experiment with the Jru.l! 
The chromosomal d:!ma~e be-
lieved caused by LSD 1, s1:r.ilar 
to that which results from Ger-
man measles and thalido;nide, 
both of which have been rP 0 pon-
sible for abnormalities. Tl,e ~tudy 
certainly requires refinemcn! but 
the preliminary finc!!ngo are 
l'nough to cause concern. 
By a frightening comc1dencc 
the report on the Baffal'l find-
ings came on the same day Jaw 
enforcement officials mo\'ed lo 
make arrests and cr1::k a ring 
responsible for the salr of I.SD 
and narcotics to stude!1ls at Cor-
nell and Ithaca College. 
Those among the co!!e1;c gen-
eration who greet warnings 
against the use of LS:.., .is just 
another adult attempt to "put 
them down" would do well to 
consider the implications of the 
Buffalo research result,. While 
the results are inconclusive, they 
indicate that indiscriminate use 
of LSD constitutes a dangerous 
and deadly gamble in which not 
only the users but their children 
yet unborn will be the losers. 
Other juniors recognized were: 
Elizabeth A. Poplayski, Con-
stance J. Reed, Lonnie R. Schil-
stra, Charles W. Schwab, Nancy 
J. Slater, Linda S. Smith, Carole 
A. Wainer. Lizabeth M. Walsh, 
Paula Yerger, and Susan B. 
Zaher. 
Initiated as Faculty Associate 
Members were Provost Robert l\I. 
Davies and Dr. Harold W. Emery, 
Jr. 
:\!embers of Oracle are elected 
from among those students who 
are juniors and seniors, have 
maintained a cumulative average 
of 3.0, and hm·e gained rccogni-
t ion through participation in at 
least one extra-curricular college 
actintv Candidates are also 
judgeci on qualities of their char-
act er. 
Following the 1mtiation the rP-
port on the Oracle Grant Fund 
was given and the annual Scamp-
ers Award. recognizing the stu-
dent who has contributed most 
to Scampers over a four-year 
period. was presented to .Jeffrey 
Kramer 
IPIRIR.O'S 
LOWEST PRICES 
IN TOWN 
!FASTEST DELIVERY' 
OF PIZZA & SUBS 
4 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
128 S Aurora St. 
AR 2-1590 
Ol"HACA COLL!EGE CLASS RINGS 
Guaranteed Against Loss or Damage 
or Theft for 2 years 
Where Collage Ave. Meets Dryden IR.oad-
1n Ithaca it's . .. 
111Scrom GoMUd/1 S41 
(C({J/LIL!E<G!Eu<O/WN SuCOJIRIE 
HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING 
Phone 272 - 6988 
r:.J'he;c were ,omc funnv litH', rhrn,\ n h:,ck :llld forrh be-
tween the t\\o rhough · · 
"From the wa,· \"OU t:dk. 1t sound, a, ,f somC'day you 
might go back inro "show bus,m·~<· sa1<l J()(·y_ 
· ".\!:!\·he,'' said Reagan, "I onh· h:1,·c :1 lqur-\"ear contract 
where I ~m." · · 
"You're lucky," said Bishop, "J'n· only gor 39 weeks. (I'm 
sure hv 110\\', the ABC c,ecut,,·c, will rhmk rh:1t thC' crmtract 
is 38 ,;·eeks too man\".) 
:\nd when Reag;m \\a, about to k:n·..: Joey s;1id, '· ... Screen 
Actors Guild ha,n'r lost a son, \\c\·e garned a sratc." 
If ABC is going to pull The Joey Bishop Show_ out of the 
trouble it"s in, first they need ~onH· good \\ ritns, a slight change 
in set design an<l format so they don't look like a carbon copy 
of The Tornght Show, and a Ill'\\' ho,r. _ . 
.\leanwiide on :\1BC Jimm,· Dean has hcc11 fdl1ng in for 
the '·Prince" rhesc l;i,r few weeks. _jimmy·, ··down home" style 
ch:1tter isn'r the type that l:ttl' n,c:ht aud1c11cl', want to see. 
\Vhilc Jimmy \\as domg rhc sh<l\\, it ,vemcd like a nctw~rk rcn-
d1t1on of "The Crand 01' Oprt·\·" "'_ .. and Jt1~t send m your 
quarter for this hc;1uriful fu!l c;1lor 11.1ct11re of Hank Snow, ;,nd 
for our friends up char 111 l.anada It, rh1rry-f1n· _c:en~s ... 
But now Carson ha, ,ettkcl h1, d1,pute with "\BC. ;ind late 
ninht telcv1,1on, on that network, 1f not .-\BC, 1, at lea,t bearable 
,-.. 
ag:11n. 
Dr. William Grimshaw Receives Citation 
Dr William :'IL G1·imshaw, for- Professor Grimshaw is a past-
merh· director of the department prl'~tdent of the Association 
of G~aduate Studies at Ithaca Col- which comprISl'S ,!ate-wide and 
lege, was the recipit•n_t of an Hon- local teacher-;" or~anizations in 11 
or Award for meritorious work 111 1 District of the field of education. It was pre-
1 
eaS!ern ,!ates. t 1e . 
sented to him by the Eastern Dis-1 ( \1lumb1a. and Puerto R1t'o .. He 
trict of the American Association, \\as cited for 111, man~: contr1_bu-
for Health, Physical Education. ttun, and prt>fl'.,,1011.11 ,,•rnces 
and Rec_reaUon at its 40th annual I co:·L:1:in"' a pcnc•i of O\ ,•i- 30 
convcnt10n m Buffalo. April 18 ~ e,ll, 
Shoe !Repair and Pick-up Service 
on ground floor of Dorm 12. 
A Complete Line of Men's Dress and Cc.s,Jal 
Shoes and Boots by Verde Shoe Company 
Give yo1J1r ll'oe!> u b,t:uih of u11 
We have sandals in a variety of styles. 
410 Eddy Street Col legetown 
.--------- - -- ·- . ---
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Wild- Fashions For Spring .Cornell Summer Theatre 
For the fifth year, Corne!l Uni-
versity will spons9r a summer 
theatre company-in-residence of !Papeli" Dresses AD'e a1n1-
b JUDY OLSEN actors, to be presented in a sea-
Y - son of five contemporary dram-
When the warm sprmg sun dress? What could be more prac- ~ . . 
Reprinted from The D~Paulia I conversation than a paper hostess as, starting the first week of July 
finally shines it will reflect a tical than traveling luggage-free? : nd con~mumg thro~gh AuguSt 
kaleidoscope of color. Riots of I Buy paper clothes as yo_u travel, o. All five plays will be fully 
c?lor will explode ~nto geo?1et- I wear them and throw them av.:ay! staged. They will be given m the 
ncs, abstracts, African prints. ' What could be more economical University Theatre in Willard 
plaids and stripes. Cle_an, brilliant than clothes that range from $1 Straight Hall on the Cornell cam-
shades of yellow, pmk, oran~e to $12 and entail no laundry 
and green will be combined inlo costs? 
wildly exciting ensembles. Kayce} is the wonder fabric 
The skinny A-line and the tent made of cellulose and nylon 
dress form the spring silhouette. which has brought about this 
Loose, decorative belts, which can surge of paper potentials. This 
be found everywhere but where non-woven fabric is claimed to be 
they would be expected, are an non-combustible and sturdy. It 
important fashion accent above can be pressed with a cool iron, 
or below the waist. Delicate seam- shortened with a scissors and re-
ing tends to bring the tent dress paired with Scotch tape. 
a bit closer to the body. Spring 
moves softly in pleated, flared 
and gently flounced skirts which 
still skim the knee to show off 
bold textured legs and fish net 
hosiery. 
Peek-a-boo & Wild 
The straight, short' heel comple-
ments the leggy look, in shoes 
with rounded toes and. peek-a-boo 
holes. Jewelry has gone wild in 
the long drop-earring which is 
as colorful as the costume it will 
accent. 
For a definite fashion look the 
new culotte dress will provide a 
cool, comfortable summer of 
lounging and fun. 
Paper Boutiques 
Paper products have been de-
veloped in almost every fashion 
area imaginable, in paper-mache 
pins and earrings, hats, tote bags, 
shoes and other accessories. 
Formfit-Rogers, an inner apparel 
manufact•irer, has entered the 
paper race with garments of mul-
ticolor stripes with a large daisy. 
Tiger Fabrics bas paper-by-the-
yard for home sewers. Elisa 
Daggs has made a bridal dress 
and is convinced of the prac-
ticability of disposable brides-
maid dresses. Other companies 
such as Mars Manufacturing and 
James Sterling have designed col-
lections ranging from maternity 
dresses to bikinis to raincoats. 
pus, a 400 seat air-conditioned 
theatre, and will be dirt:cted by 
members of th e Vnh:ersity 
Theatre staff. 
Auditions for the company 
were recently held in New York 
City and, for college studen'.s in 
the area, on the Cornell campus. 
A small technical staff will be 
hired for the summer as well. A 
limited group of ·apprentices 
from the Ithaca area will be ac-
cepted to work with the Corn<'ll 
Summer Theatre, primarilj in 
technical capacities. They will be 
auditioned for suitable roles, 
however, as the need aiises. . 
Scheduled for produclicn this 
summer are: Atholl Fugard's 
THE BLOOD KNOT, Slteilagh 
Delaney's A TASTE Olt HONEY, 
THE EGG by Felician M:irceau, 
THE CAVE DWELLERS by- Wil-
liam Saro~n, and Friedrich 
Duerrenmatt's THE DEADT_.y 
GAI\1E. 
For the second year, The Cor-
nell Smr.mer Theatre will' l)ffer 
a season ticket. The season ticket 
is a coupon book, with one 
coupon for each . of the five 
plays. Coupons are exchangeable 
for the seat and the perivrmance 
of your choice prior to each pro-
Berkley Begins 
- . -
Tutorial Ptogratn 
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPn-Lifc ment's freshmen composition 
at ·the sprawling Berkeley campus classes have been conducting tu-
of the University of California- torials during the last five years. 
with 27,500 students and class- Other similar' projects were tried 
rooms so far apart that bicycles before that, but in the main they 
are almost necessitie~an _be were limited to outstanding stu-
overpowering for incoming fresh- dents. 
men. The E n g l i sh Department 
Greek 
Highlights 
(Continued from Page 11) 
AERho 
by Steve Schiffman 
With pledging finally over, A 
E Rho is proud to welcome fresh-
men Carl Jenks, Ron Kobosko, 
and Bob Shulman · and sophomore 
Jim Coons as brothers of the 
Alpha Omega Chapter. We feeJ 
that_ these four addition~ can help 
to move A E Rho along to bigge1· 
and better thing~. 
Some- do not make it. To them program, as applied by Paul- H. 
the simple life. back home or the Piehler, an assistant professor, 
psychedelic life on Telegraph 'divides a class of 24 freshmen 
Avenue proves far more satisfy- into six groups of four each. Each 
ing. But for those who stick out group meets once a week, the 
the first tough weeks, getting first week with· Dr. Piehler and Brother Miles Killoch return-
accustomed to the constant bustle the second with a teaching assist- ed from the A E Rho National 
and immense drives of the multi- ant. Convention in St. Charles, Mo. 
university is only part of the Oral Exar,n Given with news of National Elections, 
battle. The assignments in the course National Production Competition, 
A long-standing complaint of are to write a series of papers, and bits of miscellaneous infor-
many Berkeley students is the im- culminating in a 25:page report mation. Alpha Omega Chapter's 
personality that extends into· the on "The Idea. of th~ University." I entries _d~d very well in ~ational 
classrooms. Although some stu- Each paper 1s written by one Competition and we are waiting 
dents seem to prefer the anony- student and then criticized by for their .return with critiques. 
mity, most express dissatisfaction a partner before being turned in._ Last night, over cable channel 
with lectures in auditoriums and The final examination is a half- 2, A E Rho produced "Education 
halls for hundreds of students hour "miniature doctor's oral" in Forum: The Referendum" as a 
at a time. Dr. Piehler's office. public service to voters in Ith-
750 Students Enrolled In that way, Dr. Piehler ex- aca. The panel presented the in-
Berkeley is now trying a tu- · plained, "the student is brought formation very well and manv 
torial program. About 750 stu-· face to face with himself, his phone calls were received with 
dents have enrolled in the- pro- strengths and weaknesses, his questions for the panel. 
gram. motivations - I sound and un- Spring Weekend is finally upon 
Berkeley is too big to offer the sound." · us and A E Rho is anxiously 
classic one-to-one ratio, but some Coming face to face with them- awaiting the Float Parade Satur-
tutorials have as few as ·three selves proves too much for some day morning. Fred Eisenthal and 
students. Most have fewer-than 10 students, particularly freshmen, Miles Killoch have been busy 
students and some professors feel and they drop out of the pro- organizing the parade itself and 
that small groups are even more gram. But those who stay, agree Steve Schiffman is in charge of 
effective than the elassic ratio. that the professors who run the the television and radio cover-
Ten departments, from physics tutorials tend to develop "an ex- age. WICB AM, FM, and TV will 
and dramatic arts to psychology traordinary commitment to learn- broadcast the parade as it hap-
and anthropology, are operating ing and a capacity to produce pens beginning at 10 o'clock Sat-
tutorials. The _ English Depart- good work." urday morning. 
One of the biggest innovations 
in fashion '67 will not be in the 
look, but in the texture. For what 
began as an advertising gimmick 
a year ago ·has resulted in a de-
mand for paper clothes so great 
that manufacturers are not able 
Retailers are being encouraged 
to open "paper boutiques" of ap-
parel and accessories on their 
main floors for post-Easter sum-
mer sellings. It looks as though 
the future of paper looms ahead 
as bright and colorful as that of 
Spring '67. 
duction, either at a special one- .------------------------------------...:..-----
to immediately supply. 
Scotch-tape Economy 
What could be more fun for 
There's More To A Lib.rary Than Books 
or 
Maybe A Library Should Have More Books 
by Dick Wolfsie 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - library often enough, that a book 
Last month I had nothing to do you are looking for is not "out." 
so I stormed into the library, ap- More often it will be in the bind-
proached the desk, and yelled, "I ery, lost, in the ·reserve room, or 
hate this place, and I want to just playing it cute. 
blow up the whole building." Last week I tried to take out a 
The librarian was calm and col- book, and the librarian gave me a 
lected. "You'll have to fill out a card that said, "BOOK LOST, 
card," she said. WILL TRACE". I never knew 
This experience has caused me what that meant, until i'accident-
to question the sanity not only ally stumbled into the head Ii-
of the library, but the entire Uni- brarian's office and saw him sit-
versity. Yesterday I went to the ting on the floor with ten rolls 
circulation desk and filled out a of tissue paper-tracing a boo}c. 
card for the "Holy Bible." For the Yesterday I went to the peri-
author, I combined humor with odical room. "Have you got 
exactness and wrote d o w n, Time?" I asked. 
"GOD." · "Pick me up at seven," re-
The librarian quickly returned sponded the librarian. 
the card with · an appropriate "I don't think you understand," 
scowl and said, "What-ya think I explained. "How about Life?" 
this is, a game? You· forgot the "O.K.," she giggled, "I'll be 
first name and middle initial." ready at six." 
Sometimes, in a moment of Someday when I'm old and 
weakness, I use the Xerox ma- gray and my three-year.old son 
chine (The "X" stands for - ex- asks me about my school library, 
cuse me, I'm broken again). One I'll show him a picture of our 
aay, after printing three thous- grand super-structure reaching 
and copies of ''EAT AT THE high into the sky. He'll carefully 
VARSITY INN," and two thous- count the number of floors and 
and 1965 calendars, I decided to say, "Gee, Daddy, your library 
try my luck, once more, at the had five stories." 
circulation desk. "Yes son," I'll admit, "and a 
You will find, if you go to the whole book of poems." 
STOCK UP· FOR SPRING WEEKEND 
PICNICS AND PARTIES 
Fine Choice Meats - Pr;,duce - legal Beverages -.Ice 
Sub Sandwiches, Only 59c 
Orders for Parties and Picnics 
Open 8 a.m. to 12 midnight 
SUNRISE MARKET 
(The World's Smallest Supermarket) 
512 W. State St. 272 • 6066 
day advance sale or during the 
first intermission of e:>ch per-
formance for the following i>!ay. 
For additional' information about 
the Cornell Summer Theatre, 1967 
Se-ason, contact the Theatre Busi-
ness Manager, Willard Straight 
Hall, Ithaca, New York 14850. 
TRIVIA ANSWERS 
(Continued from Page 11) 
1. Borax 
2. Green 
3. Dryfus 
4. Ward Bond 
5. Robert Horten 
6. The head doctor on -''Kil· 
dare" 
7. Champion 
8. Yukon King 
9. Diablo 
10. OBIE'S BOYS 
COOK-GAUNTLETT 
AGENCY, INC. 
World-Wide 
Travel Service 
207 N. Aurora 
AR 3-3073 
All AMERICAN 
GIRL OF THE WEEK -
ANTONIA NICKLAUS 
A&S 110· 
r0eeives 5 gallons of 
gaa FREE 
at . 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
Dear Son, 
With exams coming up, I know your evenings are busy. 
Don't lorget to e~t well. 
So you can work better, Mother and I -suggest Kentucky 
Fried Chicken because it1s fresh1 . tasty, satisfying· and 11Finger 
Lickin1 Good/' 
.-
-rou can save time and money1 you know, if s·e~eral of you 
order at the same time and have · your o_rders delivered by cab. 
D0n1 t forget your vegetables; get plenty of th"eir fresh-made, 
salads, as well as French fries, mashed potatoes- and gravy, hot 
rolls and honey. · 
Good luck on exams! Your mother and I know you will do 
well. 
SNACK BOX 
.85 
BUCKET O'CHICKEN 
$3.95 
Your L~ving Dad, 
Colonel Sanders 
DINNER BOX 
$1.35 
THRIFT BOX 
$2.39 
BARRE1 O'CHICKEN 
$5.25 
Ktnt11ck11 _fried Ckie,kett.o 
704 W. Buffalo St. Phone 273-8444 
., 
N. Y. Lottery 
Readied 
(UPI)-More gears in .the ma-
chinery to put the nation's second 
state Lottery into action were 
greased and ready today. 
Opera To Benefit 
Ithaca Festivali 
State Tax Commissioner Joseph 
Murphy set hearings for applica-
tions for licenses to sell lottery 
tickets for May ninth and tenth. 
Murphy says Tax Department 
forms have been delivered to 
three thousand banks and 65· 
hundred hotels and motels ex-
pected to become ticket sales 
agents. The hearings will be in 
Albany. 
Also authorized to sell the 
tickets will be telegraph offices 
and 16-hundred local government 
units across the state. 
Murphy says that in the appli-
cations, the applicant is asked to 
say how much he wants to be 
compensated for selling lottery 
tickets. 
The Lottery Tickets will go on 
sale in June . . • with the first 
drawing to come in July. 
The New York State lottery is 
similar to that in New Hampshire 
. . and combines fishbOwl and 
horse racing as its basis. Tickets 
cost from one to two dollars . . . 
and winners can rake in up to 
100-thousand dollars--not count-
ng taxes. 
The lottery is expected to put 
somewhere in the neighborhood 
of 160-million dollars in the state 
education coffers. 
Students Protest 
Bombing 
Bertolt Brecht's best-known 
work, THE THREEPENNY OP-
ERA, will bring the Cornell Uni-
versity Theatre's current season 
to. a close on two weekends in 
early May, May 4-7 and 11-14 
(Thursday through Sundays). It 
will be presented in the Univer-
sity Theatre in Willard Straight 
Hall at 8:15 p.m. Public sale of 
tickets begins Friday, April 28, 
at the Willard Straight Ticket 
Office on the main floor. 
In recognition and encourage-
ment of the Center for the Arts 
at Ithaca (Ithaca Festival), .the 
University Theatre is contribut-
ing all proceeds from the open-
ing night performance (May 4) 
to the Center. Tickets for regular 
subscribers and the general pub-
lic will not be available through 
the Straight Ticket Office, but 
may be obtained by contacting 
th~ Center office, 213 E. Seneca 
Street. Willard Straight Hall is 
contributing the- rental of the 
theatre for the event. A recep-
tion will be held following the 
benefit performance, with re-
freshments and music. A visual 
presentation of Center activities 
will be shown. 
Bertolt Brecht reached back 
200 years. to John Gay's THE 
BEGGAR'S OPERA, to borrow its 
plot, characters and style for his 
DIE DREIGROSCHENOPER (THE 
THREEPENNY OPERA). Kurt 
Weill, his _collaborator, employed 
popular forms · and parodied es-
tablished modes in his music in 
much the same manner as Gay's 
UPI (Ithaca)-A group of Cor- counterpart, Dr. Pepusch. THE 
nell University graduates have BEGGAR'S OPERA, by all odds 
sent a ~rotest to Washington, the most popular work of the 
condemning the bombing of the 18th century, made its author a 
North Vietnamese city of Haip- very rich man and established an 
hong. • -- immor,tal niche for him in Eng-
Some 60 students addressed lish history. Similarly, THE 
their protest to President John- THREEPENNY OP~ brou_ght 
son ... Senator Jacob Javits . . • Brecht money and unmediate 
and Senator Robert Kennedy. fame. 
The message was drawn up by Lotte Lenya, Kurt Weill's wife, 
a meeting of the students and who played Jenny in the original 
sent to the officials. German production (she also 
starred in the hit production 
which ran for six years at the 
off-Broadway Theatre de Lys in 
New York), in her recollections 
of the 1928 opening in Berlin, re. 
veals a striking parallel with 
Alexander Pope's description of 
the tensions running through 
Gay's 1728 troupe. In each case, 
the company of actors realized 
that a daring new "ballad.opera" 
form was satirizing sacred politi-
cal institutions and social tradi-
·tions, and poking fun at revered 
classical music forms. Dr. Pe-
pusch's target was the Italian 
opera which held full· sway in 
1728; Weill spoofed in the same 
vein with his vernacular cabaret 
songs, jazz idioms and ballads 
not only opera, but Handel, 
Austro-German lieder and the 
romantics. The singable ballads 
of Pepusch seized the fancy of 
the public and scarcely a Victor-
ian .drawing room was without its 
sheet of music copy of "Cease 
Your Funning." Contemporary 
tastes again mirrored this phe-
nomenon when just a few years 
ago our juke boxes continuously 
pumped Weill's "Mack the Knife'' 
into our ears. 
But there is much more to THE 
THREEPENNY OPERA than the 
music. Brecht, who spoke out 
against the social evils of his day 
as did Gay, centered his attack 
on the rise of capitalism, indus-
trialism, and other conditions, 
giving a visual reflection of 
George Gros' line drawings of 
the period, just as Gay recreated 
on his stage in 1728 the corrup-
tion and coarseness painted and 
engraved by Hogarth. Marc 
Blitzstein, in his English adapta. 
tion of THE THREEPENNY 
OPERA for the American stage, 
brilliantly captures the "organi-
zation-man class of thieves who, 
like their predecessors, have ra-
tionalized their existence through 
hypocrisy." 
(UPI) (San Francisco)-Federal 
...--------------------------1 I agents and police who raided a 
GOOD LUCK GANG 
and don't forget 
F. · T. F. ! ! i 
lots of Love and Sympathy, 
MOOSE 
DODO 
SNOOKS 
SQUIRT 
11SUDS YOUR DUDS11 
AT 
-WEBSTER'S LAUNDRY 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
AR 2-3460 
COIN-OP & SERVICE 
LAUNDRY & CLEANING 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
Robert S. Boothircy<tll 
Agency One. 
Sound ln11uranco for Every Need • Carefully Wr!tton 
mansion in swank San Francisco 
neighborhood Friday seized 30 
tons of ammunition, machine 
guns and cannons. The US At-
torney's office said other arms 
were seized in Oakland and 
Berkeley, California. The authori-
ties refused to discuss the in-
tended destination of the arms. 
They arrested a woman in the 
San Francisco house and are 
seeking her husband. 
For Spring Weel,end Snacks 
it's .. ... 
Hal's Delicatessen 
<> 
The Only Real 
Delicatessen in Ithaca 
<> 
FEATURING: 
Cheese Blintzes 
Potato Pancakes 
Hot Pastrami 
Triple Decker 
Sandwiches 
<> 
Across from the 
Strand Theatre 
309 E. State StTeet 
Phone: AR 3-7765 
WDCIB Top 1reirn 
Compiled by Al Rosen 
This Lost 
Weck Week 
1 1 
2 5 
3 2 
4 6 
5 14 
6 16 
7 3 
8 9 
9 4 
10 10 
A Little Bit Mc, 
A Little Bit you 
Monkecs 
Sweet Soul Music 
Arthur Conley 
Somethin' Stupid 
Frank & Nancy 
Sinatra 
The Happening 
Supremes 
Don't You Care 
Buckinghams 
You Got What It 
Takes 
Dave Clark Five 
Western Union 
Five Americans 
I'm A Man 
Spencer Davis 
Group 
I Think We're 
Alone Now 
Tommy James and 
Shondells 
At The Zoo 
Simont Garfunkel 
PICK HIT - Creeque Alley, 
Mama's. and Papa's 
Nationwide 
Auditioning 
Service 
Talent Auditions Incorporated, 
organized by leading profession-
als in the performing, broadcast-
ing, publishing and advertising 
fields, is now offering the first 
nation-wide auditioning service 
to bring new talent into commer-
cial entertainment. 
The entertainment industry to-
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THURSDAY, APRIL 27 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 News Commentary 
6:30 SERENADE with Jim Poole 
8:00 News 
8:05 SHOWTIME-featuring one of the famous Broadway 
Shows with Original Cast . 
9:00 ESCAPADE with Rich Newberg 
10:30 RETROSPECT '67-a backwards glance at Ithaca Col-
lege in commemoration of its 75th Anniversary 
10:35 ESCAPADE 
12:00 ROCK MUSIC with Bob Joe 
2 :00 Sign-off 
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 News Commentary 
6:30 SERENADE with Al Toman 
8:00 News 
8:05 New York State Farm Bureau Report 
8: 10 U.S. Air Force Profile 
8:15 HERE'S TO VETERANS 
8:30 The State of the University-presented by the State 
University of New York at Buffalo 
9:00 ESCAPADE with Jeff Heisley 
10:30 RETROSPECT '67-a backward glance at Ithaca Col-
lege in commemoration of its 75th Aninversary 
10:35 ESCAPADE 
12:00 Rock Music 
2: 00 Sign-off 
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 
6:00 ROCK MUSIC with Marcie Dancer 
9:00 ROCK MUSIC with Charlie Boyer 
10:00 Live Coverage of Ithaca College Spring Weekend Float 
Parade 
12:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA with Marty LoMonoco 
3 :00 FOLK MUSIC ITHACA with Bob Shulman 
6:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA with Chuck Turner 
10:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA with Dave Brown 
2: 00 Sign-off 
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 
9:00 MUSIC FOR A SUNDAY MORNING with Neil Lit-
day has an unprecedented need 12:00 
for new talents, new faces, in 12 :05 
every performance category. 
Pop/rock/folk/country singers 12:30 
3:00 
6:00 
9:00 
tauer 
News 
MASTER CONTROL-a program presented by the 
Southern Baptist Convention 
WEEKEND PANORAMA with Jeff Heisley 
WEEKEND PANORAMA with Dave Brown 
WEEKEND PANORAMA with Bob Joe 
and musicians, song writers, 
comedians, disc jockeys, announc-
ers, news and sportscasters, act-
ors, narrators and commercial 
presenters. 
A new service, called Talent 
Auditions Incorporated, has been 
organized specifically to locate 
these talented people and expose 
them to professional talent buy-
ers. Exposure has always been a 
hit or miss proposition with tal-
ented people ... usually depend-
ing upon a great deal of persis-
tence and a vast amount of luck. 
James White, a principal of 
TAI and former publisher of Holi-
day and Cosmopolitan magazines, 
says: "In the past, the entertain-
ment field has lost thousands of 
talented performers simply be-
cause they never had a chance 
to be heard by the right people. 
TAI has developed. a technique 
for nationwide auditioning that 
will bring these people into con-
tact with professional buyers." 
This service includes a com. 
plete "Talent Evaluation Report" 
AL ROSEN ROCK SHOW with Chuck Turner substi-
tuting 
2:00 Sign-off 
MONDAY, MAY 1 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 THE NEWS OF THE WEEK IN REVIEW with WICB 
6:30 
8:00 
8:05 
8:30 
8:45 
9:00 
10:30 
News Director Neil Littauer 
SERENADE with Carl Jenks 
News 
Public Affairs Program 
HERE COMES THE BAND-featuring the music of 
the Netherlands Brass Band presented by Radio 
Nederland 
STARS FOR DEFENSE 
ESCAPADE with Chuck Pollock 
RETROSPECf '67-a backwards glance at Ithaca Col-
lege in commemoration of its 75th Anniversary 
10:35 ESCAPADE 
12:00 ROCK MUSIC with Ernie Sauer 
2: 00 .Sign-off 
TUESDAY, MAY 2 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 News Commentary 
6:30 SERENADE with Jane Field 
8:00 News 
by panels of experienced pro-
fessionals. Performers who are 9: 00 
judged to have strong potential 10:30 
for the entertainment market 
8:05 SHOWTIME-"Carousel" original motion picture sound 
track 
ESCAPADE with Jerry Casbolt 
RETROSPECT '75-a backwards glance at Ithaca Col-
lege in commemoration of its 75th anniversary 
will be included on a master audi-
tion record. Pressings of this will 
be distributed to key professional 
talent buyers throughout the 
country. In special cases, where 
TAI panelists feel that a screen 
test is necessary for effective 
presentation, TAI will provide 
studio facilities without cost. 
Individuals and groups who 
feel that they are ready for ex-
posure to the professional enter-
tainment market can receive a 
free brochure, giving details of 
10:35 ESCAPADE 
12:00 ROCK MUSIC with Bill Hergonson 
2:00 Sign-off 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3 
2:00 Sjgn-on and Pre-game Music 
2 :50 ITHACA COLLEGE BASEBALL - Kings College 
6:00 News 
6: 15 THIS WEEK AT THE UNITED NATIONS with 
6:30 
8:00 
8:05 
8:30 
WICB News Director Neil Littauer 
SERENADE with Alan Hyman 
News 
VOICES OF VISTA with the John Cacavas Orchestra 
THE BEST OF THE NEW ALBUMS featuring Roger 
TAI's services, and audition ap- 9 :00 plication forms, by writing to: 
0 30 Talent Auditions Incorporated, l : 
Williams 
ESCAPADE with Don Berman 
RETROSPECT '75-a backward glance at Ithaca Col-
lege in Commemoration of its 75th Aniversary RCA Building, 155 East 24th 
Street, New York, New York. 10:35 ESCAPADE 
12 :00 ROCK MUSIC with Lance \Vheeler 
2: 00 Sign-off 
THURSDAY, MAY 4 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 News Commentary 
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY 
6:30 SERENADE with Jim Poole 
8:00 News .. 
Phone 272-8100 
Opon Weekdayn from 8 a.m. to 1 0 p.m. 
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
312 E. Seneca St. 113 S. Cayuga St. 272-5460 
8:05 SHOWTIME-"A Man With A Load of Miscluef'-
Original Broadway Cast 
9:00 ESCAPADE with Rich Newberg 
10:30 RETROSPECT '7-a backwards glance at Ithaca Col-
lege in commemoration of its 75th Anniversary 
10:35 ESCAPADE 
12 :00 ROCK MUSIC with Bob Joe 
2:00 Sign-off 
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Special Ithacan Feature 
--Odd Bodkins--
THE CITIZEN AND THE UNIVERSITY 
This is the first of four articles taken from the chapter titled, 
'The Citizen and the University" from "THE ARROGANCE 
OF POWER" by Senator J. William ht/bright. 
" ... it is often easier to fight for 
principles than to live up to them." 
-Adlai Stevenson 
To criticize one's country is to do it a service and pay it a 
compliment. It is a service because it may spur the country to do 
better than it is doing; it is a compliment because it evidences 
a belief that the country can do better than it is doing. 
In a democracy dissent is an act of faith. Criticism may 
embarrass the country's leaders in the short run but strengthen 
their hand in ·the long run; it may destroy a consensus on policy 
while expressing a consensus of values. Criticism, in short, is 
more than a right; it is an act of patriotism, a higher form of 
patriotism, I believe, than the familiar rituals of national adula-
tion. 
We are an extraordinary nation, endowed with a rich and 
productive land, a humane and decent political tradition and a 
talented al'ld energetic population. Surely a nation so favored is 
capable of extraordinary achievement, not only in the area of 
producing and enjoying great wealth, in which area our achie".e-
ments have indeed been extraordinary, but also in the area of 
human and international relations, in which area, it seems to me, 
our achievements have fallen short of our capacity and promise. 
3rd Street Attacked 
By Hippies With Brooms 
compost. Some swept in vain, 
others moved the refuse to the 
curb with hands, shovels, and 
buckets. They were silent in their 
determination. The only sound 
was the picking of the shovels 
and a solo drone of the now-
familiar "Hare Krishna" mantra, 
accompanied by finger-bells. 
"Love, Religion of God," was 
strung across the street. 
At the end of the day the City 
moved in. Garbage trucks came 
around to pick up the heaps of 
garbage on the curbs. Mayor 
Lindsay was delighted about ,the 
Sweep-In and praised it in his 
weekly report on WNYC. The De-
partment of Sanitation was pleas-
ed and relieved. "We're very hap-
py," a spokesman cooed, "when 
citizens of New York get involved 
ir. helping the Department keep 
the City clean and beautiful." 
My question is whether America can close the gap between 
her capacity and performance. My hope and my belief are that 
she can, that she has the human resources to conduct her af-
fairs with a maturity which few if any great nations have ever 
achieved: to be confident but also tolerant, to be rich but also 
generous, to be willing to teach but also willing to learn, to be 
powerful but also wise. 
I believe that America is capable of aII of these things; 
I also believe she is falling short of them. 
The Fear of Dis.rent 
The discharge of the duty 0£ dissent is handicapped in 
America by an unworthy tendency to fear seri<l!_.ls criticism of 
our government. In the abstract we celebrate freedom of opinion 
as part of our patriotic liturgy; it is only when some Americans 
exercise it that other Americans are shocked. No one of course 
ever criticizes the right of dissent; it is always this particular 
instance of it or its exercise under these particular circumstances 
or at this particular time that throws people into a blue funk. 
Intolerance of dissent is a well-noted feature of the Ameri-
can national character. Louis Hartz attributes it to the heri-
tage of a society which was "born free," a society which is un-
nerved by serious criticism because it has experienced so little 
of it. Alexis de Tocqueville took note of this tendency over a 
hundred years ago: "I know of no country in which there is so 
little independence of mind · and real freedom of discussion as 
in America." Profound changes have occurred since Democracy 
in America first appeared and yet it may be asked whether 
recognition of the right of dissent has gained substantially in 
practice as well as in theory. The malady in Tocqueville's view 
was one of democracy itself: " ... The smallest reproach irritates 
its sensibility and the slightest joke that has any foundation in 
truth renders it indignant; from the forms of its language up 
to -the solid virtues of its character, everything must be made 
the subject of encomium. No writer, whatever be his eminence 
can escape paying· this tribute of adulation to his fellow citi~ 
zens." 
From small-town gatherings to high-policy councils Ameri-
cans are distressed when a writer cir a politician or even a private 
citizen interrupts all this self congratulation and expresses him-
self with simple, unadorned candor. The problem is worsening, 
among other reasons, because more and more of our citizens earn 
thefr livings by working for corporations and other large organi-
zations, few of which are known to encourage political and other 
forms of heterodoxy on the part of their employees. The result is 
that more and more Americans face the dilemma of how if at all 
an individual can safely exercise honest individual j~d~ment' 
indeed, retain his capacity for it, in an environment in which th~ 
surest route to advancement is conformity with a barren and 
oppressive orthodoxy. 
~e P:oble~ is_ acute in the· fe~eral bureaucracy, whose 
congemtal mhosp1tahty to unorthodox ideas, were its dimensions 
only known, would allay the anxieties of the most agitated 
superpatriot. This is unfortunate indeed because the most valu-
able public servant like the true patriot, is one who gives a higher 
loyalty to his country's ideals than to its current policy and 
who therefore is willing to criticize as well as to comply. 
Some time ago I met an American poet, Mr. Ned O'Gorman 
who h;id just returned from a visit to Latin America sponsored 
by the State Depa_rtment. He said, arrd previousy had written, 
that he had been mstructed by American Embassy officials in 
the countries he visited that if he were questioned, by students 
and intellectuals with whom he was scheduled to meet, on such 
"difficult" questions as the Dominican Republic and Vietnam, 
he was to !~ply that he was ."unprepared." A~ a meeting with 
some Braz1han students he fmally rebelled, with the following 
re5!1lt as he d~scribed it: " ... the questions came, swirling, bat-
tenng, bellowing from the classroom. Outside the traffic and the 
oily electric heat. But I loved it. I was hell bent for clarity. 
I knew they wanted straight answers and I gave them. I had 
been gorged to sickness with embassy prudence. The applause 
was long and loud. The embassy man was furious. 'You are 
taking money- dishonestly,' he told me. 'If the government pays 
you to do this tour you must defend it and not damn it.' It did 
no good when I explained to him- that if I didn't do what 1 was 
doing, then I'd be taking the money dishonestly •. .''" 
It escapes me totally why American diplomats should not 
be proud to have American poets and professors and politicians 
demonstrate their country's political and intellectual health by 
expressing themselves with freedom and candor. As O'Gorman 
put it, " ... ! spoke with eg.ual force o~ ~he glory and the trag-
edy of Amenca. And that 1s what temf1ed the Americans." 
Reprinted from the Village Voice 
by Don McNeil! 
The big yellow garbage truck 
rounded the corner at First Ave-
nue and 3rd Street. Mercifully, 
the garbage men were prepared 
for the shock. Third Street was 
clogged with hundreds of hippies 
pushing brooms. The pavement 
foamed with detergent and 
clouds of cleanser filled the air. 
Third Street was getting a bath. 
The driver shifted into reverse, 
but it was too late. Hippies 
swarmed to scrub the truck. They 
climbed onto the hood and over 
the cab with brooms and mops 
and buckets of water. The gar-
bage man rolled . up his window 
and the wash began. 
The Sweep-In on Saturday was 
a success because it was a goof. 
Hippies had discovered before 
that' it was safe to ''LOVE." At 
the Easter Be-In, they surrounded 
cops chanting "Love" and pelt-
ing them with daffodils. It work-
ed: the cops were bewildered. At 
the Sweep-In, they discovered 
that cleaning was just as effec-
tive. . 
A cop walked up. A hippie be-
gan to scrub his badge. The cop 
had to smile. 
They climbed streetpoles · and 
scrubbed the groovy glass of the 
stoplights while the lights flashed 
red and green in their faces. 
They painted manholes gold and 
fire hydran,ts silver. Like locusts, 
they swept into basements and 
vacant lots and picked them clean 
of a decade's compost. 
A young father, his child 
strapped to his back like a pa-
poose, walked down 7th Street 
with a scrub brush and a stool. 
At each "No Parking" sign he 
stopped, climbed on the stool, 
and scrubbed the sign clean. 
The Swee1>-In, an idea kindled 
on Bob Fass's Late-night talk 
show on WBAI, was originally in-
tended for 7th Street. According 
to Fass, the idea embarrassed 
the Department of Sanitation. 
"They made a wild attempt to 
subvert it,'' he said. "They hit 
7th Street four times the day 
before." Fass then contacted the 
Sanitation Department and es-
tablished an uneasy truce. 
. Since 7th Street was sparkling, 
the Sweep-In was switched to 3rd 
Street. Many sweepers were una-
ware of the change, however, and 
throughout the day kids with 
brooms roamed through the 
grime of the Lower East Side 
looking for where it was in to 
sweep. ., 
The first thrust hit 3rd Street 
between First and Second Ave-
nues around noon. Trucks of do-
nated Ajax cleanser arrived, and 
the soap was passed out to hip-
pies, housewives, and a few Bow-
ery refugees who panhandled the 
cleanser around th" corner for 
a dime. 
They shook the cleanser on 3rd 
Street, and pushed it around with 
brooms. Huge Sanitation water 
trucks arrived, first to wet the 
street and then to rinse it. Pass-
ing cars, stalled by the crowds, 
also got an enthusiastic scrub. 
Some drivers later complained 
that the cleanser damaged the 
finish. 0 0 • The most enticing action was (Excerpted by permission of Random House, Inc. from on the sidewalks. Much like the 
"THE ARROGANCE OF POWER," by Senator ]. William Be-In, participants passed out 
Fulbright, Copyright, 1966, by ]. William FuJbrigkt.) lunch, daffodils, incense, and 
chanted the glory of the now-
near-sacred banao. They also 
took pictures of each other. 
Every third person seemed to 
have a camera.' 
After an hour, the Sweep-In 
dispersed to find a more chal-
lenging mess. Cleaning parties 
seemed to concentrate on vacant 
lots and backyards, the tradi-
tional dumps of the East Side, 
pe.rhaps in the hope that ·the 
ground could be salvaged for a 
vest pocket park. 
No dirt was immune. Even 
basements and hallways, where 
insulted superintendents resisted 
to . no avail, got the Sweep-In 
treatment. The basements yielded 
mouldy treasurers. "I'm sure they 
found some sewing machines out 
of Jacob Rils photos," Fass com-
mented. "The last time these 
basements were cleaned was in 
1941 during the government 
scrap drive." 
They cracked the gate to an 
ancient vacant lot on 3rd Street 
near Avenue D. A herd of hippies 
descended on the lot and began 
to gather the garbage, a foot-
thick layer· of bedsprin, tin can 
In an hour, the lot was clean. 
On the curb lay a ton of garbage, 
carefully laden with banana peels 
and sticks of fuming incense. The 
lot was a pasture of hard naked 
dirt. On the wall of the adjoin-
ing tenement, someone had paint-
ed "Because We Love." 
The lot, of course, was private 
property. The next day the gates_ 
were locked. In another vacant 
lot, on East 4th Street, the clean-
ing crusade went a bit further 
and tore down the fence. The 
next day, neighborhood kids used 
the area as a playground. 
At five in the afternoon, a par-
cy began on 7th Street between 
Avenues C and ·D. It's a hippie 
block - an outpost in the Far 
East - and stereos blasted 
Beatles from the windows and 
onlookers hung from the fire es-
capes. A six-story banner, "From 
Super Carl - Welcome to 7th 
Street," honored a benevolent su-
perintendent. ,Another banner, 
He may have missed the point. 
Some of the fire hydrants on the 
Lower East Side are now painted 
silver. The soil of some vacant 
lots can now see the light of day. 
The Swee1>-In was a glorious goof, 
but you ·have to sweep every day 
to "Keep Fun City Stronger than 
Dirt." 
ALBANY (UPD - Governor 
Rockefeller has signed the once-
a-month lottery plan into law. 
'Ihe program is aimed at raising 
198-million dollars annually for 
education. The monthly program 
will combine a horse race and 
two fishbowl drawings. Tickets 
will cost one dollar. New York 
now joins New Hampshire - th~ 
only other U.S. state that con-
ducts a lottery. 
Ride with the 
winner -
HONDA 
is the 
HOT CYCLE 
International Grand Prix 
in all Five Classes (50, 125, 
250, 350 and 500 cc win-
ners). See and ride the 
Cycle of Champions. 
Q Large selection of new and G Demonstration track avail-
used cycles able for free track ride 
0 Factory trained mec:hanics for 0 Custom painting - - any style 
tops in service or color is available 
0 Free 500- and 1000-mile 0 Safety equipment. to meet 
check:.up on every new new state requirements 
HONDA 
Own the Cycle That Made Racing History 
HONDA 
I RONDA Of CENTRAL NEW YORK I I - I 
1 339 Emfra Road, Rflaca, N.Y. Watkins, MDlport, N.Y. 1 
I PIIOII (607) 212 •9530 (601)139·2150 I 
I Stol9 Houri: a_p.m. - 5 p.m. Weelalays Store Hours: 9-.30 a.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays : I 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Saturdays 9".30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturdays 11 
·---------------------------------------------
. THE WEEK IN SCIENCE 
(Continued from page 5) 
Says Burns . . . "our study is the first phase of the most 
careful investigation of the earth's limb ever made." 
After IO months of study, Lockheed will tell M-I-T what 
kind of experiments should be made to confirm its findings. Also 
what son of instruments will be needed aboard satellites to 
survey the limb from space. 
M-1-T will design the instrumentation for an unmanned 
satellite which will measure the limb. The ·Air Force will put 
spacecraft aloft with an agena rocket in 1969 or 1970. 
Then, based on the measurements, advanced horizon sens-
ing equipment will be developed so a man or machine 111 space 
can find "down" as easily as a man on earth. 
Policy of The Week 
<Civil Rights 
Volunteers 
Needed 
!Po-.i111ters IR.effCtJJse 
1f" 0 JP D' D l/1'l 
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PART TWO 
BUFFALO, April 15 ·- Union This is the second of four articles tahen from the chapter 
The Organization of the Rural printers have taken a precedent titled, "The Citi~en and the University" from "THE ARRO-
Poor, a civil rights group based shattering action in a printing CANCE OF POW ER" by Senator ]. William Fulbright. 
in Selma, Alabama, is seeking plant near here, refusing to set 
college students for volunteer part of a university nr,wspaper Criticism and Co11sc11s11.s 
civil rights activity in three 
Southern states beginning June because they cousidered it "ob- Freedom of thought and discu%1on gives a democracy t_wo 
17th, 1967 and continuing scene." concrete advantages over a dictatorship in the making of foreign 
throughout the summer, or The printers working in Part- policy: it diminishes the danger of an irretrievable mistake and 
it 111troduces ideas and opportunities that otherwise would not for a m i n i m u m of four ner's Press in Kenmore left ar.out 
weeks. All expenses will be paid come to light. 
two and a half pages blank in the 'fh · f · • f · 1· · ] for students to live and work c correction o errors in a na t1on s ore1gn po icy 1s great y 
Publication, The Spectrum, pub- · I b h · ] · f f t. · · h·n th among Negro sharecroppers in ass1stcc y t e time y ra1smg o voices o en 1c1sm wit I e 
Georgia, Mississippi and Alabama lished, edited and paid for by nation. \Vhen the British launched their di~astrous attack on 
in order to collect data to docu- students of the State University Egypt, the Labour Party raised a collective voice of indigna-
The ITHACAN asked the respective Deans of the Schools ment the economic basis of the of Buffalo. tion while the military operation was still under way; refusing 
of Health and Physical Education, Arts and Sciences, and Mu- racist caste system in the rural to be deterred by calls for national unity in a crisis, Labour 
h . 1. · cl Word was that indiv!dual print- . G B . - , sic the policy on cuts. T e follow111g rep 1es were receive . south. This information will be began the long painful process of recovering rcat nt:im s 
Questio11,--What is the policy of the School of Health and vital for i:;olitical and legal ac- ers refused to put material into good name at the very moment when the damage was still being 
Physical Education on cuts? . tion to drastically alter the op- type on their own initiative with- done. Similarly, the French intellectuals who protested France's 
Answer by Dean Morgtvn,--"We follow the college policy." pressive living conditions which out consulting their union, Typo- colonial wars in Indochina and Algeria not only upheld the 
Questio11,--What is the policy of the School of Arts and now prevail. graphical Local 9. A spokesman values of French democracy but helped pave the way for the 
Sciences on cuts? An orientation session will be for the plant said the printers enlightened policies of the Fifth Republic which have made 
Answer by Dean Newsom--"We have no policy. It is up to; held in Atlanta, Georgia where France the most respected Western nation in the underdeveloped 
were "outraged." f · · ·1 · the individual P!'ofessor." speakers will include Stokely world. It has been in the hope of per orm111g a s1m1 ar service 
Que.rtion--What is the policy of the School of Music on Carmichael and representatives President Meyerson of the for America on a very modest scale that I criticized American 
cuts? of the Mississippi Freedom Demo- State University of Buffalo said intervention in the Dominican Republic and that some of my 
Answer by Dean McHenry..:_ . cratic Party (MFDP) and the the Dean of Students, Richard colleagues and I have raised questions about the wisdom of 
"1. A student is allowed 2 cuts in a 2 hour course, 3 cuts m I Southern Christian Leadership Siggelkow, was making an in- American military involvement in Vietnam. 
a 3 hour course. In cases of emergency or prolonged illness, Conference (SCLC), who will pre- The second great advantage of free discussion to demo-
h d h II d · t d fo h · vestigation. where the student would ave use up t e a ocate cuts 111 a pare the s u ents rt e proJect. cratic policy-makers is its brinP-ing to light of new ideas and h · d I · h · d' 'd II F f th 'nf at·on ou m y It was also reported fhat the r;, 1. . n1 A . course eac case 1s eat Wit m IVI ua y. •or ur er 1 orm 1 , Y a the supplanting of old myths with new rca 1t1es. vve me:1cans 2.' There are no cuts in ensembles. write to: Organization of the Partner's Press and the student are much in need of this benefit because we arc severely, 1f not 3. There are no cuts in applied music lessons. Students who Rural Poor, 1430 First Avenue, editors had terminated the a!.'l'ee- uniquely, afflicted with a habit of policy-making by analogy: 
miss a lesson because of emergency or illness notify the teacher I Selma, Alabama 36701, or in New ment that the Kenmore firm North Vietnam's involvement in South Vietnam, for example, 
of the reason for the absence. It is unusual for the teacher to ·1 York City call C212) 677-8931 be- print the paper. is equated with Hitler's invasion of Poland and a parley with 
make up the lesson." tween 3-7 p.m. the Viet Cong would represent "another Munich." The treat-President Meyerson also said f II 
How can you Mini Mize 
the Stripe-Tee? 
These wonderful knits have the fit of 
_the saucy mini-shape~. The vibrant 
sit up and take notice colors that snap 
to attention. Naughty navy, racy red, 
great gun green, and go-go gold, in 
duo and trios of sock bam color. And 
one more thing . they're ·easy on 
your budget. 
i j 
' . I
'l ,' '< 
~- : , 
that he was "persisting in the ment of slight and superficial resemblances as if they were u -
faith that they (the editors) are blooded analogies-as instances, as it were, of history "repeat-
responsible young people and ing itself"-is a substitute for thinking and ? misuse _of hist~ry. 
There is a kind of voodo about American foreign policy will see that their newspaper has ff l 
the highest standards." Certain drums have to be beaten regularly to ward o ~vii 
spirits--for example, the maledictions regularly uttered agamst 
North Vietnamese aggression, the "wild men" in Pe~ing, com-
Gran i!. -r.-O munism in general, and President de Gaulle. Certam pledges u. U must be repeated every day lest the whole free world go t!) rack 
and ruin-for example, we will never go back on a commitment Assess no matter how unwise'; we regard this allegiance or _that as abso-
lutely "vital" to the free world; and of course we will st:ind stal-T eacheD"S wart in Berlin from now until Judgment Day. Certam words 
The U.S. National Student As- must never be uttered except in derision-the word "appease-
sociation has been awarded a 
grant from the U.S. Office of Ed-
ucation to aid in the formulation, 
! administration, and assessment of 
course and teacher evaluations at 
the college level. The two-year 
grant will cost $85,000 and be ad-
ministered by the Association's 
Education Desk. 
Ten colleges and universities 
will be selected by May 15, 1967 
to participate in the grant, en-
compassing a diversity of geo-
graphic, demographic, institution-
al, and educational factors. A 
four day training workshop will 
be held this August, probab!y 
during the National Student Con-
gress at Southern Illinois Univer-
sity in Carbondale. At that time, 
evaluation programs for each 
school will be determined tenta-
tively through discussion and uti-
lization of a handbook of guide-
lines prepared by NSA. 
During the next academic year, 
evaluations will be carried out on 
the campuses, each differing ac-
cording to the needs, expecta-
tions, and problems encountered 
at each school. Committees of 
students, faculty members, and 
administrators will supervise the 
evaluations on their respective 
campuses, & a National Advisory 
Board of educators and research-
ers will advise the Association on 
administration of the grant. 
In the summer of 1968, a week-
long workshop will be held to 
discuss the completed evaluations 
and general student participation 
in educational policy formation. 
During the final months of the 
grant, NSA will edit the evalua-
tion reports and information from 
each school, submit a final report 
to the U.S. Office of Education, 
and publish a new set of guide-
lines for future distribution on 
request. 
There are three major purposes 
for the grant: to encourage stu-
dents to assess critically their ed-
ucations while they are involved 
in them; to promote thoughtful 
feedback from students to their 
professors in order to generate 
improvement in teaching meth-
ods· and to demonstrate to fac-
uli; members and administrators 
the benefits for the academic 
community of student cooperation 
in educational policy formation. 
ment," for example, comes as near as any ~ord ca_n to sum-
marizing everything that is regarded by American pohcy-makers 
as stupid, wicked, and disastrous. 
Free and open criticism has a third, more abstract b~t no 
less important function in a democracy: it. is the_rapy and 
catharsis for those who arc troubled by somethmg their country 
is doing; it helps to reassert tr:iditional values, t~ clea~ the a!r 
when it is full of tension and mistrust. There are times m public 
life as in private life when one must protest, not solely or even 
primarily because cine's ~rotest will be politi~ or materially pro-
ductive but because one s sense of decency 1s offended, because 
one is fed up with political craft and public images, or _simply 
because something goes against the grain. The catharsis thus 
provided may indeed be the most valuable of freedom's uses. 
The Vietnam Protest lvfovement 
While not unprecedented, protests agains~ a war in th_e mid-
dle of the war are a rare experience for Americans. I see 1t as a 
mark of strength and maturity that an articulate minority have 
raised their voices against the ,Vietn~mc~e war and t~at the ma-
jority of Americans are cndur111g this dissent, n?t without anx-
iety, to be sure, but for the moment at least with _better grace 
and understanding than would have been the case 111 any other 
war of the twentieth century. 
It is by no means certain that the re)atively hca~thy atm?s-
phere in which the debate has been tak111g place w11J not give 
way to a new era of McCarthyism. ~ritjcs of the Vietnamese 
war are being accused of a lack of patn?tlsm, and ~hese accu~a-
tions are coming not only from i:respons1ble columnists but, Wit!) 
increasing frequency, from the highest levels of govcrnIT.1ent. This 
situation is likely to become worse. The longer _the Vietnamese 
war goes on without pr?sp~ct of victon: or _negotiated peace, the 
higher the war fever will nse; hopes will give way to fears, and 
tolerance and freedom of expression will give way to a false 
and strident patriotism. . 
In Mark Twain's novel The Mysterious Stranger, a benevol-
ent and clairvoyant Satan said the following about war and its 
corrosive effects on a society: 
"There has never been a just one, never an honorabl': c:me 
-on the part of the instigator of the war. ~ can see a million 
years ahead, and this rule wil_J never change m so man:y: as half 
a dozen instances. The loud little handful-as_ usual-w1~l shout 
for the war. The pulpit will-warily and ~aut1~usly-o_b1ect-at 
first; the great, big, dull bulk of the nation will rub its slec~y 
eyes and try to make ?ut why t,hcr~ sho1;1ld be a w:ir, and WIii 
say, earnestly and ind1_gnantly1 ,It 1s unJUSt and d1sh<?nor::ihle, 
and there is no necessity for 1t. Thc!1 the_ handful will shout 
louder. A few fair men on the other side will a~guc. a!1d reason 
against the war with speech a1~d ~en, and at first will have a 
hearing and be applauded; but 1t will not la?t long; t~ose othe~s 
will outshout them, and presently the anu-w_ar aud1e_nces _will 
thin out and lose popularity. Before long you will see this cunous 
thing: the speakers stoned from the pl:itforn:i,, and free speech 
strangled by ~ordes of furious men who m thc_1r ~ecrct hearts are 
still at one with those stoned spcakcrs-~s earhcr-:-but do not 
dare to say so. And now the whole_ nat10n-pulp1t and all-
will take up the war-cry, and shout 1t~elf hoarse and mob any 
honest man who ventures to open his mouth; and pre_sently 
such mouths will cease to open. Next the s~atesmen_ will mvent 
cheap lies, putting the blame upon the n:inon that !S atta<:k~d, 
and every man wilJ be glad of those consc1cnce-soot~mg fals1t1es, 
and will diligently study them, a_nd refuse to exam1r.1e any_ refu-
tations of them; and thus_ he Will by and by convince himself 
(Continued on Page £0) 
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Odd B dki (Ccm.ti-nuedfromPa,ge19) -------- 1 . . . 0 -. ns -------- that t_he war is ju~t, and will thank God for the better sleep he enJoys after this process of grotesque self-deception." 
Past experience provides little basis or confidence that rea-
son can prevail in an atmosphere of mounting war fever. We 
must try nonetheless to bring reason and restraint into the emo-
tionally charged atmosphere 1ri which the Vietnamese war is now 
being discussed. Instead of trading epithets about who is and is 
not giving "aid and comfort" to i:he enemy, we would do well 
to focus calmly and deliberately on the issue itself, recognizing 
that all of us make mistakes and that mistakes can be correct-
ed only if they are acknowledged and discussed; and recognizing 
further that war is not its own justification, that it can and 
must be discussed unless we are prepared to sacrifice our tradi-
tio!la~ democratic processes to a false image of national un-
eVGR1/0J.t ff'1S NAP 
AT 1«~ ~IL\i{\~'f "~N1) 
IT'S Nci fM~" 1if1S'I 
OID>s"C ST~~ T\I~ 
~ 
1"\-\€'1 M~e ~UST1tlc 
l,f,i~T fORK or 
" D\7'0H/\t'{ .. ,) 
~ES .. lJJE'Rc l>iTw~R 
&Cll\)'5~ (l)E !-\~Ne: 
it\E lOORt.t:iS. WORST 
D\?1,t>~AiS. .. 
\feS. :t 
wPI~ iiSPPE' o 
0~~1P..1\}lffi.£ 
'\~6 C.()Ut-.n '1 
Fl'i\R·· 1i!Al'S 
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fMLuR~O~ 
O\~PIC.'t 
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(Excerpted by permission of Random House, Inc. from 
"THE ARROGANCE OF POWER," by Senator J. Willwm 
Fu!,brigkt, Copyright, 1966, By ]. William F-zdbrigkt.) 
PRIZE OF LOVIE 
O'm Jus11' Mosing-along . .. Noll' Doin' Nothin' ... Sittin' On My Bed 
Suckin' My Thumb and Thinkin! 
Public Scools Unlawfully Provide 
For Parochial School Children by Marty Nodlfl'r 
CUPn-The State Education De- programs be stopped. The depart- Teddy bears are cuddly and 
partrnent has revealed that more ment spokesman said Troy public warm and sort of nice to hug. At 
than 200 public school districts schools were no longer being 
new hairdos for Spring weather to give your 
spirits a lilt! 
Treat yourself to a new hairstyle that is as pretty as 
Spring itself. Whether you just want a cut, or a new 
permanent, or a glamorous style for a special occasion, 
our experts will style your hair just the way you want 
it. Rothschild's Beauty Salon is open at 8 A.M. Tuesday 
through Saturday for your convenience. 
BEAUTY SALON, THIRD FLOOR 
State & Tioga Sts. 
SUMMER POSITIONS 
MALE 
Swimming (must have in-
structors license) 
Instructor to Teach--
Golf, Baseball and ~ 
Basketball 
Resume, Box No.. L27 
ht the state are violating federal used by the Parochial schools. Carnivals and Fairs, people play 
law by providing facilities for The department said no order different games of chance. Some-
parochial school children. was issued to discontinue such times they win and get to take 
· A spokesman for the 'depart- programs . . . only a suggestion. home a big stuffed Teddy Bear 
ment said the schools are provid- The spokesman said continuance wbicl_i they kiss, bug, and sleep 
:ich"!e3r:!t a::;~e:r::::. ~:ur:::~~to c::: =~~~ with-for a week. They get tired 
er federal or state law. since it may be in violation of of Teddy and leave him around 
The issue was brought -to light the Federal Constitution. · for the dog to chew at or the 
after it was discovered parochial The spakesman said the "shared baby to tear at. But he's just 
sch?ols in TroY_ we:e using gym. ,time" program was declared il- stuffed with cotfo~ and things so 
n~1~ _and ~g school fa. legal some time ago by State it doesn't matter. 
c1lities m publlc schools. . Some people are like Teddy 
The department said it sug- Attorney General Lows Lefko- Bears Th ,_,,, t ''Li . I 
. . . ey &., no vmg ! 
gested a different solution be witz as bemg in violation of Dolls," but just cuddly and warm I 
,__ __________ __. found and that the shared time Federal Law. and sort of nice to hug. In life, 
Bring Your Date 
and 
''Step Into The Past" 
at the 
leather Country Stc;,re 
Community Corners 
OPE"'""DAILY ITHACA 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ••• 
where everybody meets 
• 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
• 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
people play different games. 
Love is a game. .t\.nd like the 
winners at the Carnival, they 
(people) take home prizes. The 
"Teddy. Bear People," however, 
are real. Cotton is replaced by 
feelings of love and care. They 
don't deserve to be taken home--
for a week. ''Teddy Bear Peo-
ple" must be loved for the rest 
of their lives. Most people walk 
away with the Cupie Doll and 
leave the Teddy Bear o·n the 
shlef. Someday, Teddy will choose 11-------------------------.l '------------------------! ._ __________ _, bis prize. 
Ormond's 
!mas every_thing for a Super Spring Week-end 
rFashions. A Go Go 
./ 
Ma'frilo dresses in all colors and styles for the 
irashional,Se girl around town 
rFosBume\1' stcckin,gs in many, -many mad c::ol~rs 
ADso petite fishnet stockings 
Shop Ormond" s 
134 WT STATE STREET 
f?rt:JR FPASHIONS A GO GO 
lHJ{Q]ve cm Super Sp,.ing Week-end! 
ANSWERS TO WORDS, WORDS, 
WORDS 
(Continued from page 7) 
1. abstruse--D. hard to under-
stand, profound, as an abstruse 
theory, Latin abstrudere "to con-
ceal." 
2. crescendo - B. gradual in-
crease in intensity or volume, 
especially of sound, Italian, "in-
creasing." 
3. contumacious - D. Rebel-
lious, as a contumacious prisoner, 
Latin, contumax, "insubordinate." 
4. engender - A. to cause, 
create, Latin, ingenerare, "to gen-
erate in." 
5. inadvertent - A. uninten-
tional, thoughtless, as an inad-
v~rtant error, Latin, "in" not, 
and adverterc, "to turn toward." 
6. imposition - D. excessive 
burden, unwarranted require-
ment, Latin, imponere, "to put 
upon." 
7. subsidize - C. to finance, 
as~ist OT support with money, 
Latin, subsidium, "re s e r v e 
troops." 
8. foreboding - A. premonition 
of danger or trouble, portent. Old 
English, bodian, "to announce." 
9. testy - B. irritable, fretful, 
Anglo-French tcstif "headstrong." 
10. bias - A. prejudice, inclin-
ation for or against, Middle 
French, biais, "oblique Jone." 
11. allegory - C. Symbolic 
stocy, parable, Greek, allcgorein, 
"to speak figuratively." 
12. ardor - D. zeal, warmth of 
feeling, passion, Latin, ardere, 
"to burn." 
13. retinue - B. group of at-
tendants, escort, Middle French, 
retinir, "to retain." 
14. fillip - C. stimulus, that 
which enlivens or gives impetus 
to, as the fillip that betting gives 
to horse racing. 
15. behest - B. Authoritive 
command or request, Old English, 
behaes, "promise." 
16. interlard - D. to inter-
sperse, mix, vary by interjecting 
something different, Old French, 
entrelarder, "to lard between." 
17. furore - C. enthusiastic 
outburst, as the mini skirt furore, 
Latin, furor, "madness." 
18. fallacy - A. false idea or 
notion, error, Latin, fallacia, 
"deception." 
19. variant - B. slightly dif-
ferl'!nt, as a variant spelling, 
Latin, variare, "to change." 
20. engrossed - C. absorbed, 
fully occupied, intent, as to be 
engrossed in a game. 
RATINGS - 20-18 correct, ex-
cellent; 17-15 correct, good; 14-
13 correct, fair. 
The Words, Words, Words was 
taken froin the Reader's Digest 
for March. 1967, Reader's Digest 
Association, Inc. 
Togas, sheets, towels, any type hat, shades, multi-striped 
Bermudas, plaid undrrwear, mini-mini skirts, suspenders, and 
bare feet arc all in at the Happening, Thursday even. 
Ties, Gant shirrs, Villager blouses, saddle shoes, drcsess, 
stockings, slack, white underwear, sport jackets, sweaters, socks, 
combed hair arc all out at the Happening, Thursday evening. 
An unpaid political announcement by Editors for total,/;y 
free and easy Society, Inc. 
Besides everything for the office, 
we have ideal Mother and fat her 
Day's Gilts. All at 
108 W. STATE ST. 
'.f~1:\1t·· 
:1-'1 ' 
~I 11 
I ', 1,. 
o DELICIOUS CHAR-GLD 
BROILED STEAKS 
o BANQUET FACILITIES 
o TWO LARGE 
DINING R0Dt.1S 
o FREE PARKING LOT 
o ECDNOI\IICAL LUNCHES 
• CLOSED WEDRESDAYS 
602 W. BUFFALO ST. 
AR 2-952]. 
===.111;1!:=:11 == 
A w.sENECA 
=:JJ~=ll = 
5 W.STATE 
===;i111:1 
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66N~w Gunaird99 Cllnairges CJoAo 
Wiiltlm 1LJilllwarrntedl Medlldlnrrng 
"The New Guard," the maga. I incurred by domestic rro~rams. 
zinc of the conservative Young The editorial goes on to note 
Americans for Freedom, eh:uges ! that the ~.SA hcadq:.:arters, 
in its April issue that "the cen-1 paid for by CI.A. funds. ·•serves 
tral issue and cause for concern" as headquarters for N.S A.'s na-
in the recent disclosure that the I tional as well as international 
C.I.A. has been financinr: private operations," and that draft de-
groups "is that the Central Tn_ ferments "freed NS.'\.', <Jfficers 
te~lige~ee Agen:y ha5 been med-1 and top staffers not only for in-
dhng m domestic American poli- ternational work, but for ct,,mes-
tics, using its considerable fmanc-i tic politics as well." 
es and influence to support par- , The magazine says that the 
ticular political factions uver' C.I.A. "continued its J:fe.giving 
others." subsidy to the N.S.A. at the very 
The Y.A.F. magazine ba5cs it5 timo that American students 
charge on an analysis of the rela- were reJecting the undemocratic, 
tionship between the C.I.J\. and radical organization." 
the left-wing National Student Noting that Young Americans 
Association. It notes that the spy J for Freedom ?~s been the c~ief 
agency '.'was not subsidizing in-\ campus opposit10n. to_ the ~at10n-
dividual students, it was subsi-1 al Student Assoeiahon, it con-
dizing the entire organization _·eludes that "We knew -.,,.e were 
an organization as involv.!cl in na- fighting many policies of the fed-
tional affairs as in international era! government, but few of us 
affairs." suspected how directly "e were 
fighting the government. Some-
Cited in the editorial are cases how we were under t!-ic illusion 
where the C.I.A. bailed the stu- that in America stud'!nt politics 
dent organization out of deficits I belonged to the students." 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE AR 2-2111 
218 E. State St. 
Nearest Liquor Store from Campus 
Open from 9:00 a.m. - I 0:00 p.m. 
--M~t: 
aJt1n ua] 
illlosiery 
~:~~ 1]~ 
~"-~~\u)WJl ~ 
q'¢'"'<4 ~ 
-~~--... ). :r-
r:Jl~~\ ~ ---~\ lfl~J,: -~ -~ ~ I :.:(,'f~ ~/1 \ . (,,.-"" ~· }f ·, .; ;I._ _,. I ~Jl1) ,,...... ---... 
~I I. -=--
~· 
c..-: /)// Sale Ends May 22nd 
The new OVAL ELEGANCE Is exdtina 
fashion news! This new diamond 
form, created by Lazaro Kaplan & SoDD 
who cut tho famous Jonker 
diamond, represents the newest innovn-
tion in Diamond Styling. 
In appearance OVAL ELEGANCE ill almost 
25% larger than n round gem of 
the same carat weight. Its graceful form 
is sheer flattery, whether on the 
hand or in other forms o! fine Jewelry., 
Wo invite vou to coo iC Code.:,., 
See how OVAL~ 
EGANCE is larger 
and lovelier lht.i o 
conventional ro1111d 
gem of euctJit th::I 
same cart:t i,ci~. 
fhis is tl'lc salc that fashion conscious 
r. women mark on their calendar. A 
once-a-year-opportunity to stock up on sheer, 
clear Beauty Mist stockings at substantial sav-
ings. Beauty Mist is the elegant one you see 
advertised in Vogue, Glamour, Mademoiselle, 
and Seventeen. A bona fide hosiery bargain at 
regular prices. And truly a rare find in real 
fashion at just 79¢. 
Regularly $1 pair 
NOW ONLY $.79 pair 
6 PAIRS ONLY $4.70 
l?AITEN'S .PIEWIELIERS 
Est. 1919 
HOSIERY, STREET FLOOR 
STATE & TIOGA ST. 
306 E. State St. PHONE AR 2-5000 
--~-~,: 
. . , 
·-
' , /,;,,. ; 
ARIE YOU lOOC<ING fORWARIO TO A BIG WIEEf<-END ?>f!--'..,/ 
-- Haskell has everything to make it a better week-end by 
being well dressed. 
t> 
Suits $47.50 - $100.00 
Sport Coats $33.00 - $49.50 
Trousers $7 - $19.95 
Wash & Wear Shirts $5 - $9 
Bermudas $4 · $9 
Knit Shirts $3.95 - $9 
All clothing bought today will be ready to wear tomorrow. 
Stop in and see how you can brighten up your week-end. 
Haskell Davidson's 
Corner State & Aurora 
-·;·.,·, 
,, 
,. 
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Base1balR Bom1berrs 
J Oil.TIJJ:"ney to 1Penn 
Cosmonaut's Death 
UPI (Moscow) - Disasrer has 
ended the Soviet's first manned 
spaco flight in two years. Veteran 
Cosmonaut Vladimir Komarov 
(Kah-Mahr-Awf) was killed when 
the Soyuz-one (Soh-Yooz) Space-
craft's parachute failed to func-
tion during a troubled re-entry 
from orbit. The capsule !'lunged 
four miles to earth. 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
CONGRATULATIONS n.nd Boo~ Wiohoo 
to Don nu. n.nd John. 
Pnuln. & Ton-7 
Tll E L.\ DY 1:1 U(l In on our otn.!f-Holp 
l>I kT 1 I ! I Get yourself n.nd your 
t·ar > ''nflh(•d by Pi Thotn. Phi. Dorm 
9 l urkn1~ I.ot-10 u. m. - $1 por 
rnr-you FR.EE I ! 
('Ol'NHEL!Nll 0!'; ALTERNATIVES 
'l'O THE I>J:.AP'I' -. Op~n 3.5 p.m 
!'rlon thru Hnt - !:i!'lrctlvo Soo-vic-C" 
~~~n;~W-~~ 89~~rvc.t•. JOG N. Auroru. 
COME UP TO 
T!HJlc IHIIEHGIHTS 
AT TOMPKINS COUNTY AIRPORT 
Fabulous Buffet- Friday 5-7 P.M. 
Steaks - Shrimp - Chiclcen 
Best Cocktails in New York State 
COME UP AFTER THE SHOW 
Open till 1 :00 A.M. 
MOST UNIQUE PLACE IN TOWN 
ITHA( ',\--Ithaca CollPge's var-\ the season ~tarted, Bob Klausner, 
sity baseball team (3-ll continues Binghamton Jun10r, and Craig 
it.s road schedule v, 1th thn•e Fo:.... Ea.st \leadov. ~cnior, have 
games this week rn Pennaylvarna seen !Ittle act10n Both have only 
The Bombt·r~ opPnPcl their ,ea~on plldwd five inning~ ;ipiece. and 
at hOml'. but aince then have ha, l' bl'('l! on thl' so1·e arm !Isl. 
playt•d ,dl their t.;ames on thP .-\ccordinc: to Trainer Bob Grant, 
road. On Thursd,1y (April 27) both ahould bt• ready th1a coming 
they tangle with East Stroud~ , \\Pl'k Wood also e,epcts to give 
berg, a team they beat hen• 9-1. ~ophornon• right hander Jeff 
Friday the Ithacans ha, l' a 2·30 :\'onl. \\"psthury. !us first start-
contest with \'illanO\ a. and Satur- ass1g1111wnt. :\'onl 1s a 6'2, 190 
day they play al Kings in Wilkes- poundc•r who ean really hum th(• 
In Washington, sources report-
ed the Russian capsule appeared 
to be tumbling out of control be-
fore the r~-entry of the giant 
ship. A Soviet Internal Broad-
cast heard in California shortlv 
before midnight (EST) said K~-
marov was fighting to control the 
capsule for three orbits before 
he tried to bring it down. 
--------------: 
IL\lI, TO ',!'HJ,; GA:'11E thot'o pln;-ed '-----------------------------
,,..1th ,. bnJ1 1 u stll'k, nnd n i;Jovc I J 1 
I 
Barre at 2 pm ball 
YOU'I,L G_ET YOURS. Snooks oR we nil I 
w11l-th1t~ wc~k(•ntl. Juttt remcmbr,r 
"It Tnk€.'B Tt.vo,' "nnd in this ca.i-.t• 
1
. 
mol"O. 
After four gamPa, KP1lh Kurow-
ski, \\'hitinsville. Mass. sopho-
more, has jumped into the lead m 
the bat ting race with a .412 
mark. The 5'6. 150-pound out-
fielder has seven hits in 17 times 
at bat. The diminutive> leadoff hit-
ter collected four hits, rncluding 
a game winning insidf' the park 
home run, in a 10-8 decision over 
Colgate. 
Co-capt. Frank Fazio, senior 
second sacker from Watertown, 
is seccmd in batting with a .368 
average on seven hits in 19 times 
at the plate. Sophomore right 
fielder Paul Giroux, Peru, is hit-
ting .333, and catcher Rich Mil-
ler, sophomore from Ithaca. 
rounds out the .300 hitters at 
.313. 
Only one pitcher has done much 
hurling for the Bombers, and ,Jack 
Bromley, Mt. Vernon senior, has 
given three outstanding perform-
ances. The 6'3 left-hander has 
two wins against one defeat. Ile 
has allowed three earned runs in 
26 innings for a 1.04 ERA. Two 
other hurlers, counted on heavi-
ly by Coach Carlton wood before 
Cold and "ct weather has 
hind('red thl' Bombers from gct-
t111g much pract 1cc outside. \Vood 
sa1d, ··we really need outside 
work to improvp our defense." 
The Ithacans han• committeed 12 
errors in four game~. Out.standing 
hitting, plus tight hurling by 
Bromley, have kept IC on the 
winning side of the ledger. 
BOMBER HITS: Keith Kurow-
ski leads the Club in doubles with 
four. The record is 10, set by Don 
Lando in 1965 ... Jack Bromley 
has 36 strikeouts in 26 innings 
... The Bombers are batting .285, 
their opponents' .235 . . . Rich 
Miller leads the team in home 
runs with two, both of them com-
ing against Fairleigh Dickinson 
. .. Co-capt. Dave Barton is on his 
way to breaking his own record 
for most walks in one season. The 
record is 25 and Barton has eight 
in four games . . . Ithaca pitch-
ers have struck out 53 batters 
in 36 innings. 
ATTENTION: Schedule changes: 
Varsity tennis changed from April 
29 at Rochester Tech to April 
28 at RlT. 
Komarov was the first known 
spaceman to die during an actual 
flight. President Johnson ex-
pressed the sympathy of the 
American people for the tragedy. 
The Kremlin announced a State 
Funeral for Komarov, who was 
married and the father of two. 
WELCO:O.!E TO IC, Rotty n.ncl Bob Hn,·,, 
u groot WC€"kcnd.-Squ1rt. 
HiGkory Dicl<ory Dock 
The Mouse Ran Up The Clock 
Stoned Drunk After 
Spring Weekend! 
Sfrenll'ilW(Cl)Y rPo(CHl1los 
!Eveirefrfr !?oGll'!lOS 
and others 
YOU WILL SEE THEM 
AT ITHACA COLLEGE 
FORD HALL· ••• 
TRY THEM AT 
Dick· ) 
FUGHT 
PIAl'lO RETAILED~ TECO-HICIAO 
lfbefore or 
ta1fter the 
game 
228 Bryden Rd. 
ff@~~ ri@~ 11ai$'11ff@~11 ffll@~fl !!@ !J@rti!ffiJ g 
~---t 
Before or after the ball game ••. or for a 
tasty snack anyLime ... bring your date to 
McDonald's. Enjoy the goodness of 
:rvicDonald's Hamburgers made of 100% 
r:iure_ bee_f, go-:,ernment inspected and ground 
irc"h daily. 'I hey're served hot off the grill 
on toasted bun. Here at McDonald's you 
get fast, cheerful, courteous service ..• 
I:lcn~y of parking ... no car hops ... no 
t1pprng ... the tastiest food in town at 
prices that please. 
Hook 'tor i~e goUden aO'c!hes ! ™ 
'[J.® 
·s 
QMc00NALD'0 CORPORATION 1004 
364 Elmira Road 
!Extends Congratulations to its 
Graduating Seniors 
Terry Baker 
Pete Deutsch 
Steve Feeser 
Henry Kc:anegsberg 
Bill Little 
Michael Ollins 
Jeff Sedwin 
A GREAT SPRING WEEKEND AND 
A HAPPY SUMMER VACATION TO ALL! 
Something new from 
Smartaire ... Corfam@ 
ifoir cairefree shoes 
ithat keep their shape 
Corfam cleans with just the swipe of a 
damp cloth, keeps its shape better and 
lasts longer, for a pump that's the perfect 
companion to your fall and winter wardrobe. 
$9.99 
.~ 
! .. \ 
',',• \ 
\ () 
I 
"We Still Believe In Quality" 
128 E. Stato St. Downtown~ 
I 
!Laaosse 11' eCOJms 
SpOott o/'! eefkelfi1dl <GCOJmes 
by J. Paul Wetzel 
April 22 - Ithaca Coller.(P'a S1r!Plrne~ ( on:;rat1Iiat 1on 0 to 
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JF1ro§h Win 
Varsity Lo§e n n. rf' ennis 
by Pam Davis 
lacrosse team is now 2 and I for Hoy f'altt•rson If Ithaca Collcg,· l'h1· frl•,hm:•11 :,·::n,, ,,., ·,., ,., \·:,,, .. , 1,.:lirJ1,t ·,n \\"cdne,day 
the season after a 15 to 6 victory v.a, lht<'d m llH· national ,cor- 1,;,1.,.n1c>11t :\,·:,cl,·rw. 1:,-i l'ii,u •:.,, ·:1,· ;:,·; ·:,,· ir· tt·n111., team met 
over Rochester Institute of Tech- ltll.! Eoy would hv ibt<'d a, onP :,nd hpat tlwrn 'l-0 ll.1!1111:,,•: , .,1:,•,:<> Thursday aft-
. of lhP top ~eon•1, 111 the country.: Dav,· HolH'rh ti:<' n" '"''n. ,·111r,rrn 1n "ii:,: lt!t"lled out to be 
nology on Saturd ay. This victory' 1'11e ll•ad1nL'. ,eorPr 111 th(' country! IH'al 111 , opponpr:t Ii J ;,•;ri r;.n ,rncl '" :l:,,1p;,,,::1·,11: :,nd d1scourag-
shows that the lacrosse team has i-.. a\'e1ag1ng six r_::o.aJs a gan1c for tlH·n tl'anH·d -..i..1th .Jir,1 s11 · 1n 1n tn·~ 1·•1ro'i.::i·1, \\"1th a strong 
improved, and ~hould improve a:"xgamP,whtlPP:tltprsonha,sh doub!Ps to v.111 fi-4. r;;• _\': 1h,• ,1,·,d iJlo•;..1·.: :·,-ru,s the lake, 
great deal more before the season goals pl'r 1:1um• for three games. other m,•n al,o ,,.,n 1,.,;1, th•·i: 1:1:,11·,1 cl: .. ,np"d .,ti 11., contests. 
1s over. In the last encounter ThP IC J-'J·o0 h lacrosse team ,,n,:IP, and douh!1·, n,:,:,·h,·- I >11: 111: 1 h,· ,·r,11r.,, of the after-
with R.I.T. Ithaca had a hard pla~·ed Cornmg Community Col- :\Tr. l·>-te.,. ,arsit, ,,-n,,,,. c•,:,,i:. r·,,,•n ,,,--,. •,1 1!1,· ,:,,mb"r start-
time of 1l and finally won 1n' 1<-;!l' la.,t Friday Thf:'y Jost 13 to h:1d ht.L!h pr:1,'l' for· :-11 11,., 11,,-.. ,., • "·•·1 , 
overtime 9 to 7. Saturday's gamP I) hut f:'ver~·onP was unpri,%C'd !11• comrnentl'd th~! 'h,·v "'''<' I !1,, ::r-1 ,1,.,'c"l: th:,t \\a, com-
was similar to their first meet- with the all around play of the the bc,l pro,JH·ct, i,L··. ·•·•·n .,: . ;,kl<'<! , .. , ,,v,·r• c;ould, playing 
ing in the first half but Illiaca tpam Torn Roclwster and Rruee Ithaca for many v,•ar, '1:: 111,· r,r_, :; ,pr>t, dcieated 6-0. 6-2 
put on a scoring show in the D:•rrich shared scoring hono~, ll1chie \1eyl'r. :i ·.1-arl11:,1,· .,,. !"· \l•l.,• J•,.,,..,;,,ff ()f Hamrlton. 
third period with seven goals 'with three goal, apiece. Dcnnrs si,tant 111 Art, .mrl Sc1ew·I'· .,11d; I.-r,l!(,-.1 !l'c' t!1J, :(1,,. Win Laffey, 
R.I.T. scored in the fi;st nine !~'itch. Dae(' Palt('rson and Stuart former captain of tlw r:h:,ca I ;i,,, ,.,, :: rnan. n·;,n1·'.1·<l a 6-3, 6-1 
seconds with a goal bv Bill ~tamos Pach had one goal for the ll'arn. ha, , oluntcn·d to roach, ,!('[1_•.,; "(Le,,. 2 .,f't bcicks set the 
Lithicum. They scorC'd tw~ more 1' rosh. the boys. Techmcally thne 1, no ,c('lle in:· th,• , ,.,t of the after-
times during the period and Jed 3 game frc,hman ll•nr11s team bul tlwrl' 110011 i;_, thl' e11d of the singles 
at the end of the period by 3 to Goals Assists total was sueh a grf:'at interest tha: rnarclll's :dl ,hi' Ithaca men had 
2 Ithaca's two goals were scored Patterson ;; 3 18 the opportunity has })('en pro\'ld- b(•t•n ,c: clown Th,• ::core stood 
by Bill Smith and Roy Patterson. Kempe 4 O 9 C'rl for them. Tl'am memlwrs in- lfanulton 6, Jth:,c~, 0. 
In the second period R.I.T. Burczak 2 3 11 I elude. Dave Roberts. Rich Th(• double, rnatchc~ repeated 
· · Smith 1 4 1 llolmC'a. Dave Weinberg, Jeff th» sar11e stor_v. St 0 •" Kuzman was the first to score again but , "~ 
this time it was also their last Gerbino I 3 4' Slu_rm, Tony :\"ewfield, Steve and Bud F:isenbcrg teamed to 
goal of the period. Scott Kempe Fidgeon 1 0 1 I Knight, Tom Hochfelder, a nd .Joe I meet Freel Vanderbilt and Mike 
was the first Ithacan to score Marangi 1 0 1: Balocco. Baratoff The Hamilton team set 
in this period. He was followed Saves-LC. 25; R.l.T .. 19 1 th Coach .~strt not~dk th at whe~ them down 6-0, 7-5. At the com-
by Rick Fidgeon and Roy Patter-: Penalties _ r.c. G, ru T 9 t e ~arSi ·i; ea~! ~ -~s ;~ r~a pletion of the doubles LC. had 
son, who collected two goals to ! np c WI usua Y a ·e le op lost the whole match 9-0. 
by Eric Sh"1'11rd close out the first half. : ----- four !rcshman so th ey can gain After the match Coach Estey 
Bill Sweet, a Sophomore, makes a long, hard, broad jump The second half opened quickly: experience._ '.\leel,; have bt'en said that Hamilton was probably 
. S d ' eet . H rtw" k G n Jt ~ n • • planned with Corning, Cornell th b l t IC Id f 11 in atur ay s m against a 1c • with Ithaca scoring in tho first OUlf ~ U D ll'aD<C and Lakcmont e cs earn wou ace a 
forty seconds. Roy Patterson took year. 
(Continued from Page 24) : event. In the field events, Ficor-
r,raved to b,, their downfall in I elli_ repeated as shot win~er, 
their opener against Rochester. I :vh1le DeStef_ano won the triple 
On Saturday, the squad took on .
1 
Jump _and Bill Sweet won the 
Hartwick College in their first long JU:11P· . And Tom Sheeran 
home meet and were victorious placed first m the pole vault. The 
once again. Tom Williams took final score was I.C. 82, Hartwick 
the mile and tw'O mile runs, 63. 
while Gustafson once again won This Saturday, the team faces 
the 220. The other first place Brockport, a team that Coach 
Ithaca winner, in addition to the Mike Greene expects will give the 
440 relay team, was Congdon, Bombers some of their toughest 
who took the 440 yar<l hurdle competition of the year. The 
Riding CUub 
Sponsorrs Show 
meet is scheduled for a- 2:00 start 
at Brockport. 
a pass from Al Burcza.k after the OliHFered -------------- ----------- Results: 
face off and converted into a masters from Bowling Green. In Vanderbilt, H.-B. Eisenberg, 
goal. Five minutes elapsed be- !'>;eed some help in improving 1960 she was voted the Toledo 6-3, 6-3. 
fore the next goal but this time your golf? Times Woman Athlete of the Fuchs, H - Kuzman, 6-4, 6-3 
R.I.T. was on the receiving end '.\riss Lorraine Abbott of the Year. She began playing golf at Wyatt, H - Laffey, 6-3, 6-1 
of the score. R.I.T. closed out i\"ational Golf Foundation will be the age of 10 and went on to win THtler, H - Goodman, 8-6, 7-5 
their scoring within the next at Ithaca College on May 3rd and the Ohio State Women's Amateur Baratoff, H - Gould 6-0, 6-2 
sixty seconds when Bill Lithicum 4th for just that purpose. Miss title in 1960. She has also played George, H - Chiron, 8-6, 6-4 
scored their sixth goal. With the Abbott will conduct clinics on on the Ladies Professional Golf Vanderbilt, Baratoff - Kuz-
ending of R.I.T.'s scoring Ithaca·s both nights. All facets of golf tour. man, Eisenberg, 6-0, 7-5. 
attack went to work. Al Burczak from cltiquette to errors and Because of the effort, of :-S!iss Wyatt, Fuchs, H - Laffey, 
hit the net ¼ith 7:49 gone in the corrections of personal faults Iris Carnell and Miss Nancy Goodhue, 6-2, 6-0. 
period. He was followed by will be dealt with. Different as- Hicks of the Ithaca College Phy- Worcester, Heller, H - Good-
scores from Art Marangi, Roy pects of golf will be covered on sical Education faculty we .ire hue, Chiron, 6-2, 6-0. 
Patterson, and three goals by the different nighl~. Both lecture able to have '.\liss Abbott here. 
Scott Kempe. and participation methods will be Everyone is im·ited to attend 
In the fourth quarter Ithaca used. , either or both clinics. Clubs will 
The Ithaca College Riding Club 
is sponsoring a horse show to be 
held on May 9. beginning at 9:00 
' a.m. It is an open show in which 
anyone may compete for a small 
fee. 
scored twice. The first score was Sponsored by the National\ be provided for practice. Wed-
to the high point horse. Trophies tallied by Ken Gerbino and the Golf Foundation, Miss Abbott nesday night will be predominat-
will also be awarded to the cham- last score was by Al Burczak. travels · to schools and colleges i cd by lectures, movies and de-
pion western, highest equitation, Coach Ware was proud of the across the country conducting I monstrations; Thursday night 
best pony and best English riders. team's all around performance. clinics. She was graduated from will deal primarily wiU1 errors 
Mrs. Joan Tolhurst of Rochest- He praised the work of the de- Rollins College and received her and corrections. 
er will judge the show. President fense led by Capt. Joe Casarella 
ulrans Weelkell'a«J'l 
u!liio!riltk lLove 
There will be classes in West-
ern, equitation, pony, jumping, 
and hunting. Also a number of 
games and events for children 
will be held. 
President Dillingham is donat-
ing a trophy, to be called the 
"President's Trophy.'' It will go 
,r ompkows 
rPhofrog rcu plhiy 
Applications and Pa~orts 
Quick Sorvlco 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Sorvo You 
lde's Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
irlhle IOeD'lby 
Cocktail lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPINC PLAZA 
Elmira Rd .• 272-9715 
Dillingham is the honorable and he felt that the offense real-
show chairman. [ Ly showed what they could do. 
BRUT 
lOT~ON 
FOR MEN 
Faberge's bold brash BRUT good groomers, now in 
silver-flashed brushed aluminum decanters - sturdy 
and light-weight for travel. Gift boxed, of course. 
BRUT Travel Decanter shave/shower lotionin taxe-
along decanter with its own suede cloth travel pouch 
6.50 
BRUT Spray Decanter shave/shower lotion in 
decanter with suede-cloth travel pouch 
BRUT De Luxe Spray Deodorant 5.00 
BRUT Talc 3.50 
spray 
6.50 
Triphammcr Shopping 
Cantor 
If there's any doubt in your 
mind, 
bring her .... 
"HAPPY" 
"Bloody Marys" $.50 
108 N. AURORA ST. 
Open Daily a~ 4 
Ito serve you 
Saturday Noon 'til 7 
• 
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by Davo Goldin 
HAMILTON, April 21 - IC I against Penn State will be made 
won its thl.J"d game of the season i up on the Bomber's road trip 
th1~ coming weekend. at Hamilton Friday by beating 
Colgate 10-8 111 ten innings. The Ithaca College (10) 
game appeared sewed up for the 
Kurow~ki, If Bombers as they were leading 
AB R 
6 2 
H Bl 
4 3 
Fazio, 2b 
the Raiders 8-2 going into the Barton, cf 
6 
3 
1 3 
0 0 
ninth, but Colgate tied it up. G1roux, rf, 3b 4 I 2 
Sophomore Keith Kurowski led Tcrista. ss 
the team in the hitting depart- :\I1l!cr. rf 
mcnt by going 4 for 6 (2 were Zondi, 3b 
10ublcs), bOOsting his avera~e Joseph, ·ph 
from .273 to .412; Frank Fazio Hincll. c 
collected 3 hits in 6 at bat for a Truhn, lb 
4 
3 
3 
1 
I 
3 
0 1 
2 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
2 1 
fine day at the plate. Bromley, p 4 1 1 
veteran lefty Jack Bromley Totals 39 10 13 
went the distance for the deci- Colgate (8) 
sion, displaying great clutch 
pitching in the tenth. 
Brian Truhn started the Bomb-
er tenth by drawing a walk and 
advancing to second on Brom-
ley's sacrifice. Kurowski came 
up and promptly hit the second 
Colgate pitch 420 feet _ betv:·een 
the centerfielder and nghtfleld-
er. Keith legged it all the way 
out, beating the tag with a neat 
hook slide. 
Bradley, ss 
Burton, cf 
Wilson, lb 
Leikson, lb 
Mariano lb 
Ilg, C 
Reid, If 
Ryan. 3b 
Cipolla, rf 
Hale. rf 
Beckman, 2b 
Foster, p 
Chase, p 
Brady, ph 
Reina, p 
Goetz, p 
Totals 
AB 
5 
6 
2 
2 
1 
6 
6 
5 
2 
RH Bl 
1 2 0 
I 4 0 
0 0 o. 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 3 1 
I 2 1 
1 0 0 
4 1 1 1 
3 I 2 3 
2 0 0 0 
I O O 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
44 8 15 6 
It took Ithaca three innings to 
get a 4-0 lead. After seven i~n-
ings the score was 6-2, and gomg 
into the last half of the ninth 
Ithaca led 8-2. But Colgate ex-
ploded for six runs to tie i~, send-
ing up eleven batsmen m the Ithaca 
process, getting six hits, two Colgate 
walks, and an IC error. Ted Beek-
man was the big gun for Colgate 
in the ninth by hitting a three 
run homer. Richie Miller's fine 
defensive play helped to save the 
game for Ithaca. Miller, playing 
rightfield, cut down Riena at the 
plate who was trying to score 
031 000 211 2--10 
000 001 106 0- 8 
the winning run. 
Ithaca is now 3-1 on the season. 
The rained out Sunday game 
iTrac8cmerro 
!R.un Down 
Corilandl 
By Larry Hinton 
Despite extremely a d v e r s e 
weather conditions in both meets, 
the varsity track team managed 
to come through with two wins 
last week, thus bringing their 
record up to 2-1. 
Cortland was the Bombers' 
first victim of the week, as the 
Red Dragons went down to an 
85-60 defeat on their home track. 
In that meet, several I.C. men 
placed in more than one event. 
John Gustafson led the way as 
he took first place in both the 
high jump and the 220 yard dash. 
Finishing second in the 220 was 
Ken Aluisio, who also won the 
440 yard run. Second in the 440 
but first in the 440 yard hurdles 
;: ;: -4 ::I" 
"' "' 
Cl 
n n 
~ "' ;: 
z n C, 2. n :< 0 .. :II 
CQ 
0 
-.. 
... 
u, 
Q 
E-Fazio, Terista, Zondi, Hin-
ell, Bradley, Foster 2. LOB -
IC 9, Colgate 15. 2B--Kurowski 2, 
Fazio, Giroux, Zondi, Truhn, Bur-
ton, Reid, Beckman. SB - Bur-
ton. S - Bromley. 
IP HR ER BBSO 
Bromley (W, 2-1) 10 15 8 2 4 12 
Foster 4 6 4 3 4 3 
Chase 4 3 3 3 2 4 
Reina 
Goetz (L) 
1 2 1 1 0 2 
1 1 2 2 1 
WP--Chase, Reina. 
wa:; Bob Congdon. Tom Williams 
recorded two second place fin-
ishes, in the 100 and the discus. 
In other field events, I.C.'s Larry 
Hayes and Tony Destefano were 
one-two in the triple jump, while 
Tom Sheeran took second in the 
pole vault and Tom Ficorelli cap-
tured first place honors in the 
shot put. The other first place 
winner was Bob Fehring in the 
120 yard hurdles. The meet with 
Cortland saw a great improve-
ment in the Ithacan's perform 
ances in the track events, which 
(Cont>inued on Page 28) 
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by Rick Wright 
April 21 - The Ithaca College 
golf team started its season on 
Thursday, April 20, with a re-
sounding 9-0 whitewashing of 
:\fansfield State College at the 
Newman Golf Course. The match 
had been cancelled twice due to 
inclement weather, but or.cc the 
weather cleared, the team gained 
revenge for last year's loss to the 
Pennsylvania school. 
Ithaca swept all six individual 
matches and all three best-ball 
matches. Mansfield was so out-
classed that no match went 
past the fifteenth hole. Num-
ber one man, Rick Wright, led 
the J.C. swingers with a fine three 
over par round of 75. He defeated 
his opponent by a five and four 
margin. Ron Bobbett, number two 
man, won his match by a four and 
three margin, shooting an 80 in 
the process. Wright and Bobbett 
teamed superbly in their best-ball 
match, shooting a fine round of 
70 and gaining another point. Jay 
Swainbank and Butch Riseley 
The hopes for an undefeated 
season were spoiled on Friday, 
April 21, when Cortland State 
defeated the Ithaca College golf 
team by a 6-3 margin. This made 
the fourth consecutive win for 
the Cortland swingers over Ith-
aca. The match was played at 
the Newman Golf Course on a 
cloudy and rainy afternoon. 
J.C. lost the match. because of 
the inability to win any of the 
three best-ball matches. The six 
individual matches were split, 
both schools winning three. Rick 
Wright, Ithaca's number one man, 
again led the team with a credit-
able round of 76, narrowly beat-
ing Cortland's Ed Ozaroski by a 1 
up margin. Ron Bobbett carved 
out a 79 in beating his opponent 
on the seventeenth hole. Even 
though they both won their indi-
vidual matches, they were beaten 
in the best-ball match by Ozaro-
ski and his partner, StevP Laia-
coni, who teamed well in winning 
by a 4-2 margin. The other Ith-
aca winner was number six man 
Tom Sandler, who shot an 81 
while defeating his Cortland ad-
versary. Jay Swainbank lost a 
heartbreakcr on the nineteenth 
hole to Cortland's no. 3 mar., 
while scoring an 82. His partner, 
Butch Riseley, also lost his indi-
vidual match (2-1) and the duo's 
best-ball match also ended in de-
feat. Cortland scored its last two 
• points when Dan Steier shot a 
fine 78 in defeating Lee Gavet on 
the seventeenth hole. Gavet, who 
shot an 81, nearly caught his op-
ponent after being four down but 
his rally fell short. Gavet and 
Sandler also were defeated in 
their best-ball match. 
The Joss evened Ithaca's record 
at 1 and 1. Cortland is now 1-0. 
Ithaca looks forward to improv-
ing its record .when it faces R.I.T. 
on Monday 'and Hobart on Wed-
nesday, both matches on foreign 
courses. Last year Ithaca was 
victorious over both of its up-
coming opponents. 
§port§ . §cope 
by Pam Davis 
Relatively new in interest but relatively old in origin 
Lacrosse is rapidly becoming a popular spring sport. Until 
few years ago, few people knew what the webbed stick, known 
as a crosse, was used for. From the two major centers of intere<t, 
Maryland and Long Island, the popularity of this old Indian 
game has spread along the East coast. Even with the P;rciwin 
popularity in the East, people west of the Mississippi still tend 
to give quizzical glances to transported. Easterners with crosse,. 
The history of Lacrosse goes back to the American lndia11s 
who knew the game as baggataway, ( the French settlers renam,·d1' 
the game Lacrosse). 'With a ball filled with and covered tightly 
with deerskin, the game was played essentially as it is tod:1\·,1 
It was a furious bone-breaking game with at times 100 men r,n 
a side. The objective was, as it is today, to get the ball into 
the other team's goal by running or throwing it. 
Over the years the game has progressed to sliP;htly mor · 
organization. A team is now composed of ten men designated l•y 
Defense, Midfield, Attack, and Goalkeeper. There are 4 period 
of 15 minutes each with a tie being decided by 2 five minute ovtr 
times. 
To a first time observer Lacrosse is a rough game with a 
lot of body contact. It seems that everything but killing you 
opponent is legal. As in hockey, however, the players may h 
asked to sit in the penalty box from 1-3 minutes for persona 
fouls. ) 
It is a physically exhausting game with few timeouts allowc f. 
or used. Jimmy Brown, who was an outstanding mid-fielder a 
Syracuse, once said, "Stamina-wise, it's as demanding a· spor 
as ever played. I'd compare it to hockey and basketball, yo 
have picks, screens, and other plays that are similar." 
Besides the physical stamina, Lacrosse requires a great dea 
of skill. It takes a lot of practice to be able to throw and catch 
the ball. 
After the first face off the action is in the hands of the 
players. Rough and tumble play is accompanied by fast movin. 
action. The public, according to Lacrosse buffs, hasn't had suffi 
cient exposure to appreciate the game. You at IC have, how 
ever, an opportunity to view this spectacle. Saturday the 29th
1 
at 2 p.m., IC will meet Hartwick on the Intramural Field. Ge 
and see what it's all about ... you m_ight enjoy it. 
On the Sidelines . . . Since the Dark Horses have been 
g_etting space in this column it might be good to note that A.f. 
Diamond stands with a 3-0-1 record as of last week. They just 
missed playing in the quad last year and aren't about to miss 
against this year ... Prediction: The Lacrosse team will wm 
the rest of its games, says D. Henry .... 
Alabama Coach 
Suspends QB 
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (UPI) 
Just as he did Joe Namath, Ala-
bama football coach Paul (Bear) 
Bryant suspended anothP.r No. 1 
quarterback, Ken Stabler. 
Namath was suspended by the 
Alabama mentor during the 1963 
season and missed the final game 
and a trip to the Sugar Bowl. 
However, Namath was reinstated 
during spring practice and he 
quarterbacked Alabama to a na-
tional championship in 1964. 
Stabler, a junior from Foley, 
Ala., brought the Tide a victory 
in Sugar Bowl competion against 
Nebraska last season and was 
named most valuable player. 
Bryant left the door open for 
Stabler by making the suspen-
sion indefinite and not perma-
nent. 
Stabler was not available im-
mediately for comment on the 
action. 
"Since January he has simply 
been a nonconformer so far as 
what is asked and expected of 
our athletes. We have ru1es and 
regulations, many of which the 
players themselves determine," 
Bryant said. 
spring practice with a knee inj
1 jury. He had been expected to 
return to full speed todaJ'. 
In announcing the suspension 
Bryant said, "This action is no 
meant to give the impression that 
Ken has been immoral or dishon-
1
. 
est in any way.'! 
Suspension of Stabler elevates1 
junior Joe Kelley to the top quar-
terback slot, the coach said. 
Bryant said that Stabler had 
been advised of bis decision. I 
"He may continue on athletic 
scholarship and it is hoped that 
he might salvage .;omething 
academically the remainder c,f 
the semester." 
"I would welcome the oppor-
tunity," the coach said, "to as-
sist him any way I can.'' 
Next Y eao-1 s 
Cheerleaders 
Selected made their varsity debuts by 
winning their individual matches 
and teaming together to win their 
best-ball match. Swainbank shot 
an 81 while Riseley shot a shaky 
85. The number five and six men, 
Lee Ga.vet and Tom Sandler, com-
pleted the shutout by sweeping 
all three points in their matches. 
Gavet crushed his oppon<>nt with 
a victory on the twelfth hole. He 
shot a creditable round of 84. 
Sandler scored the easi_est vi~tory 
of the day, ending his match on 
the eleventh hole and finished 
with a score of 82. The duo also 
won the best-ball match on the 
same hole. 
... The postponed home match 
against Penn State will be played 
this Sunday as an away game, ex-
tending the weekend road trip. 
"The last few months Ken has 
been disregarding these regula-
tions and conforming to h's own 
or those set up by someone else," 
Bryant added. 
The regulations, Bryant said, 
"have proven healthy and effec-
tive toward developing and dis-
playing a genuine winning at-
titude. The other members of the 
squad conform quite well and 
willingly." 
This past week a new set of 
varsity cheerleaders was chosen. 
For the first time the cheerlead-
ers had to try out, even if they 
were already members of the 
squad. A panel of judges, includ-
ing their advisor, Miss Peg Exley, 
Mr. Paul Butterfield, head foot-
ball coach and Mr. Hugh Hurst, 
varsity basketball coach, saw the 
girls as they performed. Each 
girl was requested to do an indi-
vidual cheer, 2 group cheers, and 
3 different jumps. As they were 
performing they were marked on 
their pep, voice, appearance,. and 
skill. 
... Bob Klausner, junior right-
hander is on the ailing list. Klaus-
ner has torn shoulder ligaments 
and probably will be unable to 
make the weekend trip. 
by Eric Sbep11l'd 
Coach Herb Broadwell was very 
pleased with his team's perform-
ance considering no one had 
practiced for three days due to 
the rain. He and the players were 
very pleased with the interest 
shown by Mr. Broadwcll's golf 
class which turned out in full 
strength to watch the match. 
. . . The pitching experiment 
with senior Richie Hinnen is 
over. The Bronx blond is doing 
duty behind the plate again with 
Richie Miller roaming the out-
fields. 
Bryant said Stabler on occa-
sion didn't show up for baseball 
practice and eventually quit base-
ball without notifying anyone. 
Quarierbacklng the 1966 Ala-
bama team in an 11-0 season, 
Stabler had been sidelined in 
When the judges had compiled 
their scores 6 regulars and 2 subs 
were chosen. The regulars in-
clude: Judy Diamond, Sue Beat-
ty, Sue Dale, Barb Gersten, Sue 
Auster, and Patti Heydt. The subs 
are Jeanne Palclc and Barb 
Werner. 
Tom Williams · breaks 
tape in mile for I.C. 
the 
